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ABSTRACT

Schubert’s treatment of the medial caesura differs on many levels from that of the
Classical tradition. He problematizes many of its norms, introducing complications to the course
of his sonata movements. Much research has been devoted to Schubert’s approach to sonata
form, his large-scale formal deformations as well as his innovative harmonic language. However,
few of these writings have discussed the importance of the medial caesura to his sonata forms.
Through the lens of Sonata Theory, this dissertation examines Schubert’s handling of the MC,
demonstrating how the complications derived from his unorthodox practice modify the structural
and rhetorical layout of his pieces. I investigate Schubert’s approach to three stages surrounding
the MC articulation, TR and the energy-gaining process, the MC point of articulation, and the Stheme, discussing specific formal and rhetorical complications that arise from each of them.
In chapter 1, I reconsider Schubert's MC practice from a dialogical perspective,
demonstrating how some non-normative procedures (in Classical terms) became the norm within
his own style. In chapter 2, I examine the impact of two common Schubertian procedures on the
function, perception, and meaning of the MC: tonally over-determined TRs and the early arrival
of the secondary key within TR. Finally, in chapter 3, I demonstrate how Schubert broadened the
available cadential arrangements within MC pairs in declined-MC situations, exploring the
expressive potential of normative/non-normative dual oppositions.
The conclusion shows that 1) Schubert’s stylistic preferences radically expand many of
the default procedures posited by Sonata Theory, inviting refinements of the theory; and 2) that
the Schubertian MC may incorporate two structural roles beyond its most fundamental function
as a formal articulator: clarification of the function of a formally ambiguous passage, which is
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often connected to cases of tonal over-determination or the early arrival of the secondary key;
and introduction of tonal and formal complications into the work’s trajectory, invoking some
kind of “correction” or compensation.
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INTRODUCTION
SCHUBERT AND THE CLASSICAL MEDIAL CAESURA

The Medial Caesura: Norms and Conventions in the Classical Period
Much of the current research on musical form has pursued a cadence-oriented approach
in which the cadence is not only a crucial component of the harmonic syntax of a given musical
passage as the progression’s ultimate goal, but also a central element in the process of formal
articulation. For William Caplin, a “cadence effects formal closure at middleground levels in the
structural hierarchy of a work.”1 It defines the boundaries of phrases, themes, and large formal
sections, incorporating a structural ending function. For James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy,
cadences are conceived as structural goals capable of defining not only the formal organization
of a given passage but also the expressive content of the tonal trajectory of a sonata form work.
For example, the authors affirm that “the attaining of the ESC [or essential structural closure, the
first I:PAC within the recapitulation’s secondary theme zone that proceeds onward to differing
material] is the most significant event within the sonata. … Any recapitulation that falls short of
this obligation, leaving the rhetorical recapitulation tonally or cadentially open, is problematic.”2
They interpret such an extreme “deformation” as a “failed” recapitulation, one that defers tonal
closure beyond sonata-space, creating complications with the piece’s formal and expressive
layout.3

1

William Caplin, “The Classical Cadence: Conceptions and Misconceptions,” Journal of the American
Musicological Society 57 (2004): 56.
2

Warren Darcy and James Hepokoski, Elements of Sonata Theory: Norms, Types, and Deformations in the
Late-Eighteenth-Century Sonata (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006), 232 and 245.
3

Hepokoski and Darcy define the term “deformation” as “the stretching of a normative procedure to its
maximally expected limits or even beyond them.” (Ibid., 614)
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Accordingly, Hepokoski and Darcy direct special attention to conventional rhetorical
gestures that serve in the process of formal articulation, for example the medial caesura. The
medial caesura (MC) is a mid-expositional break that divides a sonata-form exposition into two
parts: the first part comprising the primary theme zone (P) and the transition (TR), and the
second, the secondary theme zone (S) and the closing section (C). Hepokoski and Darcy
introduced the concept of medial caesura in their 1997 article “The Medial Caesura and its Role
in the Eighteenth Century Sonata Exposition.”4 There they define it as a “brief rhetorically
reinforced break or gap that serves to divide an exposition into two parts, tonic and dominant. Its
effect is usually that of an emphatic pause for breath before launching the exposition’s second
part.”5 They discuss the importance of the MC as a formal articulator, enabling the opening of Sspace, and determinative of the sonata’s expositional type: “before the non-tonic S can unfold, a
musical space for it must be opened … S-theme must be forcibly manufactured through a
common device of structural punctuation.”6 Indeed, for them, “if there is no medial caesura, there
is no secondary theme.”7
Hepokoski and Darcy acknowledge two types of exposition, two-part and continuous.
The two-part exposition was the more common model in the late-18th and early-19th centuries. It
is characterized by a clear articulation of the medial caesura followed by the onset of an S-theme.
The continuous exposition, on the other hand, is characterized by the absence of a mid-

4
Warren Darcy and James Hepokoski, “The Medial Caesura and Its Role in the Eighteenth-Century Sonata
Exposition,” Music Theory Spectrum 19 (1997): 115–54.
5

Ibid., 123.

6

Ibid., 121.

7

Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 52.
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expositional break and, consequently, of a secondary theme zone.8 According to Hepokoski and
Darcy,
Instead of providing a TR that leads to a medial caesura and thence to an S, as with the
two part exposition, the continuous exposition, especially in Haydn’s works, usually fills
up most of the expositional space with the relentlessly ongoing, expansive spinning-out
(Fortspinnung) of an initial idea or its immediate consequences.9
In other words, TR-activity continues past the last point where an MC and an S-theme could be
expected, instead driving towards the structural PAC that articulates the essential expositional
closure (EEC).10 At the “point of conversion,” the transition’s identity as such dissolves in a
sequence of Fortspinnung (FS) modules that eventually bring the exposition to an end. The
material that follows the “point of conversion” do not qualify as an S-theme; instead, it prolongs
TR-activity, eventually taking on cadential function. The authors also describe a special type of
continuous exposition, in which an early (“premature”) PAC in the new key is not followed by a
genuine S-theme, but by reiterations of the cadence just heard, eventually achieving the EEC.
Thus, it seems clear that the presence or absence of a medial caesura may determine the
expositional type and the existence of an S-theme.11
The MC is always associated with a sequence of events that defines its rhetorical
strength, harmonic quality, and, ultimately, its formal role. The process begins with the onset of
TR, typically an area of increased rhythmic activity in which a sequence of energy-gaining

8

William Caplin does not acknowledge the existence of a continuous exposition. For him, all sonata
expositions feature a secondary theme. For a more detailed discussion of Caplin’s conception of S-themes and twopart expositions, see below, “Review of the Literature,” 32–3.
9

Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 51.

10

The EEC is the first satisfactory I:PAC within the exposition’s second part that proceeds onward to
differing material. It is “the most important generic and tonal goal of the exposition.” (Ibid., 117)
11

Ibid., 51–64.
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modules drive towards a structural half cadence (HC). The motion towards the dominant is often
^

^

^

^

^

emphasized by the chromatic bass 4 – s4 – 5 in that key (b6 – 5 is also commonly found,
especially in minor-mode movements), a rhetorical gesture that strengthens the subsequent half
cadence. Once the structural dominant is achieved, it may be prolonged by reiterations of the
just-sounded HC or by neighboring motions. Hepokoski and Darcy emphasize that this
“dominant lock” does not release the energy accumulated through TR. Indeed, any energy-loss
or attenuation of dynamics in the space between the HC and the actual MC is “countergeneric.”12 The MC is often marked by several forte “hammer blows” on the final dominant
chord, typically followed by a general pause or rest in all parts, a rhetorical caesura. This,
according to Sonata Theory, “is one of the main hallmarks of an unequivocal MC, and it usually
signals the precise moment of the MC.”13
The mid-expositional caesura gap then provides the requisite energy loss, setting the
stage for the following S-theme in the key of the dominant (III or v if in a minor key), typically
with a piano dynamic, marking the onset of S. Often, the gap between the last dominant chord of
TR and the beginning of S is filled by connecting material, “caesura-fill,” bridging the energy
loss and preparing the arrival of S. The conformity of the S-theme to generic norms will
retrospectively confirm the status of the proposed MC and articulate the beginning of the second
part of the exposition. Hepokoski and Darcy emphasize that “pointedly refusing to initiate any of
the characteristic opening-types of an S-theme at this moment may signal that the preceding
proposed MC is being declined by subsequent events.”14 The sequence of events can be
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summarized as follows:
1) TR’s energy gain in the approach to the structural dominant.
2) The half cadence and subsequent dominant prolongation.
3) The MC gap itself.
4) The appearance of an appropriate S-theme.
Failure to meet these expectations may influence the sonata’s formal layout.
Sonata Theory offers three cadential options as standard MC articulators:
1) A half cadence in the new key (V:HC MC in major mode sonatas, and either III or
v:HC MC in minor-mode ones).
2) A half cadence in the home key (I:HC MC).
3) A PAC in the new key (V:PAC MC).
Hepokoski and Darcy rank these according to their frequency of occurrence in the Classical
repertoire as first-, second-, and third-level defaults, respectively.15 They additionally propose a
timeframe within which an MC must be articulated; i.e., anywhere from 15% to 75% of the way
through an exposition: “Any strong caesura falling outside these boundaries is either an
exceptional MC … or, more often, no MC at all.”16 The rhetorically weaker second-level default
I:HC MC is the first option available to the composer, usually articulated between 15% and 45%
of the way through an exposition. The first-level default V:HC MC is the second temporarily
available option, from 25% to 50% of the way through. The much rarer third-level default
V:PAC MC is the last option available to the composer, at around 50% to 75% of the way
through the exposition. The late articulation of this MC-type may raise interpretive
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complications as to the status of the sounded PAC: Is this really an MC, ending a greatly
extended TR-zone and belatedly opening S-space, or does it rather mark the early attainment of
the EEC of a continuous exposition? In this event, one should carefully consider the thematic
material immediately following the cadential punctuation, asking questions about its character,
dynamic, texture, harmonic goals, and formal function (whether initiating or post-cadential).17
A clear-cut example of a Classical MC is found in the first movement of Mozart’s Piano
Sonata in D, K. 284 (example a). Here, following a tonally stable presentation phrase, the
energy-gaining process begins in measure 13 with the sentence’s dissolving continuation. The
increased rhythmic and harmonic activity marks the arrival of the pre-dominant, which leads
eventually into a I:HC (m. 17) followed by dominant lock and MC punctuation (I:HC MC, m.
21). Mozart’s normative treatment of the MC is apparent: 1) the cadence is dramatized by the
^

^

^

chromatic bass line 6 – b6 – 5; 2) a dominant lock prolongs the structural dominant and keeps the
accumulated energy until the cadential punctuation; 3) the MC gesture is marked by three
hammer-blows and a clear caesura gap; 4) as proposed by Hepokoski and Darcy, the secondlevel default, I:HC MC, is articulated in measure 21, 41% of the way through the exposition; and
5) a clear S-theme in the dominant follows the articulation of the MC, confirming its proposed
status.
Example a. Mozart, Piano Sonata in D, K. 284/i
TR#
Presenta.on#
b.i.#

##6#

D:#I#
######!

17

##10#

Con.nua.on#

For more on the temporal
placement of the medial caesura in the late-18th century, see Ibid., 36–40.
b.i.#
Increased#rhythmic#and#
harmonic#ac.vity#

3#64#

3##53#

3#64#

3##53#

IV#

D:#I#
######!

Con.nua.on#
##10#
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D:#I#
######!

b.i.#
Con.nua.on#

##10#

Increased#rhythmic#and#
harmonic#ac.vity#

b.i.#

Increased#rhythmic#and#
harmonic#ac.vity#

3#64#

3##53#

3#64#

3##53#

IV#
!

3#64#

3##53#

3#64#

3##53#

IV#
!

##14#

##14#

(V43##)#!#
#

##17#
""17"

#""5^"

4
(V##)#!#
3
#

IV6#
6^#

Ger65#
# 6^#
3#b#

IV6#
6^#

Ger65#
# 6^#
3#b#

V"
Accumulated#energy#is#kept!
I:HC"""""###"dominant#lock"###"
D"
Accumulated"energy"is"kept"

V#
I:HC#####333#dominant#lock#333#
3##5^#
##20#

S#

""20"

S"
Hammer3blows!

Clear#S3theme!

Hammer#blows"

Clear"S#theme"

I:HC#MC#
I:HC"MC"

MC#
gap#
MC"
gap"

Scope of Study
Schubert’s treatment of the medial caesura differs on many levels from that of the
Classical tradition. He problematizes many of its norms, introducing complications to the course
of his sonata movements. Through the lens of Sonata Theory, this dissertation examines
Schubert’s handling of the MC, demonstrating how the complications derived from his
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unorthodox practice modify the structural and rhetorical layout of his pieces.18
In this study, I investigate Schubert’s approach to three of the four stages surrounding the
MC articulation: TR and the energy-gaining process, the MC point of articulation, and the Stheme, discussing specific formal and rhetorical complications that arise from each of them.
In chapter 1, I examine the MC point of articulation, exploring its tonal and rhetorical
relationships to its surroundings. The chapter is divided into two parts: In the first part, I
reconsider Schubert's MCs from a dialogical perspective, demonstrating how some nonnormative procedures (in Classical terms) became the norm—despite their persistent
deformational character. In the second part, I examine Schubert's treatment of the PAC MC and
the non sequitur MC, two procedures that were absorbed by Schubert’s eclectic practice. The
study of the PAC MC focuses on the process of energy loss within TR, which allows the
^

^

understanding of Schubert’s MC tactics in relation to three techniques: the 5 – 1 caesura-fill, the
blocked MC, and the nineteenth-century de-energizing transition. The examination of Schubert’s
non sequitur MCs explores the reasons for the procedure’s persistent deformational character,
despite its relatively high frequency in Schubert’s output.
Chapter 2 is also divided into two parts. In the first part, I study the impact of what
Hepokoski and Darcy have termed tonally over-determined TRs on the function, perception, and
meaning of the MC. The examination of Schubert’s reluctance to leave the tonic area is divided
into four categories, which take into account the position, function, and strength of I:PACs
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within the pre-MC area: The first involves a transition that fails to leave the tonic, ending in a
I:PAC MC. In the second, a I:PAC is followed by a formally “defective” passage that is
eventually reinterpreted as TR thanks to the articulation of the MC. The third category comprises
two TR-modules: TR1, an active passage that fails to secure the MC, ending with a I:PAC; and
TR2, a rhetorically weak module that eventually manages to secure the MC. In the fourth
category tonic harmony is prolonged until the last possible moment, and then followed by a
quick modulation.
The second part of the chapter explores the complications derived from the early arrival
of the secondary key within TR. I demonstrate that the strategy may be associated with a
continuous texture that trespasses on the S-zone, obscuring the articulation of the MC; or that it
might coincide with the appearance of a new theme, creating the impression that an
underprepared S is prematurely emerging within TR.
Finally, in chapter 3, I investigate MCs that are retrospectively declined by the
subsequent music; i.e., a proposed MC is eventually rejected, implicating the reopening of TRspace. According to Hepokoski and Darcy, “the medial caesura declined is a strong gesture, an
emphatic device used for expressions of willfulness, caprice, self-assertion, a sudden change of
mind (“NO!”), and so on.”19 My analysis of declined MCs explores the structural and expressive
potential of four declined/correct MC pairs: Classical/Classical, Classical/“Wrong-key,”
“Wrong-key”/Classical, and “Wrong-key”/“Wrong-key.” In the final portion of the chapter, I
examine the relation between declined-MC situations and trimodular blocks.
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Review of the Literature
The Medial Caesura in the Classical Period
Musical form constitutes one of the most important areas of study in the field of music
theory, throughout history and in the present. A glance at the recent literature shows that the
topic is still in constant development, with most writings concerned with the workings of musical
form in the Classical period. Two of the most influential recent works are Classical Form by
William Caplin and Elements of Sonata Theory by James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy. Caplin’s
book builds on ideas of Arnold Schoenberg, later refined by Erwin Ratz, developing a
comprehensive theory of form for instrumental music in the Classical style.20 Caplin’s theory
provides a broad set of principles and a comprehensive methodology for the analysis of classical
form, from the level of individual ideas, phrases, and themes, to the large-scale organization of
complete movements. The theory, however, does not consider historical accounts of form from
the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries.21
Hepokoski and Darcy’s work outlines a different paradigm for understanding the
compositional choices of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and their contemporaries. As they note in
their preface, the authors looked “for patterns within sonata-composition, for shared gestures, for
ranges of options, for a sense of the typical. Our intention was to devise an explanation of how
varying degrees of the normative can be altered, stretched, or occasionally overridden altogether
to produce an individualized deformation.”22 Together, Caplin’s taxonomic approach and
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Hepokoski and Darcy’s dialogical conception constitute the basis of modern scholarship on
Classical form and are often complementarily applied in the analytical literature.
As mentioned above, Hepokoski and Darcy coined the term medial caesura in 1997;
however, one encounters looser descriptions of the phenomenon in earlier writings. A pre-Sonata
Theory account of the literature on the MC as a compositional feature would have to include
three central works: Heinrich Koch’s Versuch einer Anleitung zur Composition, Adolf Benhard
Marx’s Die Lehre von der Musikalischen Komposition, and Charles Rosen’s Sonata Forms.23
Koch discusses the varying degrees of rhetorical articulation in music, emphasizing its
relevance to the mid- and late-18th-century concept of musical form. He deals at length with the
central concept of the caesura as a tool for “melodic punctuation,” and indirectly alludes to the
textural break and the type of harmony expected at the point of the MC when discussing the
connection of melodic sections in larger compositions.24
Marx was the first theorist to explicitly refer to the three cadential options that were later
adopted by Sonata Theory as the main three MC articulators, I:HC, V:HC, and V:PAC.
According to Marx, a composer should use either a half cadence or a PAC in the key of the
dominant to end a substantial and modulatory transition, common in larger movements. The
second-level default (according to Hepokoski and Darcy), I:HC MC, on the other hand, should
be reserved for the “sonatina” form.25
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Summarizing the two previous conceptions, Charles Rosen provides a detailed
description of the medial caesura in Sonata Forms. Rosen acknowledges the existence of a
significant harmonic break, usually accompanied by a complete pause, between the end of the
transition and the beginning of the S-theme. This break, according to Rosen, is often articulated
by a half cadence in the key of the dominant, which is then followed by a new theme in that
key.26 He emphasizes the importance of a change of texture and rhythm “at the point of departure
from the tonic and at the arrival at the dominant” (i.e., at the point of the MC).27 He also stresses
the fact that the motion to the dominant is commonly intensified by the use of its own
dominant.28 Thus, one could argue that Rosen develops the basic concepts introduced by Koch
and Marx, in part anticipating Hepokoski and Darcy’s more rigorous approach.
The most comprehensive study of the medial caesura in the Classical repertoire is
Hepokoski and Darcy’s article “The Medial Caesura and Its Role in the Eighteenth-Century
Sonata Exposition,” which was later incorporated in their book Elements of Sonata Theory. As
shown above, this influential article first introduces the norms and conventions associated with
MC, before discussing how these may be transformed, eventually resulting in formal
“deformations.” Despite dealing mainly with the Classical repertoire, Hepokoski and Darcy’s
writings also provide many examples from the nineteenth century.
Subsequent studies devoted primarily to the role of the medial caesura in the Classical
period have featured three main approaches: 1) strict adherence to concepts as defined in Sonata
Theory, 2) studies of the effect from a Schenkerian perspective, and 3) denial of the phenomenon
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as a significant category. An example of the first approach is Mark Richards’s article “Beethoven
and the Erosion of the Medial Caesura.”29 Richards demonstrates how Beethoven gradually
developed a preference for progressively more obscured articulations of the MC over the course
of his career. He argues that Beethoven’s treatment of the MC reflected his broader stylistic
evolution toward an increasingly continuous musical discourse.
The second category is exemplified by Lauri Suurpää’s article on three late works by
Haydn that feature continuous expositions.30 He investigates how and where the secondary key is
introduced in each of the expositions, determining the Stufe’s role in the formal unfolding.
Interestingly, he demonstrates that continuous and two-part expositions often derive from the
same background prototypes, and that discrepancies may be perceived only at middleground
levels.
The third category is represented by William Caplin’s work on formal function, in which
he has argued that a medial caesura is not a necessary condition for the existence of a secondary
theme.31 For him, all expositions contain a subordinate theme, defined by the presence of
initiating, medial, and concluding formal functions. Despite not granting the MC a structural
role, he does acknowledge its importance as a rhetorical punctuation device: “In most lateeighteenth-century sonata expositions, this important boundary is demarcated clearly, not only
through appropriate form-functional devices … but also through a marked change in melody,
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rhythm and texture.”32 In a more recent study, Caplin explores obscured articulations of this
formal juncture from three different perspectives: 1) transitions that lack a clear end or are not
articulated by a cadence,33 2) subordinate themes that lack a clear initiating function, and 3)
cases in which both boundaries are problematic, resulting in a complete “fusion” of the two
thematic functions (what Hepokoski and Darcy term the continuous exposition). It is not my
intention to mediate the theoretical disagreement between Hepokoski and Darcy, and Caplin. On
the contrary, in this dissertation, I make use of both theories complementarily. While Hepokoski
and Darcy’s dialogical approach forms the theoretical foundation, defining the norms and
conventions of the Classical sonata form, Caplin’s theory of formal functions is reserved for the
examination of theme-types and other small formal structures.

The Medial Caesura in Schubert
A great number of studies have been devoted to Schubert’s works in sonata form;
however, very few have examined his use of the medial caesura in detail. Donald Francis Tovey
is one of the first authors to pen a loose, but comprehensive discussion of Schubert’s sonata
forms, touching on such Schubertian features as the three-key exposition and the subdominant
recapitulation.34 Regarding the medial caesura, two points are relevant here: Tovey is the first to
point out that some of Schubert’s transitions are short and abrupt, sometimes functioning almost
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as a “primitive dramatic stroke.”35 As I demonstrate, the use of a short and “weak” transition
often affects the quality of the medial caesura, consequently injecting rhetorical and formal
complications into the secondary key zone.36 The second point relates to the beginning of the Stheme. Tovey discusses how Schubert often begins S “in a quite unexpected key, remote from
that in which it is going to continue.”37 He never considers, however, how these keys are
prepared and what their structural meanings really are.
In a much more detailed study, James Webster examines Schubert’s treatment of sonata
form, exploring some of the complications surrounding the MC juncture. According to him,
“another departure from the Classical tradition is found in Schubert’s transitions to the second
group. In the manner of closing the first group, the nature of the transition itself, the choice of
key for the beginning of the second group, and the way that key is prepared—in all of these
Schubert’s typical procedures differ significantly from those of the Classical masters .”38
Webster discusses some of Schubert’s unconventional means of preparing the arrival of S, such
as abrupt modulations, “wrong-key” MCs, and non sequitur MCs.39 In addition, he analyzes
transitions that fail to leave the tonic, but nevertheless convincingly prepare S through a clear
caesura.40 Part 4 of his article is entirely devoted to the three-key exposition. Here, for the most
part, Webster concentrates on the relations between keys and thematic materials in the post-MC1
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area, with little attention given to the medial caesura itself.41 While an illuminating study of
Schubert’s treatment of sonata form, it does not treat the medial caesura comprehensively.
Susan Wollenberg has published three substantial studies of Schubert’s transitions that
also consider his deployment of the MC in a quite detailed manner.42 In both works, she favors a
traditional approach to music analysis, adhering to none of the more rigorous theories mentioned
above—Hepokoski and Darcy’s dialogical approach, Caplin’s theory of formal functions, or
Schenker’s voice-leading-based formal conception. Compared to the approach proposed here, it
could be argued that Wollenberg’s examination of the MC is more closely related to that of
Tovey, Rosen, and Webster—i.e., she explores the tonal and rhetorical complications that
surround TR’s final cadence, but never conceives this cadential punctuation as a medial caesura
in Sonata Theory terms.43 As demonstrated in this dissertation, this looser analytical practice
may be beneficial and perhaps even desirable when drawing larger connections, but the strict
adherence to a theoretical framework may, in some situations, allow a more detailed
investigation of a subject, revealing aspects that would not be revealed without such a foundation
(i.e., a clear reference point against which one’s findings are to be interpreted).
An instance of this less strict analytical practice is found in Wollenberg’s use of the term
transition. She identifies three types of transition in Schubert: magical, classical, and poetic
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transitions.44 According to her, magical transitions comprise “those characteristic moments in
instrumental works when a transitional move is effected almost imperceptibly from one key to
another, with the potential to leave the listener astounded.”45 She lists five types of “magical”
transitions: 1) a Classical preparation is followed by S in a non-normative-key, 2) a nonClassical preparation is followed by S in a traditional key, 3) a quick transition leads into TR’s
final cadence, 4) the secondary key is prepared by a “totally unpredictable route,” and 5) the
transition ends with a I:PAC, triggering a “magical” linking passage that sets up the onset of S in
a new key.46 Examining Wollenberg’s taxonomy, it seems clear that she not only uses the term
transition in a loose fashion but also tends to combine different formal aspects under one large
umbrella. Here transition incorporates three different meanings: it refers to an action space
within the sonata trajectory (categories 3 and 4), it defines two non sequitur MC strategies
(categories 1 and 2); and it is used to explain the modulating CF that often accompanies a I:PAC
MC (category 5). As argued above, while this approach may be useful in some situations, it may
also obscure some relevant tonal, formal, and rhetorical relationships, as demonstrated in the
subsequent chapters of this dissertation.
In the theoretical literature, there are still no comprehensive studies of Schubert’s medial
caesurae, indeed very few that directly apply Sonata Theory to the music of Schubert. Boyd
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Pomeroy discusses medial caesurae in Schubert in two of his articles.47 Although the MC as such
is not central to his approach, he does consider the structural and expressive role of the MC, as
well as its impact on the following music, as proposed here.48 Another noteworthy study is
Graham Hunt’s article on the three-key trimodular block.49 Hunt traces the evolution of the
three-key exposition from Classical sonatas to the three-key trimodular-block expositions of
Schubert and Brahms. He presents a more systematic approach to the analysis of the MC, listing
every occurrence of the procedure in Schubert’s trimodular-block expositions. However, his
analysis lacks a hermeneutical understanding of the MC in relation to what surrounds it. Hunt
discusses the rhetorical strength of each TMB-module, based on its harmonic quality, thematic
character, and length, but never extends this interpretive approach to the MCs themselves.
It could be argued that the theoretical focus on the norms and conventions of the
Classical era has enabled a better understanding of the formal challenges faced by Romantic
composers. Sonata form occupies a privileged position in this field and has been the subject of
extensive study, not only of its role in the musical language of the Classical period, but also in
connection with the stylistic changes it underwent in the nineteenth century. Much research has
been devoted to Schubert’s approach to sonata form, his large-scale formal deformations as well
as his innovative harmonic language. However, few of these writings have discussed the
importance of the medial caesura to his sonata forms. In fact, as we have seen, there exists no
comprehensive study of the phenomenon’s importance to his sonata forms.
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Methodology: Exemplifying Schubert’s Treatment of the MC
In order to demonstrate the analytical approach proposed here, I provide an analysis of
the exposition of the Symphony No. 2 in Bb, first movement. The piece was composed between
1814 and 1815, prolific years in the life of the young composer. It has been examined from
several different perspectives, but not yet from that of the medial caesura.50 The goal of this
analysis is to illustrate the kinds of formal complications that may arise from Schubert’s nonnormative treatment of the MC. I demonstrate how each section of the exposition functionally
relates to the articulation of the MC and how the rhetorical emphasis accorded the MC affects the
form. Hepokoski and Darcy’s Sonata Theory forms the basis of the theoretical approach,
enabling a comparison of Schubert’s MC practice with the norms and conventions of the
Classical period. In addition, I invoke William Caplin’s theory of formal function whenever
dealing with smaller formal units (periods, sentences and hybrids).
Following a P-theme that firmly establishes the tonic key (Bb major), TR begins in
measure 35, initially acting as a codetta to the just-sounded module. After briefly confirming the
I:IAC that marked the end of P, it veers away from the tonic, abruptly articulating a nonnormative ii:HC followed by dominant lock and MC punctuation (mm. 43–47). One could argue
that the sudden motion into the dominant of C minor implies a desperate attempt to escape the
tonic area, as if TR refused to function as a codetta, prematurely securing the MC. Despite
accepting the implied key, the following music fails to introduce a convincing S-candidate,
ensuing the retrospective cancellation of the proposed MC gesture.
In contrast to the bold TR1, the new module (TR2) readily installs a darker atmosphere
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Block,” 82–86; and Brian Newbould, Schubert and the Symphony: A New Perspective (London: Toccata Press,
1992), 54–68.
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characterized by a thinner texture, a much lower dynamic level (pp), and, more importantly, the
key of C minor (ii). TR2 first confirms the new key but then starts a modulatory process that ends
with a highly deformational IV:PAC MC (m. 80). Interestingly, the modulation is highlighted by
a balanced dialogue between low and high strings as well as a continuous de-energizing effect
that leads into a gentle cadential punctuation. Despite its tonal and rhetorical complications, the
MC manages to bring TR to an end, opening S-space.
A closer examination of Schubert’s idiosyncratic treatment of the MC is required at this
point (figure a):51
1) As argued above, the retrospective cancellation of the proposed ii:HC MC may be
interpreted as a consequence of TR’s overdetermination in which the tonic’s initial prevalence is
followed by a brusque modulation to C minor, weakening the MC gesture. The procedure
illustrates one of Schubert’s favorite compositional strategies: a reluctance to leave the tonic area
that inserts complications into the unfolding of the work.
2) Contradicting Classical expectations, TR2 gradually releases its accumulated energy,
smoothly merging into the key of Eb major (IV), marked by a delicate MC punctuation. This
passage demonstrates not only Schubert’s penchant for PAC MCs, but also his distinct approach
to it. Indeed, as Schubert developed a preference for PAC MCs, rhetorical alterations to TR
became inevitable, leading into the solidification and eventual dissemination of the de-energizing
transition.
3) The declined/accepted MC pair also challenges the Classical tradition, involving not
one but two “wrong-key” MCs. Schubert incorporated the “wrong-key” MC into his style and
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Boyd Pomeroy offers a detailed discussion of this declined-MC strategy in “The Parallel Sonata Form,”
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often used it to dramatic effect. In the Second Symphony, the declined ii:HC MC constitutes a
strong gesture that establishes a close dialogue between accepted and non-accepted key areas.
The impression is that, as if afraid of settling onto the darker key of C minor, the music moves
forward, searching for a “safer” place to exist. The accepted IV:PAC MC also represents a threat
to the work’s tonal trajectory and, as demonstrated below, is implicated in the eventual
recuperation of the dominant key; however, the subdominant area proves to be a better key
choice, providing a lighter atmosphere than that proposed by the declined ii:HC MC.
Suppresses$the$proposed$
minor$mode$

Proposed$MC$is$
retrospec8vely$declined$

TR1$(mm.$35*48)$
Overdetermined$

$

ii:HC$MC$

Underprepared$

IV:$PAC$MC1$
Gentle$PAC$MC$

TR2$(mm.$49*80)$

De*energizing$module$

TM1$(mm.$80*126)$
Eb$major$(IV)$
Non*norma8ve$key$

$

Declined/Accepted$MC$pair$
comprising$two$wrong*key$MCs$

Figure a. Schubert, Symphony No. 2 in Bb, D. 125/i (mm. 35–126)

In the first movement of Symphony No. 2, the accepted “wrong-key” MC affects the
formal organization of the post-MC area, resulting in a trimodular block structure.52 TM1 (m. 80
ff) is characterized by a lyrical theme that, for most of its time, unfolds over a tonic pedal, as if
enjoying the arrival of the subdominant. It comes to an end in measure 126, articulating a
rhetorically emphasized IV:PAC followed by the reinvigoration of TR-activity. The new passage
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The term “trimodular block” (TMB) was devised by Hepokoski and Darcy to precisely define the stages
of what was traditionally explained as a three-key exposition. It comprises an independent action space formed by
three formal units: an S-like theme (TM1), often troubled in some way; an area of renewed TR-activity (TM2) that
will lead into a new MC (MC2); and a second S-like theme that will eventually achieve the EEC (TM3). For more on
the subject, see Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 170–7.
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(TM2) installs a modulatory process based on a descending-third motion that ultimately
culminates in an imposing V:HC MC2 (m. 180), reaffirmed by a 19-measure tutti-fortissimo
dominant lock. Prior to articulating such a dramatic event, TM2 attempts to secure a I:HC MC
(mm. 146–156), but, perhaps afraid of another tonal detour, changes its mind, striving for the
stronger V:HC MC. Also, it would be too late for an I:HC MC, traditionally available from 15%
to 45% of the way through an exposition.
Thus, it could be argued that the emphatic MC gesture compensates for the accepted
IV:PAC MC, finally adjusting the exposition’s tonal trajectory (figure b). In other words,
Schubert assigns a “corrective” role to the newly articulated MC, which is not only supported by
the more normative cadential option, but also by the rhetorical emphasis that prepares and marks
the MC’s articulation (set up by normative TR-activity and confirmed by a grand dominant
lock).
The following music (TM3) comprises a P-based module that seems to festively celebrate
the belated arrival of the dominant.53 It articulates a V:PAC EEC in measure 223, a structural
punctuation that relates back to the majestic V:HC MC2, concluding the exposition’s tonal task.
Thus, it seems clear that Schubert’s unorthodox treatment of the MC has serious
consequences for the form of D. 125/i. It establishes a dynamic relation between expressiveness
and structure, which end up shaping the unfolding of the work.
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For Boyd Pomeroy the P-based TM3 module alludes here to two Classical practices: the Haydnesque
monothematic S and the first-level default P-based closing section. See Pomeroy, “The Parallel Sonata Form,” 26.
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Figure b. Schubert, Symphony No. 2 in Bb, D. 125/i (mm. 49–223).
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CHAPTER 1
SCHUBERT’S TREATMENT OF THE MC: A DIALOGICAL APPROACH
The medial caesura constituted a well-defined rhetorical gesture in the Classical period,
which was gradually transformed—perhaps deformed—throughout the Romantic era. Schubert
occupied a pivotal role in this process of transformation, combining aspects of the inherited
tradition with a romantic mind. He experimented with a variety of MC procedures, from
Classical dominant preparations (I:HC MC and V:HC MC) to abrupt PACs in non-normative
keys. As noted by Susan Wollenberg, “as early as 1813, in various instrumental works, Schubert
showed himself fully conversant with a range of ‘Classical’ transitional gestures” (e.g., in the
first movement of Symphonies No. 1 and No. 5).1 On the other hand, as James Webster has
pointed out, “Schubert also finds unorthodox means of preparing his unorthodox keys.”2 In this
chapter, I examine Schubert’s eclectic treatment of the MC from a dialogical perspective, which
allows the comparison of Schubert’s practice with those of late eighteenth- and early nineteenthcentury composers. By reconsidering Schubert’s MC default levels, I demonstrate how his initial
experimentation with deformational procedures was later incorporated into his personal style.
The second part of the chapter is devoted to the study of two of his favorite MC procedures, the
PAC MC and the non sequitur MC.

1

Wollenberg, “Schubert’s Transitions,” 37. A brief commentary on both movements is offered in chapter

2

Webster, “Schubert’s Sonata Form,” Pt.1, 23.

2, 106.
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Reconsidering Schubert’s MC Default Levels
Dialogical Form and the Default-Level System
From a dialogical perspective, a musical work never stands alone; it inevitably belongs to
a group of related works defined by musical content, historical context, composer or group of
composers, time period, style, culture, and social aspects. The set of characteristics shared by
such works may eventually be interpreted as a constellation of generic norms and standard
options, determining the boundaries of a musical form, genre, or style. Generic norms may be
defined as compositional procedures that are eventually incorporated into a specific style or
tradition by repetition, number of appearances within a genre, relevance, or popularity. From the
composer’s perspective, these would define the available paths to design the work’s trajectory.
For the informed listener, they represent the types of expectations one might hold towards a
style, individual works and, more specifically, thematic content, cadential options, formal and
tonal structure, and rhetorical gestures. Some genres comprise intricate webs of related
compositional options in such way that each decision taken during the creation of a work may
determine the order or types of subsequent events. Others, conversely, are based on more
general, less strict guidelines.
Hepokoski and Darcy’s Sonata Theory is grounded in this dialogical principle, which
they describe thus:3
At any given point in the construction of a sonata form, a composer was faced with an
array of common types of continuation-choices established by the limits of “expected”
architecture found in (and generalized from) numerous generic precedents. (To produce a
keyboard-sonata or symphonic movement was to place one’s individual achievement into

3

On the concept of dialogical form, see Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 6–13; and William Caplin, James
Hepokoski, and James Webster, Musical Form, Forms and Formenlehre, ed. Pieter Bergé (Leuven: Leuven
University Press, 2009), 69–120.
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a dialogue with a community-shared pool of preexisting works, probably including some
well-known ones, that formed the new work’s context of understanding.)4
As the authors make explicit here, the act of composition depended upon a continuous process of
dialogue between the work to be conceived and the conceptual constellation of norms and
conventions that defined a genre or style. The normative options that formed the background of
the sonata-form construction process were not conceived as strict rules, but instead, as posited by
Hepokoski and Darcy, “existed conceptually within the knowledgeable musical community as
something on the order of tasteful generic advice.”5
In order to organize these norms, Sonata Theory developed a system of default levels,
labeling compositional procedures according to their frequency, relevance, and/or popularity
among a musical community as first-, second-, and third-level defaults (the number of defaultlevels may vary depending on the number of procedures applied frequently within each formal
zone). The ranking of available compositional choices allows listeners and analysts to interpret
the work’s trajectory based not only on the realized option but also on all rejected ones, those
that at some point were expected to materialize. Opting for an S-theme in the minor dominant in
a minor-mode sonata, for example, would indicate the selection of a second-level default,
conceptually replacing the more normative III. In other words, choosing a lower default level
would imply a conscious decision to avoid the most common options available. In extreme cases,
composers chose to reject all the standard choices, surprising the listener with an unusual, nonnormative procedure. Sonata Theory labels such unorthodox procedures as “deformations,”
defined as “the stretching of a normative procedure to its maximally expected limits or even

4

Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 9.

5

Ibid.
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beyond them—or the overriding of that norm altogether in order to produce an expressive
effect.”6
In its colloquial use, the term deformation may carry negative connotations, implying
imperfection, ugliness, or bodily disfigurements. However, within the realm of Sonata Theory,
“‘deformation’ is a technical term referring to a striking way of stretching or overriding a
norm.”7 In a study on disability in music, Joseph Strauss explores the existing paradox in the
cultural value attached to deformities in life and art. According to the author, “formal deviations,
which are dealt harshly in real life when manifested as bodily deformities, may be prized within
art, and sonatas with ‘deformations’ are often the most interesting and expressive ones.”8 While
often aesthetically prized, deformational events should not be bluntly conceived as more
interesting or more expressive than conventional ones. A more careful consideration of such
opposition may lead one to the conclusion that deploying a non-normative action often triggers a
reaction, either from the listener’s understanding of the passage or from the actual music. The set
of actions and reactions may occasionally turn into a special—interesting or expressive—musical
event, perhaps affecting the work’s formal and rhetorical trajectory.9

Applying the Dialogical Approach to the Nineteenth-Century Repertoire
Hepokoski and Darcy’s thorough examination of the MC has allowed the development of
a comprehensive system that accounts for most, if not all, norms and conventions related to its

6

Ibid., 614.

7

Ibid., 615.

8

Joseph Strauss, “Normalizing the Abnormal: Disability in Music and Music Theory,” Journal of the
American Musicological Society 59 (2006): 130.
9

For more on the concept of deformation, see Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 614–21.
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articulation in the late 18th-century repertoire.10 The system provides the framework for the
interpretation of pieces that conform to the established generic norms as well as those that
contradict such conventions. However, while accurately representing the MC practice of the high
Classical period, Sonata Theory’s system does not account for the modifications introduced in
the early nineteenth century, which, in some cases, might demand a re-evaluation of the
compositional defaults. As demonstrated by Mark Richards, Beethoven followed Classical
precedents initially but developed a “gradual preference for increasingly obscured caesuras as
time [progressed].”11 In order to accommodate Beethoven’s stylistic change into Sonata Theory’s
default-level system, Richards first categorizes the composer’s MCs according to their degree of
(tonal, thematic, textural, or rhetorical) obscurity. He then reconsiders Beethoven’s MC default
levels, showing, for example, how the non-obscured MC, initially a first-level default, fell into
complete disuse by 1814, becoming a “deformation” within Beethoven’s late works.12
The Classical tradition inherited by Schubert naturally shaped his output; it defined the
generic norms and conventions of a past style that romantic composers first assimilated, then
expanded, denied, transformed, or “deformed.” Schubert’s proximity to the Classical tradition
rendered his initial non-normative treatment of the MC deformational, perhaps as a way to make
himself “heard” in the musically competitive world of the early nineteenth-century Vienna. The
IV:PAC MC of Symphonies No. 2 (1814–15) and No. 3 (1815) would have been considered
extremely unorthodox in Classical terms and would still be interpreted as surprising in the mid-
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For references to the medial caesura preceding Sonata Theory, see introduction, 29–31.

11

Richards, “Beethoven and the Erosion of the Medial Caesura,” 190.

12

See ibid., 188–90.
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1810s, carrying both formal and expressive implications.13 By the end of his career, however, the
“wrong-key” PAC MC had been incorporated into his compositional style due to frequency of
use, eventually being granted the status of a “default” procedure. In other words, connoisseurs of
Schubert’s music would interpret such MC articulation as a trait of his style. Paradoxically,
despite being assimilated as a generic norm, Schubert continued treating the “wrong-key” PAC
MC as deformational, as a way to expand the boundaries of a past tradition, often entailing
formal complications. In more general terms, one might say that, in the Romantic period,
deformation becomes the norm (e.g., momentarily placing the recapitulation of a sonata-form
movement in a key other than the tonic, or blurring the expected double-return in a roundedbinary or interrupted large-ternary form). According to Friedrich Blume, “genres and forms are
common to both [Classic and Romantic styles] and subject only to amplification, specialization,
modification, and the like.”14 For Janet Schmalfeldt, it is the presence of classical formal
procedures in the music of romantic composers–mainly Schubert, Mendelssohn, Chopin,
Schumann, and Brahms—“that [permits] them critically to draw upon but then subvert their
listeners’ ‘classical’ expectations.”15 The new style seems to be consciously “overwriting” preexisting (old-fashioned) norms in order to incorporate structural as well as expressive meaning.
The acceptance of Hepokoski and Darcy’s dialogical approach in the context of the
nineteenth century is not unanimous. The romantic “emancipation of deformation” or its
statistical predominance in that time—especially in Mendelssohn’s sonata-form works—led Paul
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A IV:PAC MC is featured in the first and last movements of the Second Symphony and in the finale of
the Third Symphony.
14

Friedrich Blume, Classic and Romantic Music: A Comprehensive Survey (New York: Norton, 1970),

15

Schmalfeldt, In the Process of Becoming, 17.

146.
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Wingfield and Julian Horton to “call into question the applicability of a model which
distinguishes between an ideal type and a deviation in practice.”16 Indeed, the authors deny
Sonata Theory’s default-level system altogether in the context of the early nineteenth century,
suggesting instead that
sonata form is the totality of practices, observed at any given time, in which an
arrangement of systemic elements is articulated, in certain generic contexts, by a
particular mixture of stylistic conventions and material processes. Some of the strategies
so deployed may be common at a particular point in history (in the sense that they are
apparent in a large proportion of the repertoire), whilst others are less prevalent. This,
however, is not a measure of proximity to an abstracted set of defaults; it is simply a
statement of statistical ubiquity.17
The variety of available compositional strategies, the constant search for innovation (due to the
influence of an enlarging “anterior corpus”), and the nonexistence of a universal model or set of
fixed norms and conventions (Formenlehre) in the nineteenth century indeed preclude the
generation of a comprehensive system of default levels. Nevertheless, as Beethoven developed a
preference for obscured medial caesurae, each romantic composer held a palette of favored
procedures that defined his or her style.
As opposed to Beethoven’s, Schubert’s MCs are often rhetorically clear: despite his
innovative treatment of several MC elements, smoothing out the cadential articulation was not
among his stylistic preferences. In other words, this procedure is not something to be expected in
Schubert’s oeuvre; it is a deformation within his own practice. In the same way, common
procedures, such as Mendelssohn’s truncated recapitulations, Brahms’s de-energizing transitions,
and Bruckner’s double secondary zones, could be regarded as traits of their style, options in their
constellation of preferred compositional strategies. It is important to point out that some
16

Paul Wingfield and Julian Horton, “Norm and Deformation in Mendelssohn’s Sonata Forms,” in
Mendelssohn Perspectives, ed. Nicole Grimes and Angela Mace (Farnham: Ashgate, 2012), 107.
17

Ibid., 111.
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procedures were assimilated by a large number of composers, defining new expectations within
specific genres. For instance, omitting the expositional repeat within sonata allegro movements
in the symphonic repertoire became increasingly popular after the 1840s. According to
Hepokoski, “by mid-century the trimmer overture format had become the norm, no longer an
exceptional practice.”18
In conclusion, I argue that the nineteenth-century sonata-form repertoire may be
understood through a system of default levels under two conditions:
1) it must be composer specific (perhaps a subdivision by style periods would prove
beneficial in certain cases). Even though some strategies may have solidified as “generic norms”
within certain genres, the stylistic pluralism of the nineteenth century requires a decentralized
understanding of compositional practice;
2) it should not be regarded as a set of norms and conventions, but rather as a web of
favored procedures, new tendencies—perhaps initially held as deformations—that eventually
crystalize as standard compositional choices.
In the following discussion, I reconsider Schubert’s MC default levels, demonstrating
how some non-normative procedures (in Classical terms) became the norm, despite their
persistent deformational character.19
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James Hepokoski, “Beethoven Reception: The Symphonic Tradition,” in The Cambridge History of
Nineteenth-Century Music, ed. Jim Samson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 448.
19

For an extended critique of Sonata Theory’s deformational concept, see Julian Horton, “Bruckner
Symphonies and Sonata Deformation Theory,” Journal of the Society for Musicology in Ireland 1 (2005): 5–17;
Wingfield and Horton, “Norm and Deformation;” and Wingfield, “Beyond ‘Norms and Deformations’: A Theory of
Sonata Form as Reception History,” Music Analysis 27 (2008): 153–5.
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New Tendencies in Schubert
MC Cadential Preference in Major-Mode Works
My investigation of Schubert’s favored MC procedures involved analyzing 123 sonataform movements selected from a variety of genres (symphony, string quartet, piano sonata,
overture, violin sonata, and other relevant chamber music) dating from 1812 to 1828.20 The data
includes all Sonata Types but Type 5, a form never used by Schubert.21 The study involved
reconsidering two separate elements, the MC cadential articulation and the S-theme’s tonal
choice, concluding with examining the S-theme’s degree of tonal alienation in relation to the
MC. Table 1.1 presents the list of analyzed works.
Symphonies (15)

String Quartets (27)

Piano Sonatas (40)

Symphony 1/i, D. 82, D

SQ n. 1/ii, D. 18, g

PS D. 157/i, E

Symphony 1/iv, D. 82, D

SQ n. 2/i, D. 32, C

PS D. 279/i, C

Symphony 2/i, D. 125, Bb

SQ n. 3/i, D. 36, Bb

PS D. 459/i, E

Symphony 2/iv, D. 125, Bb

SQ n. 3/iv, D. 36, Bb

PS D. 537/i, a

Symphony 3/i, D. 200, D
Symphony 3/iv, D. 200, D
Symphony 4/i, D. 417, c
Symphony 4/iv, D. 417, c
Symphony 5/i, D. 485, Bb
Symphony 5/iv, D. 485, Bb
Symphony 6/i, D. 589, C

SQ n. 4/i, D. 46, C
SQ n. 4/iv, D. 46, C
SQ n. 5/i, D. 68, Bb
SQ n. 5/ii, D. 68, Bb
SQ n. 6/i, D. 74, D
SQ n. 6/iv, D. 74, D
SQ n. 7/i, D. 94, D

PS D. 537/iii, a
PS D. 557/i, Ab
PS D. 557/iii, Eb
PS D. 566/i, e
PS D. 568/i, Eb
PS D. 568/iv, Eb
PS D. 571/i, f# (incomplete)

Symphony 6/iv, D. 589, C
Symphony 8/i, D. 759, b
Symphony 9/i, D. 944, C
Symphony 9/iv, D. 944, C

SQ n. 7/iv, D. 94, D
SQ n. 8/i, D. 112, Bb
SQ n. 8/iv, D. 112, Bb
SQ n. 9/i, D. 173, g
SQ n. 9/iv, D. 173, g

PS D. 575/i, B
PS D. 575/iv, B
PS D. 613/i, C (incomplete)
PS D. 613/ii, C (incomplete)
PS (four hands), D. 617/i, Bb

20

Not all analyzed works conform to the categories examined in this chapter. Movements that feature
continuous expositions and expositions that never leave the tonic key (e.g., the Overtures D. 4, D. 12, and D. 26; and
the first movement of the String Quartet No. 7 in d, D. 94) have been excluded from the following discussion (works
in red in table 2.1). This resulted in the reduction of the total number of works to 113 movements.
Schubert wrote only three concertante works: Polonaise for violin and orchestra in Bb (1817), Rondo for
violin and strings in A (1816), and Konzertstück for violin and orchestra (cast in rondo form), D. 345 (1816).
21
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Overtures (18)
Overture in D, D. 4
Overture in Bb, D. 11
Overture in D, D. 12
Overture in D, D. 26
Overture in F, D. 84
Overture in D, D. 190
Overture in E, D. 239
(Claudine von Villa Bella)
Overture in C, D. 326
Overture in Bb, D. 470
Overture in D, D. 556
Overture in the Italian Style,
D. 590
Overture in the Italian Style,
D. 591
Overture Die Zauberharfe
(Rosamunde), D. 644
Overture Die Zwillingsbruder,
D. 647
Overture in e, D. 648
Overture Alfonso und
Estrella, D. 732
Overture Die Verschvorenen,
D. 787
Overture Fierrabras, D. 796
Violin Sonatas (7)
VS D. 384/i, D
VS D. 384/iii, D
VS D. 385, a
VS D. 408/i ,g
VS D. 408/iv, g
VS D. 574/i, A
VS D. 574/iv, A

SQ n. 10/i, D. 87, Eb
SQ n. 10/iv, D. 87, Eb
SQ n. 11/i, D. 353, E
SQ n. 11/iv, D. 353, E
SQ n. 12, D. 703, c
SQ n. 13/i, D. 804, a
SQ n. 13/iv, D. 804, a
SQ n. 14/i, D. 810, d

PS (four hands), D. 617/iii, Bb
PS D. 625/i, f#
PS D. 655, c# (incomplete)
PS D. 664/i, A
PS D. 664/iii, A
PS D. 784/i, a
PS D. 784/iii, a
Grand Duo, D. 812/i, C

SQ n. 14/iv, D. 810, d
SQ n. 15/i, D. 887, G
SQ n. 15/iv, D. 887, G

Grand Duo, D. 812/iv, C
PS, D. 840/i, C
PS D. 840/iv, C (incomplete)
PS D. 845/i, a

Other relevant works (16)

PS D. 845/iv, a

Piano Trio D. 28, Bb

PS D. 850/i, D

Octet D. 72/ii, F

PS D. 894/i, G

String Trio D. 471, Bb
String Trio D. 581, Bb

PS D. 894/iv, G
Lebensstürme, D. 947, a

“Trout” Quintet D. 667/i, A

PS D. 958/i, c

“Trout” Quintet D. 667/ii, A
“Trout” Quintet D. 667/v, A
Octet D. 803/i, F
Octet D. 803/vi, F
Arpeggione Sonata, D. 821/i,
a
Piano Trio D. 898/i, Bb

PS D. 958/iv, c
PS D. 959/i, A
PS D. 959/iv, A
PS D. 960/i, Bb
PS D. 960/iv, Bb
Sonatine (four hands), D. 968/i,
C

Piano Trio D. 898/iv, Bb
Piano Trio D. 929/i, Eb
Piano Trio D. 929/iv, Eb
String Quintet D. 956/i, C
String Quintet D. 956/iv, C

Table 1.1. List of analyzed works

Regarding Schubert’s MC cadential preference in major-mode works (Table 1.2a), it
might initially be thought that it is not viable to conceive Schubert’s MC practice through a
system of default levels. In other words, classifying the V:PAC MC and the V:HC MC as first-
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and second-level defaults, respectively, merely represents the statistical ranking of his MC
practice, disregarding the fact that a difference of only six occurrences within an 84-work corpus
would not affect listener’s expectations nor indicate a cadential preference. Nevertheless, while
such proximity in the results may blur the boundaries of a highly sectional default-level system,
it allows for the emergence of larger categories (Table 1.2b). The Classical history of the V:PAC,
V:HC, and I:HC as MC articulators suggests that these may be grouped as a set of traditional
procedures from which Schubert would select the most appropriate. Picking the V:PAC MC
would not mean the rejection of the two other available options in favor of the Classical thirdlevel default. Instead, it would simply demonstrate an eventual preference.
This organization reveals the existence of a second group comprising HC and PAC MCs
articulated in non-normative keys. Interpreting the first group as Schubert’s first-level default
naturally leads one to perceive the second group, deformational in Classical terms, as a secondlevel default.
The rare I:PAC MC, interpreted by Hepokoski and Darcy as a fourth-level default, is not
listed here as either a Classical procedure or a “wrong-key” MC because of its deformational
character in Schubert’s works.22 Different from other MC articulators, the I:PAC MC is often
accompanied by five formal complications that make it unique and justify its omission from the
other two categories.23 In addition, the procedure was only used during Schubert’s mature
period; it was consciously introduced into his style as a deformation, a way to expand—and
perhaps challenge—his own practice (Tables 1.3a and 1.3b).

22

Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 29.

23

See chapter 2 for an extended discussion of the I:PAC MC, 112–29.
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V:PAC MC
V:HC MC
I:HC MC
“Wrong-key”
HC MC
“Wrong-Key”
PAC MC
I:PAC MC
Evaded Cadence

Symphonies
(12)

String
Quartets
(16)

Piano
Sonatas
(26)

Violin
Sonatas
(4)

Overtures
(12)

Other
Chamber
Music (13)

Total (84)

1
4
2
1

7
2
3
4

7
8
4
2

1
1
1
0

3
2
3
3

4
0
2
2

23 (27.3%)
17 (20.2%)
15 (17.8%)
12 (14.2%)

3

0

4

1

1

3

12 (14.2%)

1
0

0
0

1
0

0
0

0
0

2
1

4 (4.7%)
1 (1.2%)

Table 1.2a. MC cadential preference for major-mode works
Cadential Preference (Major-Mode Works)
Classical (V:PAC, V:HC, and I:HC)
“Wrong-key” MC (PAC and HC)
I:PAC MC

Frequency
55 (65.3%)
24 (28.4%)
4 (4.7%)

Default-level status
First-level default
Second-level default
Deformation

Table 1.2b. MC cadential preference for major-mode works organized by groups

V:HC MC
I:HC MC
“Wrong-Key”
PAC MC
I:PAC MC
“Wrong-key”
HC MC
V:PAC MC
Evaded Cadence

Symphonies
(2)

String
Quartets
(2)

Piano
Sonatas
(12)

Overtures
(2)

Other
Chamber
Music (7)

Total (25)

0
1
0

0
1
0

6
1
3

1
0
0

0
1
1

7 (28%)
4 (16%)
4 (16%)

1
0

0
1

1
0

0
0

2
2

4 (16%)
3 (12%)

0
0

0
0

1
0

1
0

0
1

2 (8%)
1 (4%)

Table 1.3a. MC cadential preference for major-mode works during mature period24

24

Schubert’s compositional periods have been organized in various ways. In this study, his mature period is
conceived as starting with the String Quartet in c, D. 703 (Quartettsatz), completed in December 1820. For a
detailed examination of the stylistic changes introduced with the Quartettsatz, see Brian Black, “Schubert’s
Apprenticeship in Sonata Form: The Early String Quartets” (PhD diss., McGill University, 1996), 54–79. For more
on Schubert’s mature sonata style, see ibid., 206–304.
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Cadential Preference (Major-Mode Mature Frequency
Default-level status
Works)
Classical (V:PAC, V:HC, and I:HC)
13 (52%)
First-level default
“Wrong-key” MC (PAC and HC)
7 (28%)
Second-level default
I:PAC MC
4 (16%)
Deformation (?)
Evaded Cadence
1 (4%)
Deformation
Table 1.3b. MC cadential preference for major-mode works during mature period organized by
groups
Thus, it could be argued that Schubert did not have one favored MC procedure but
explored the three Classical standards equally. In addition, he expanded the boundaries of
inherited tradition, treating the non-normative “wrong-key” MC as a plausible option.

MC Cadential Preference in Minor-Mode Works
A similar situation is found in Schubert’s minor-mode works, where the balanced
distribution of the available cadential options does not allow prompt interpretation of the results
in terms of a system of pre-established norms (Table 1.4a). Therefore, I have decided to repeat
the grouping procedure applied to his major-mode works, organizing the MCs as Classical
(III:PAC MC, III:HC MC, i:HC MC and v:PAC MC), “wrong-key” (PAC and HC MCs), and
i:PAC MC.25 This categorization leads to the same results presented above, the Classical MC as
first-level default and the “wrong-key” MC as a low second-level default (Table 1.4b).

25

The “wrong-key” PAC MC category includes here the V:PAC MC, a non-normative option in minormode works. On the role of the major dominant as the secondary key of minor-mode sonatas, see Boyd Pomeroy,
“The Major Dominant,” 59–103; Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 315.
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“Wrong-Key”
PAC MC
III:PAC MC
III:HC MC
i:HC MC
i:PAC MC
v:PAC MC
“Wrong-Key”
HC MC

Symphonies
(3)

String
Quartets
(8)

Piano
Sonatas
(11)

Violin
Sonatas
(3)

Overtures
(1)

Other
Chamber
Music (1)

Total (27)

2

2

3

0

1

0

8 (29.6%)

0
0
0
1
0
0

2
2
1
0
1
0

2
2
2
1
0
1

2
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0

7 (25.9%)
4 (14.8%)
4 (14.8%)
2 (7.4%)
1 (3.7%)
1 (3.7%)

Table 1.4a. MC cadential preference in minor-mode works
Cadential Preference (Minor-Mode Works)
Classical (III:HC, i:HC, III:PAC, and v:PAC)
“Wrong-Key” MC (PACs and HCs)
i:PAC MC

Frequency
16 (70.3%)
9 (22.2%)
2 (7.4%)

Default-level status
First-level default
Low Second-level default
Deformation

Table 1.4b. MC cadential preference in minor-mode works organized by groups

However, by the mid-1820s the submediant had become a quite common option for
secondary zones in minor-mode sonatas. Regarding VI simply as a “wrong key” along with some
extremely unorthodox tonal choices such as bII or VII may not accurately represent its emergent
relevance in the early nineteenth century.
Beethoven was fond of the submediant as a secondary key and used it, for example, in the
first movement of the Piano Sonata in c, op. 111, the String Quartet in f, op. 95, and the String
Quartet in a, op. 132. In Schubert, the major submediant is featured as a key in nine works:
Symphonies No. 4/i and iv, and No. 8/i; String Quartet No. 12 in c; Piano Sonatas D. 784/iii, D.
537/i, and D. 571/i (incomplete); and Violin Sonatas D. 385 and D. 408.
Table 1.5a makes explicit Schubert’s preference for the submediant as a secondary key.
Despite the proximity among all categories, the VI:PAC MC was clearly regarded by the
composer as an option within his web of favored procedures, even more so than the Classical
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first-level default, III:HC MC. Thus, in table 1.5b, I repeated the grouping procedure applied to
the previous tables but placed the VI:PAC MC in a new category labeled “Expanded Classical.”
The results indicate that the VI:PAC MC was the only non-normative cadential option conceived
previously as a “wrong-key” MC to be indeed incorporated as an incipient default level.
Tables 1.6a and 1.6b show Schubert’s MC preferences in minor-mode sonatas during his
mature period. At first glance, one could interpret the three categories, “expanded classical,”
“wrong-key,” and “i:PAC” MC, as first-, second-, and third-level default; however, the low
number of minor-mode sonata form movements during this period as well as the proximity
among all categories seems to preclude a clear distinction between a default procedure and a
deformation based exclusively on his mature works. In addition, it should be noted that the
“wrong-key” and the i:PAC MC are techniques that are only adopted during his mid- and late
periods, perhaps indicating a preference for experimentation with unorthodox procedures. Thus,
it could be argued that Schubert regarded the VI:PAC MC as a plausible option for minor-mode
sonata expositions, but conceived non-Classical MC articulators as deformational, even during
his mature period.
Lastly, it is important to note that the consistent appearance of PACs at the top of tables
1.2a, 1.4a, 1.5a, and 1.6a indicates an increasing preference for PACs as MC articulators, which
might have eventually led to the dissemination of the nineteenth-century de-energizing transition.
An investigation of Schubert’s treatment of the PAC MC is offered in the second part of this
chapter.
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Symphonies
(3)

String
Quartets
(8)

Piano
Sonatas
(11)

Violin
Sonatas
(3)

Overtures
(1)

Other
Chamber
Music (1)

Total (27)

III:PAC MC

0

2

2

2

0

1

7 (25.9%)

VI:PAC MC

2

1

2

0

0

0

5 (18.5%)

III:HC MC
i:HC MC

0
0

2
1

2
2

0
1

0
0

0
0

4 (14.8%)
4 (14.8%)

“Wrong-Key”
PAC MC
i:PAC MC
v:PAC MC
“Wrong-Key”
HC MC
VI:HC MC

0

1

1

0

1

0

3 (11.1%)

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

2 (7.4%)
1 (3.7%)
1 (3.7%)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Table 1.5a. MC cadential preference in minor-mode works
Cadential Preference (Minor-Mode Works)
Expanded Classical (III:HC, i:HC, III:PAC, v:PAC,
and VI:PAC)
“Wrong-Key” MC (PACs and HCs)
i:PAC MC

Frequency
21 (77.7%)

Default-level status
First-level default

4 (14.8%)
2 (7.4%)

Deformation
Deformation

Table 1.5b. MC cadential preference in minor-mode works organized by groups
Symphonies (1)

String
Quartets
(5)

Piano
Sonatas
(5)

Other
Chamber
Music (1)

Total (12)

III:PAC MC

0

1

1

1

3 (25%)

“Wrong-Key”
PAC MC
III:HC MC

0

1

1

0

2 (16.6%)

0

1

1

0

2 (16.6%)

i:HC MC

0

1

1

0

2 (16.6%)

i:PAC MC
VI:PAC MC
VI:HC MC
v:PAC MC
“Wrong-Key” HC
MC

1
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

2 (16.6%)
1 (8.3%)
0
0
0

Table 1.6a. MC cadential preference in minor-mode works during mature period (submediant as
a separate category)
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Cadential Preference (Minor-Mode Mature Works)

Frequency

Default-level status

Expanded Classical (III:HC, i:HC, III:PAC,
v:PAC, and VI:PAC)

6 (50%)

First-level default

“Wrong-Key” MC (PACs and HCs)

4 (33.3%)

Deformation (?)

i:PAC MC

2 (16.6%)

Deformation (?)

Table 1.6b. MC cadential preference in minor-mode works during mature period organized by
groups (submediant as part of Expanded Classical MCs)
Tonal Choices for the Secondary Theme Zone
The study of Schubert’s tonal choices for the secondary theme zone was divided into two
parts: the first included the analysis of 113 movements dating from 1812 to 1828; the second was
restricted to works from his mature period. I did not attempt to trace every key featured in these
works, but focused on the dual opposition between normative and non-normative keys (in
Classical terms), which led me to organize the study in four categories:26 1) S begins and ends in
a normative key, 2) S begins in a non-normative key but ends in a normative one, 3) S begins
and ends in a non-normative key, and 4) S begins in a normative key but ends in a non-normative
one.
As shown in tables 1.7a and b, results indicate that Schubert’s proximity to the Classical
tradition is also reflected in the S-theme’s tonal choice. It is clear that category 1 must be
conceived as a first-level default; however, defining the status of the remaining categories may
not be such an easy task. Category 2 seems to occupy a zone in between normative and
deformational procedures. Does it become a low second-level default in Schubert’s hands? Or

26

In Classical terms, the only normative key choice for the secondary zone in major-mode sonata
movements was the major dominant (V). In minor-mode works, the normative keys were the mediant (III) and the
minor dominant (v). However, acknowledging the major submediant’s new default status in the early nineteenth
century, VI is also considered here as a normative secondary key area for minor-mode expositions. All other keys
have been interpreted as non-normative, including the major dominant (V) in minor-mode sonatas.
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should it be interpreted as purely deformational? Perhaps the best solution is to leave this
decision to the analyst, who should take into account Schubert’s treatment of this strategy in each
individual case. Nevertheless, the increased use of Category 2 during Schubert’s mature period
seems to indicate that the strategy becomes a second-level default. Indeed, one could argue that
Category 2 was incorporated into Schubert’s set of favored procedures but was often treated as
an unorthodox technique throughout his life (e.g., in the Quartettsatz in c, D. 703, the String
Quintet in C, D. 956, and the “Lebensstürme” in a, D. 947).

Secondary Zone
1) S begins and ends in a normative key
2) S begins in a non-normative key but
ends in a normative one
3) S begins and ends in a non-normative
key
4) S begins in a normative key but ends in
a non-normative one
Table 1.7a. Secondary Zone tonal choices

Frequency
75 (66.3%)
25 (22.1%)
11 (9.7%)

Default-level status
First-level default
Second-level default
(?)
Deformation (?)

2 (1.7%)

Deformation

Secondary Zone (mature works)
Frequency
1) S begins and ends in a normative key
24 (63.1%)
2) S begins in a non-normative key but
10 (26.3%)
ends in a normative one
3) S begins and ends in a non-normative
3 (7.8%)
key
4) S begins in a normative key but ends in
1 (2.6%)
a non-normative one
Table 1.7b. Secondary Zone tonal choices in mature works

Default-level status
First-level default
Second-level default
Deformation
Deformation

The same issue arises with Category 3. Despite its distance from the Classical first-level
default, its results are somewhat close to Category 2. Should it be conceived as a second-level
default or as a deformational procedure? S-zones listed under our third category never reach a
normative key; they “overwrite” the listener’s expectations altogether, suppressing any
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traditional tonal goals. Thus, it could be argued that Category 3’s avoidance of the normative as
well as its relatively low frequency in the repertoire does not allow its establishment as a default
level.

The S-Theme’s Degree of Tonal Alienation
Schubert’s unorthodox harmonic approach to the MC is well documented in the
literature. Most studies, however, do not focus solely on the MC’s harmonic elements, but also
consider formal, rhetorical, and tonal aspects related to the MC’s surrounding “action zones”
(TR and S).27 While illuminating from a broader perspective, the less rigorous approach adopted
in these studies has precluded a clear categorization of his MC practice. Searching for a more
focused understanding of Schubert’s MCs, one that considers exclusively the harmonic relation
between the MC cadential articulation and the S-theme’s tonal choice, I have adopted the
categories devised by Warren Darcy to classify Bruckner’s “alienated” secondary-theme zones
as models.28
Darcy recognizes three types of tonal alienation: primary, secondary, and double. In
primary alienation, a non-normative key is prepared by its own dominant; in secondary
alienation, a normative key is prepared by the “wrong” dominant; and in double alienation, a
non-traditional key is set up by a chord other than its own dominant—perhaps by the dominant
of the expected key.

27

See Webster, “Schubert’s Sonata Form,” Pt. 1, 22–26; Wollenberg, “Schubert’s Transitions,” 16–61;
Wollenberg, Schubert’s Fingertips, 47–98; Xavier Hascher, Schubert, la forme sonate et son évolution (New York:
European University Studies, 1996), 10; and Tovey, “Franz Schubert,” 118–27.
28

Warren Darcy, “Bruckner’s Sonata Deformations,” in Bruckner Studies, ed. Timothy Jackson and Paul
Hawkshaw (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 271–4.
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In order to accommodate Darcy’s categorization to Schubert’s MC practice, I have added
a new category to this list named the Expanded Classical type. In this category, both the medial
caesura and its subsequent S-theme conform to Classical expectations. The term expanded
relates to the inclusion of the major submediant in minor-mode works as an available default
level. Additionally, I have devised a new category to describe non-normative keys that are
prepared by the dominant of a normative key. As indicated above, this procedure was included as
a possibility in Darcy’s double alienated type; however, it seems instead to be more closely
related to secondary alienation; i.e., while the new proposed category involves a Classical
preparation followed by a non-normative key, the secondary alienation category comprises a
non-normative MC followed by an S-theme in a Classical key. In other words, both categories
are related by inversion. Thus, my categorization will include not one but two types of secondary
alienation: SecondaryW/C and SecondaryC/W. In the first, a Classical key is prepared by the
“wrong” (non-normative) dominant; and in the second, a Classical preparation is followed by a
“wrong” (non-normative) key.
Degree of Tonal Alienation

Frequency

Expanded Classical (expected preparation and
71 (62.8%)
expected key)
Primary (unexpected key prepared by its own
20 (17.6%)
dominant)
SecondaryC/W (correct preparation is followed by 10 (8.8%)
an unexpected key)
SecondaryW/C (expected key is prepared by a
7 (6.1%)
wrong chord)
Double (unexpected key is prepared by a chord
5 (4.4%)
other than its dominant)
Table 1.8a. Degree of tonal alienation between the MC and the S-theme

Default-level
status
First-level default
Second-level
default
Deformation
Deformation
Deformation
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Degree of Tonal Alienation (mature works)
Frequency
Default-level status
Expanded Classical (expected preparation and
20 (50.4%)
First-level default
expected key)
Primary (unexpected key prepared by its own
6 (16.2%)
Second-level
dominant)
default (?)
Double (unexpected key is prepared by a chord
4 (10.8%)
Deformation
other than its dominant)
SecondaryW/C (expected key is prepared by a
4 (10.8%)
Deformation
wrong chord)
SecondaryC/W (correct preparation is followed by 3 (8.1%)
Deformation
an unexpected key)
Table 1.8b. Degree of tonal alienation between the MC and the S-theme in mature works

Conforming to the previous results, the examination of the MC–S junction indicates that
the Expanded Classical type remains as a clear first-level default, being then followed by the
primary alienation group—non-normative by Classical standards—as a potential second-level
default. Such an interpretation would naturally lead to the apprehension of the remaining three
categories as deformational; nevertheless, it should be noted that in all three cases a non sequitur
relationship between the MC and the S-theme’s initial key is present (i.e., the key implied by the
MC is not matched by the S-theme’s tonal choice). An example of SecondaryW/C alienation is
found in the String Quartet in G major, D. 887, in which a III:HC MC is followed by TM1 in the
key of the dominant. SecondaryC/W alienation is featured in the Allegro for piano four-hands in a,
D. 947 (“Lebensstürme”). Here, TR comes to a classical i:HC MC, followed by a modulating
caesura-fill that leads into the unorthodox key of Ab major (enharmonic VII). Double alienation
is found mostly in works that feature a I:PAC MC. In the first movement of the Ninth
Symphony, D. 944, for instance, a I:PAC MC is unexpectedly articulated after a “defective” TR
module, being directly succeeded by S in the key of E minor (iii). Thus, it can be argued that the
non sequitur harmonic relation shared by all three categories allows them to be grouped together,
resulting in a change of status from deformational to second-level default (Tables 1.9a and b).
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This indicates that, despite their non-normative character, non sequitur MC procedures became
part of Schubert’s style, absorbed into his constellation of preferred strategies, especially during
his mature period. Interestingly, such an interpretation assumes the nonexistence of “truly
deformational” procedures, at least from a statistical perspective. All non-normative MC
strategies seem to have been absorbed by Schubert’s eclectic compositional practice, perhaps for
expressive purposes. One might imagine connoisseurs of Schubert’s music being surprised by
the non sequitur MC tactic featured in the first movement of the String Quintet in C, D. 956—a
secondaryC/W alienation—and, at the same time, understanding the procedure as a trait of his
style.
Degree of Tonal Alienation

Frequency

Default-level
status
First-level default

Expanded Classical (expected preparation and
71 (62.8%)
expected key)
Non Sequitur (key suggested by the MC is not
22 (19.4%)
Second-level
matched by the S-theme’s tonal choice)
default
Primary (unexpected key prepared by its own
20 (17.7%)
Second-level
dominant)
default
Table 1.9a. Degree of tonal alienation between the MC and the S-theme organized by groups

Degree of Tonal Alienation (Late Works)
Frequency
Default-level status
Expanded Classical (expected preparation and 20 (54%)
First-level default
expected key)
Non Sequitur (key suggested by the MC is not
11 (29.7%)
Second-level
matched by the S-theme’s tonal choice)
default
Primary (unexpected key prepared by its own
6 (16.2%)
Second-level
dominant)
default (?)
Table 1.9b. Degree of tonal alienation between the MC and the S-theme in mature works
organized by groups

In conclusion, the reconsideration of Schubert’s MC strategies presents a good example
of the Romantic appropriation of the non-normative, in which deformational procedures, in
classical terms, are gradually incorporated into the composers’ individual styles. Such
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procedures, despite their new default-level status, were often treated as powerful tools for
creating musical drama. Indeed, while interpreted as available options within a web of
compositional strategies, as expected actions to be taken by a composer, they may, at first,
impress the listener as deformational. On the other hand, their consistent appearance over a
specific period of time leads eventually to the stretching of stylistic pre-established boundaries in
order to accommodate such unavoidable changes.

The PAC MC
In Classical works, the medial caesura is commonly articulated by a half cadence in the
new key (V in major, and III or v in minor works), a half cadence in the home key, or a perfect
authentic cadence in the new key—in Sonata Theory terms, first-, second-, and third-level
defaults, respectively. The three cadential options are accompanied by tonal and rhetorical
elements that clarify the role of the MC as a formal articulator. Such sets of elements vary
depending on the chosen cadential option. Half-cadential MCs may be accompanied by
procedures such as TR’s increased harmonic and melodic activity; the presence of a dominant
lock, following the articulation of the half cadence; forte hammer blows, punctuating the MC;
the existence of an actual caesura—a gap separating the first and second parts of the exposition,
which may or may not be filled with linking material (caesura-fill); and the introduction of a
convincing S-candidate, which retrospectively confirms the MC’s status.29
While the set of elements involved in an HC MC articulation is clear and well
documented, the same is not true for the PAC MC. In fact, some authors do not even consider the

29

A detailed discussion of the MC harmonic defaults and their accompanying tonal and rhetorical elements
is offered in the introduction. See also Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 24–45.
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perfect authentic cadence in the dominant a valid MC possibility.30 An extended examination of
the V:PAC MC is found in Hepokoski and Darcy’s published studies on the medial caesura. The
authors explore some interpretative issues involving the V:PAC MC, discussing whether this
cadential articulation should be conceived as a medial caesura or an EEC, i.e., if the cadence
marks the end of TR, triggering S, or if it should be interpreted instead as the ultimate goal of a
continuous exposition.31 In addition, they speculate about the origins of the V:PAC MC and its
relation to the “Romantic” de-energizing transition, concluding that it might have been derived
^

^

from two procedures: the expanded 5 –1 caesura-fill and the blocked-MC effect.32
In the first procedure, a properly articulated HC MC is directly followed by an expanded
^

^

^

caesura-fill, which descends linearly from 5 to 1 , leading into S. The arrival at 1 may, in some
cases, impress the listener as a PAC. In general terms, Hepokoski and Darcy advise considering
such an event as “a secondary linear move that directs our attention from the harmonic
interruption on V (the medial caesura) to the restart on the new tonic that follows.”33 In other
words, the sounded PAC should not be interpreted as a new MC. Nevertheless, they note that, in
some instances—especially when the cadence is strongly articulated—the procedure may indeed
^

give the impression of a PAC MC substituting for the first proposed HC MC. Normatively, the 5
^

–1 caesura-fill is marked by a sudden energy loss and reduced texture; however, in some
instances, TR-rhetoric continues past the MC point, invading the supposed gap with continued

30

For William Caplin, for example, there are only two harmonic options for the end of a transition: the
dominant of the subordinate key or the dominant of the home key. See Caplin, Classical Form, 195–7; and idem,
Analyzing Classical Form: An Approach for the Classroom (New York: Oxford University Press, 2013), 328–36.
31

Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 27–9

32

Ibid., 41–5 and 47–8.

33

Ibid., 41.
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^

^

forte energy. Hepokoski and Darcy call this variant of the expanded 5 –1 linear fill as the
“juggernaut type.”34
In the “blocked MC,” TR suddenly loses its energy before reaching the anticipated MC
6

(perhaps on a pre-dominant or a cadential 4 chord), followed by a bridge-like passage at a piano
dynamic, which eventually leads into S. The expanded CF-like passage often results in a Gentle
V:PAC, which might, in some cases, be conceived as the real MC.35 Since both procedures—the
linear CF and the blocked MC—feature a continued and expanded process of energy loss,
Hepokoski and Darcy suggest interpreting them as the origin of the “de-energizing” transition.
This TR type was popular in the mid- to late-nineteenth century, and was characterized by a
broader module that dissipates energy prior to reaching the MC proper, often a PAC in the new
key.36 In some extreme cases, TR merges into S without articulating an MC (e.g., Brahms, String
Sextet No. 1 in Bb, op. 18, mm. 55–61).
Although comprehensive in explaining eighteenth-century usage, Hepokoski and Darcy’s
study of the PAC MC does not extend to the procedure’s numerous nineteenth-century variants.
The increased frequency of the PAC MC in the Romantic period led composers to explore a wide
variety of approaches to TR’s final cadence, which included alterations to standard transitional
features such as high energy and animated rhetoric. Naturally, these changes affect the kinds of
expectations listeners bring to PAC MC: How is it often approached? Should any loss of energy
within TR be interpreted as counter-generic? Should there be an MC-gap? or are the MC and the
beginning of S elided? Can the caesura be filled with linking material (CF)? Schubert was the

34

Ibid., 44–5.

35

Ibid., 47–8.

36

Ibid., 44 and 48.
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first to demonstrate an increased penchant for PAC MCs in contrast to the Classical preference
for HC MCs. As shown above, the Classical third-level default V:PAC MC, as well as the
“wrong-key” PAC MC were quickly incorporated into his compositional style, attaining the
default status of the traditional half-cadential MC articulators. Schubert’s fondness for the PAC
MC naturally influenced later nineteenth-century composers, who viewed such cadential
punctuation as an available option.
In the following discussion, I examine Schubert’s treatment of the PAC MC,
demonstrating how he dealt with some of the issues that accompany such cadential articulation. I
^

^

focus on the process of energy loss within TR, which relates Schubert’s MC tactics to the 5 –1
caesura-fill, the blocked MC, and the de-energizing transition. I organize the study in three
categories: 1) the Energetic PAC MC, 2) the Gentle PAC MC, and 3) the de-energizing active
CF.

The Energetic PAC MC
Formal Elision
In the Energetic PAC MC, TR-rhetoric persists until the articulation of the MC. This
characteristic may raise questions as to the preparation of the S-theme, since the PAC MC might
result in the elision of TR and S. In some instances, TR-rhetoric continues past the MC point,
invading S-space. In such situations, some kind of energy loss will often precede the opening of
the S-zone.
In the finale of the Symphony No. 3 in D, TR—a dissolving grand consequent—
gradually implements a crescendo that culminates in a strong, rhetorically marked IV:PAC MC
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in measure 83.37 The cadential punctuation is not followed by a caesura but elides with the
opening of S-space, which allows TR’s continued rhetoric to invade it. Despite extending TR’s
rhythmic activity, S still manages to release the accumulated energy through an immediate drop
to piano and a markedly reduced texture (example 1.1).38
A similar situation is found in the Fourth Symphony, first movement (example 1.2).39
Here, a rhetorically active TR moves prematurely to the key of Ab (VI), securing a rather weak
VI:PAC (m. 59). Followed as it is by a sudden drop to piano and a new texture, the cadence
could possibly be interpreted as the MC; however, the absence of a clear S-candidate and the
persistent rhythmic activity make the new module seem more transitional in character. After this
non-thematic confirmation of the key of Ab, the passage comes to the real MC in measure 67, a
VI:PAC elided with the onset of the S-theme. Once again, the absence of a clear caesura seems
to allow TR-rhetoric to continue into S-space, which might cast doubt on the identification of the
new formal zone as such. Thus, one could argue that, in the Fourth Symphony, the expected
energy loss does not occur within S itself but is anticipated by a preparatory TR module that
prematurely introduces the key of Ab at a lower dynamic level. Paradoxically, while the piano
dynamic prepares the forthcoming S-theme, perhaps compensating for the absence of a gap, the

37

A detailed analysis of this movement is offered in Pomeroy, “The Parallel Sonata Form,” 31–5. See also,
Newbould, Schubert and the Symphony, 82–5.
38

For a related instance featuring formal and thematic elision, see the Ninth Symphony in C, first
movement, MC2 (m. 174).
39

For other relevant analysis of this movement, see Pomeroy, “The Parallel Sonata Form,” 35–9; and
Newbould, Schubert and the Symphony, 92–102.
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early appearance of the new key as well as the continued rhythmic activity blur the effect of
entering a new formal zone.40

Example 1.1. Schubert, Symphony No. 3 in D, D. 200/iv
S#

79#

Rhythmically#ac5ve#

Reduced#texture#

IV:PAC#MC##

40

For an extended discussion of the MC complications caused by the early arrival of the secondary key in
this movement, see chapter 2, 150–1.
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Example 1.2. Schubert, Symphony No. 4 in f, D. 417/i
54'

TR1.2'

S+space?'No,'preparatory'module!'

VI:PAC'
MC?'
62'

S'

S*ll'rhythmically'ac*ve'

VI:PAC'MC'
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In the Violin Sonata in G minor, D. 408, first movement (example 1.3), TR begins in
measure 12 as an agitated dissolving restatement, featuring a marked increase in rhythmic
activity. A piano dynamic holds throughout the entire exposition, with the exception of the forte
four-measure introductory gesture (P0, mm. 1–4). The short TR module comes to a III:IAC MC
in measure 18, eliding with the onset of S. Despite the formal elision, which allows TR’s
rhythmic verve to continue into S-space as an accompaniment figure (S1.0), a brief thematic gap
exists between the MC punctuation and the onset of the new theme. Such a break, along with the
introduction of a clear S-candidate and a lighter texture, contributes to the release of all
accumulated energy. Thus, the movement combines aspects of both symphonic movements
discussed above. First, the piano dynamic, expected to be introduced in S, are anticipated within
TR; second, the formal elision is compensated by a brief thematic caesura and a lighter texture,
which achieve the required energy loss.

Example 1.3. Schubert, Violin Sonata in g, D. 408/i
12#

TR#

Piano#dynamics#are#an3cipated#

17#

S#

S1.0#

Brief##
thema3c##
gap#

III:IAC#MC#

S1.1#
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Adding the Caesura
An Energetic PAC MC may be followed by an actual MC gap. One instance of this
procedure is found in the finale of the String Quartet No. 11 in E, D. 353 (example 1.4). Here,
TR comes to a forte V:PAC MC in measure 31, followed by a caesura-fill, subito piano with
reduced texture. The two-measure filled-in caesura releases the accumulated energy, setting up
the arrival of a playful S-theme, pp. The presence of an MC gap clarifies the formal role of the
subsequent theme, not requiring other rhetorical adjustments, as in the previous examples.

Example 1.4. Schubert, String Quartet No. 11 in E, D. 353/iv
24#

CF#

V:PAC#MC#
32#

S#

In some cases, the Energetic PAC MC is followed by an area of tonal affirmation that
resembles the dominant lock of an HC MC, extending the new tonic chord and therefore
confirming the arrival of the secondary key. In addition, despite initially sustaining the
momentum gained throughout TR, the PAC MC “tonic lock” then releases its energy
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prematurely through a brief decrescendo prior to the MC gap. This gap, often filled in with
linking material, marks the end of TR and sets up the onset of S.
An instance of the procedure is found in the Alfonso und Estrella Overture, D. 732
(example 1.5). Here, TR (mm. 52 ff) begins as a sentence, articulating a PAC in Fs minor in
measure 58. The cadence triggers a varied restatement of the continuation phrase, which leads
into the MC (m. 66), a V:PAC followed by an eight-measure fortissimo “tonic lock.” Texture and
rhetorical activity are reduced two measures prior to the arrival of the MC gap, prematurely
releasing the accumulated energy. In a continuous decrescendo, an extended caesura-fill
completes the de-energizing process, leading into S.

Example 1.5. Schubert, Overture Alfonso und Estrella, D. 732
58&
58&

Varied&restatement&of&the&conFnuaFon&phrase&
Varied&restatement&of&the&conFnuaFon&phrase&

iii:PAC&
iii:PAC&

64&
64&

F#m:&&V/iv?&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&viio&43&&&&&/iv?&
F#m:&&V/iv?&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&viio&43&&&&&/iv?&
C#m:&&CTo7&&&&&&&&&&&&4&&&&&&&&&&&&&&i6&&&&&&&&&&&&&ii6&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&V64&&&&&&&&&&4&&&&53&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
5
C#m:&&CTo7&&&&&&&&&&&&4&&&&&&&&&&&&&&i6&&&&&&&&&&&&&ii6&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&V6&&&&&&&&&&4&&&&
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
4
3
“Tonic&lock”&
“Tonic&lock”&

i&&&&&
6&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&V&&&&&&&&&4&&&&
6
7&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&I&&&&&
i&&&&&
A:&&vi&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&ii
4
7&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&I&&&&&
A:&&vi&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&ii6&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&V6&&&&&&&&&4&&&&
4
V:PAC&MC&
V:PAC&MC&
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CF&
CF&

69&
69&

S&
S&
75&
75&

This Energetic PAC MC variant may be related to some I:PAC MC cases. For instance,
in the first movement of the Ninth Symphony, a tonally over-determined TR comes to a I:PAC
MC in measure 130, followed by a brief decrescendo “tonic lock” and CF. A similar example is
found in the finale of the String Quintet in C. Here, a tonally solid P-theme overwrites TR
altogether, articulating a I:PAC MC in measure 42. The cadence is marked by a sustained tonic
chord in decrescendo, which, in a way, resembles the extended “tonic lock” effect observed in
the overture discussed above.41
Thus, while incorporating several energy-loss strategies in order to properly prepare the
onset of S, the Energetic PAC MC does not seem to be related to any of the three procedures
^

^

proposed by Hepokoski and Darcy—the extended 5 –1 CF, the blocked MC, and the deenergizing TR. In fact, in some instances, it might recall instead the deployment of a traditional
HC MC, followed by dominant lock and CF.

41

For more on the impact of tonal over-determination in both works, see chapter 2, 120–9.
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The Gentle PAC MC
The Blocked-MC Effect and Lyricism in the String Quartets
In this category, a rhetorically active TR releases its energy prior to the MC, resulting in a
gentle cadential punctuation. In some instances, a sudden textural break and dynamic drop
shortly before the MC articulation—often over a dominant or pre-dominant harmony—are
followed by a brief lyrical passage that anticipates the character of the subsequent S. The
procedure may be conceived as Schubert’s reading of the Classical blocked MC; however, while
Classical composers drew the listeners’ attention to the premature MC effect, filling in the gap
with an arch-like passage, Schubert emphasized the point of arrival through lyricism. To a
certain extent, one could argue that the rhetorical halt allows the transformation of TR’s
rhythmic verve into an emotionally charged line, leading into a conclusive and expressive MC
articulation.
In the first movement of the String Quartet No. 8 in Bb, D. 112 (example 1.6), a
rhythmically active TR comes to a rhetorical blockage in measure 95, suggesting a premature
MC effect. The unexpected halt is then followed by a piano dominant chord (V64 -

5
)
3

in chorale-

like texture and at a much slower pace, in place of the preceding agitated triplets and persistent
upbeat sforzandi. After failing at its first attempt to cadence in G minor (vi), perhaps reflecting
TR’s tonal overdetermination, the lyrical gesture secures a Gentle V:PAC MC (m. 103), eliding
with the onset of S.
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Example 1.6. Schubert, String Quartet No. 8 in Bb, D. 112/i
90"

Rhetorical"
blockage"

S"

97"

Lyrical"
caden:al"
gesture"

V:PAC"MC"

A similar situation is found in the second movement of the String Quartet No. 5 in Bb, D.
68. The piece features a turbulent, rhetorically active TR that, after two failed attempts to secure
a PAC in the tonic, comes to a sudden stop over a bVI harmony, fortissimo. The subsequent
music, a timid CF-like 5-6 sequence that incorporates a lyrical attitude at the cadential moment,
destabilizes the tonic key, gently leading into a V:PAC MC.
It seems clear that, in both examples, the Gentle PAC MC is closely related to the
Classical blocked MC in that the rhetorical break generated by the premature MC effect
anticipates the required energy loss, allowing for a sudden change in character. However, as
pointed out above, Schubert substitutes the expected CF-like passage for an expressive cadential
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gesture that naturally draws attention to TR’s final cadence and clarifies the role of the PAC as
an MC articulator.

The Blocked-MC Effect and Melodic Continuity
A related instance is found in the String Quartet No. 9 in g, D. 173, first movement. Here,
TR (mm. 25–45) dissolves into transitional activity after restating P’s first eight measures,
introducing an anxious eighth-note rhythm. As it approaches the cadence, TR loses momentum,
replacing the agitated texture with a lyrical descending line that, following a first rhetorical
break, attains a III:PAC MC (m. 45). The expressive gesture is marked by a quarter-note rhythm;
a continuous decrescendo; and a homophonic, more static texture. Importantly, the textural break
is realized over a pre-dominant harmony that announces the upcoming Gentle PAC MC.
A similar example is found in the Quartettsatz in c, D. 703, in which an agitated TR,
structured as a dissolving restatement, comes to a sudden rhetorical blockage shortly before the
expected MC articulation (example 1.7). The arrival at the Neapolitan chord in measure 23—
now reinterpreted as IV6 in Ab—brings an unexpected cadenza-like texture that allows the first
violin to shape the cadential gesture, leading into a dolce VI:PAC MC (m. 27). Despite the
brusque textural and rhythmic break in both string quartets, no blocked-MC effect is perceived
thanks to a melodic continuity that leads the ear through TR’s premature process of energy loss.
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Example 1.7. Schubert, String Quartet No. 12 in c, D. 703 (Quartettsatz)
Cadenza;like$lyrical$gesture$

20$

Rhetorical$
blockage$

TM1$

VI:PAC$MC$

Piano Sonatas: Relocating the MC Gap
Instances of the Gentle PAC MC are also found in Schubert’s piano sonatas. In the third
movement of the Piano Sonata in A, D. 664, an energetic TR (mm. 19–34), based on P’s
sixteenth-note runs, is interrupted by an expressive melodic gesture that would seem to be
leading to an MC (example 1.8). But the expected PAC is overridden by the return of the initial
rhythmic drive and only partially secured in measure 35 with a second lyrical intervention. The
cadential effect might better be conceived as evaded, given the registral displacement and gap
between dominant and tonic harmonies, which break melodic continuity, greatly weakening the
sense of resolution. In fact, the empty caesura that interrupts the final V–I motion might be
interpreted as derived from the more traditional half-cadential MC practice: while in an HC MC
the gap would mark the end of TR, here it delays the arrival of the final tonic in a proposed PAC
MC, drastically attenuating the cadential effect. The strategy may be conceived as a way to
accommodate the traditional MC gap into Gentle PAC MC situations, a relocation of the
caesura.42

42

The same strategy is found in the Piano Sonata in a, D. 537/i, in which a Gentle VI:PAC MC is
attenuated by a whole-measure gap between TR’s final dominant and its resolution (mm. 24–28).
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Despite obscuring the PAC, both the registral displacement and caesura gap contribute to
the process of energy loss started in measure 31, setting up the arrival of S. Here, unlike the
string quartets, the rhetorical discontinuity caused by the lyrical intervention does result in a
blocked-MC effect.

Example 1.8. Schubert, Piano Sonata in A, D. 664/iii
MC#gap#between#V#and#I!#
Lyrical#interven/on#
30#

Rhetorical#blockage#

S#

V:PAC#MC#(?)#
A;enuated#or#evaded#

Piano Sonatas: Anticipating S’s Melodic Figure
The second MC of the Piano Sonata in Bb, D. 960, first movement, offers another
example of the gentle PAC MC (example 1.9). Here, a rhetorically active TM2 (mm. 59 ff)—
which offsets the original TR’s lack of transitional activity—arrives at the dominant of F major
(V) in measure 74. After extending the cadential 64 for five measures, Schubert introduces the
expected V7 harmony, surprisingly accompanied by a sudden textural and rhythmic break,
leading into a V:PAC MC (m. 80). Interestingly, the melodic material that delineates the cadence
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here lacks the lyrical character found in the string quartets instead anticipating TM3’s triplet
figure.43

Example 1.9. Schubert, Piano Sonata in Bb, D. 960/i
Triplet$ﬁgure$

76$

Rhetorical$blockage$

80$

TM3$

V:PAC$MC$

The De-Energizing TR
Gentle PAC MCs may also result from a continuous de-energizing process. In such cases,
a longer decrescendo, often accompanied by a continuous rallentando, progressively “dims”
TR’s rhythmic and melodic vivacity, resulting in a “soft” cadential landing. The impression is
that of TR undergoing an “identity crisis” en route, gradually collapsing into S-rhetoric
prematurely. Since the accumulated energy is released prior to the cadence, the MC can elide
with the onset of S in seamless rhetorical fashion. This gentle PAC MC variant does not seem to
^

^

be related to either the descending 5 –1 CF or the blocked MC. However, it may well be

43

A similar instance is found in the second MC of the four-hand sonata in Bb, D. 617 (mm. 46–53).
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interpreted as an embryonic form of the later nineteenth-century de-energizing TR, which finds
its fully developed form in the music of Schumann and Brahms.
An instance of this procedure is found in the incomplete Piano Sonata in fs, D. 571
(example 1.10). Here, following P’s meditative character, TR (mm. 27–54) begins piano,
gradually gaining energy, culminating in measure 44 with the arrival of an A-major chord (III),
marked by a textural change, an unsettled temperament, and a forte dynamic. The emphasis on
III seems to signal an imminent modulation to the relative major; however, as TR approaches the
MC, it loses momentum, as if questioning its tonal goal. Such uncertainty, allied to a premature
de-energizing process, results eventually in a gentle VI:PAC MC (m. 54).44

Example 1.10. Schubert, Piano Sonata in fs, D. 571 (incomplete)
S"

49"

Faster"harmonic"rhythm"

III:PAC"MC"approaching?"No!"

Energy"loss"

VI:PAC"MC"

In the Violin Sonata in a, D. 385, TR begins in measure 15 as a forte dissolving
restatement but unexpectedly recedes to piano in measure 19. The sudden dynamic drop is
followed by a continuous decrescendo that eventually leads into a gentle III:PAC MC. Once
again, the shift to piano coincides with a point of harmonic instability, in which the V64 chord in

44

Similar examples are found in the Violin Sonata in A, D. 574/i (mm. 29–40) and the Fourth Symphony in
c, D. 417/iv (mm. 63–85), where a premature decrescendo within TR releases the accumulated energy, anticipating
the piano dynamic of S.
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A minor is transformed into an applied diminished-seventh chord to the dominant of the
upcoming key, C major (III).
A more developed instance of this gentle PAC MC variant is found in the finale of the
“Trout” Quintet, D. 667 (example 1.11). Here, despite its rhetorically active start, TR (mm. 37 ff)
alternates between forte tutti affirmations and piano solo commentaries, suggesting uncertainty
about its character. The fragmentation started in measure 66 further accentuates TR’s “identity
crisis,” triggering a continuous process of energy loss that results in a highly deformational
IV:PAC MC (m. 84) elided with the onset of S.45

Example 1.11. Schubert, Trout Quintet, D. 667/v
#
TR
TR#

33#
33#

42#
42#

Solo#commentary##
Solo#commentary##

A similar situation is found in the Symphony No. 2 in Bb, D. 125/i (mm. 49–80). See my discussion of
this work in the introduction, 38–42.
45

84
54#
54#

Solo#commentary##
Solo#commentary##
63#
63#

Fragmenta4on#triggers#the#process#of#energy#loss#
Fragmenta4on#triggers#the#process#of#energy#loss#

72#

84#

TM1#

IV:PAC#MC#

85

84#

TM1#

IV:PAC#MC#

In some extreme instances of the gentle PAC MC, TR-rhetoric is not progressively
decreased but brusquely vanishes en route, usually followed by a longer de-energizing module.
This is the case in the Grand Duo in C, D. 812, first movement, in which an initially active TR,
with tutti and solo alternation, comes to a sudden stoppage in measure 34, marked by the
unexpected arrival of the minor Neapolitan—later reinterpreted as iv6 in Ab. Its brusque and
unprepared appearance creates uncertainty to TR’s tonal goal, moreover suggesting a blockedMC effect. The following music continues the de-energizing process, moving in a gradual
decrescendo to a bVI:PAC MC. The strategy seems to anticipate the mid- and late-Romantic deenergizing approach to TR. In fact, the long de-energizing module and blocked-MC effect makes
it a strong candidate for the earliest mature example of the de-energizing TR. Once again, the
point of energy release coincides with tonal uncertainty, perhaps a sign of TR’s “identity
crisis.”46

46

A related instance is found in the first movement of the String Quartet in d, D. 810/i. However, in this
example, the de-energizing process is triggered by the premature appearance of S-rhetoric within TR (see ch. 2,
152–3).
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The De-Energizing Active CF
In this category, a proposed HC MC is denied by an active CF that takes control of the
music, eventually articulating a PAC MC. In contrast to most CFs, brief formal connectors, the
active CF consists of an expanded linking passage that exhibits some non-normative rhetorical,
textural, or tonal behavior. Despite its unorthodox character, it releases energy progressively,
setting up the onset of S in a proper manner. Regarding the expanded CF’s formal status,
Hepokoski and Darcy claim that, “conceptually, [it] belongs to neither TR nor S, although
motivically it may look backward or forward to one or the other.” In other words, the space
circumscribed by the proposed HC MC and the final PAC MC may be interpreted as a formal
bubble within the sonata’s trajectory, a moment of relative stasis that allows for a gradual
process of energy loss. In some instances, however, the non-normative behavior of the active CF
may give the impression of regaining formal attitude or taking charge. Schubert’s de-energizing
active CF is directly related to some Classical expanded CF strategies and, from time to time,
^

^

takes the form of the expanded 5 –1 CF.

Non-Normative Harmonic Activity
An instance of the de-energizing CF is found in the first movement of the incomplete
Piano Sonata in C, D. 840 (example 1.12). Here, TR, structured as a dissolving restatement,
comes to a i:HC MC in measure 45, succeeded by an instant textural reduction and dynamic
drop, which together signal the presence of caesura-fill. At first, CF seems to merely secure the
seventh of the dominant chord, implying the return of the tonic key; however, the V7 is
s8

eventually reinterpreted as a sIV 6 (Ger 65 ) in B minor, resulting in an attenuated vii:PAC MC (m.
5

53). One could argue that CF’s surprising harmonic detour raises questions about the piece’s
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tonal trajectory, allowing for the rejection of the initially proposed MC in favor of a more distant
harmonic choice. This interpretation is complemented by CFs gradual dynamic and textural
increase, which indicates an “active” position towards the subsequent music. Despite CF’s
animated character, the area between the two MCs provides the required energy loss,
appropriately preparing the arrival of S.47

Example 1.12. Schubert, Piano Sonata in C, D. 840/i
39#
39#

I:HC#---#Dominant-lock#---#
I:HC#---#Dominant-lock#---#

CF#
CF#

44#
44#
44#
44#

Textural#reduc?on#
Dynamic#drop#
Textural#reduc?on#
Dynamic#drop#

I:HC#MC#
I:HC#MC#
=>#Ac?ve#CF#
=>#Ac?ve#CF#
#######8####-####(9)##-####8######

50#
50#

###############b:######Ger#65########
#8
###############b:######IV 6###### #
5

##V#64#################################-#5##3
#V#64##################################-#53##

###############C:###V#b97#########= ##

S#
S#

Vii:PAC#MC#

vii:PAC#MC#

47

In the recapitulation, the area occupied by the de-energizing active CF is expanded (mm. 199–215),
suggesting a motion to D minor prior to articulating a PAC in A minor (vi:PAC MC).
Related instances are found in the second MC of the String Quartet in c, n. 12, D. 703 (Quartettsatz), mm.
77–93 (see ch. 2, 145–8) and in the Overture in D, D. 556, mm. 54–72 (see ch. 3, 166–8).

Textural#reduc?on#
Dynamic#drop#

###############C:###V#b97#########= ##
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I:HC#MC#
⇒##Ac?ve#CF#
#######8####-####(9)##-####8######

50#

#8

###############b:######IV 6###### #

#V#64##################################-###53

5

S#

vii:PAC#MC#

Dominant Lock ⇒ De-Energizing Active CF
In the first movement of the Arpeggione Sonata in a, D. 821, a short, rhetorically active
TR articulates a III:HC in measure 36, followed by dominant lock (example 1.13). TR’s initial
forte dynamic is prematurely attenuated with the arrival of the pre-dominant, anticipating the
energy loss expected to take place only after the MC articulation. This counter-generic action
prevents the dominant lock from securing the proposed MC. Indeed, the active dominant
harmony “resolves” eventually in a pianissimo III:PAC MC, decrescendo and rallentando.
Considering the non-normative behavior of the post-cadential module, one could argue that,
despite initially impressing the listener as a dominant lock, it retrospectively turns out to function
as a de-energizing active CF. In other words, despite its initial textural and harmonic
consistency, the passage releases the accumulated energy and manages to transform the proposed
III:HC MC into a PAC MC, contradicting the implied dominant lock function perceived at its
outset. The proposed interpretation is bolstered by the similarity to the Classical caesura-fill
^

^

strategy, the 5 –1 descending melodic line.48

48

Later nineteenth-century composers frequently employed this strategy. An example is found in Brahms’s
Piano Quartet in A, op. 26/i (1861) in which TR begins as a dissolving reprise (mm. 26 ff), implying a reaction to
the surprising half cadence in F# minor (vi:HC, mm. 23–25) that “closes” the P-theme. In accordance with Classical
expectations, the agitated module articulates a V:HC (m. 37) followed by a long dominant lock, implying an
eventual V:HC MC. However, the passage releases its energy prematurely, triggering a de-energizing process that
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Example 1.13. Schubert, Arpeggione Sonata, D. 821/i
29#

TR#

34%

34#
34%

III:HC%&&&%Dominant&lock%

S#

39#

III:HC%&&&%Dominant&lock%

=>#De(energizing#ac9ve#CF#(Va)#

=>%De&energizing%ac7ve%CF%(Va)%

S%

39%

39%

III:HC#(((#Dominant(lock#

=>%De&energizing%ac7ve%CF%(Va)%

S%
III:PAC#MC#

III:PAC%MC%

Concluding Remarks

III:PAC%MC%

The process of energy loss that accompanies the PAC MC is related but not restricted to
^

^

strategies such as the blocked MC, the 5 –1 CF, and the de-energizing transition. In some cases,

leads into a V:IAC MC (m. 53). As in Schubert’s “Arpeggione” Sonata, what is first perceived as a dominant lock
turns out to function as a de-energizing active CF that leads ultimately into a gentle cadential punctuation.
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TR-rhetoric may persist until the articulation of the PAC MC, in which the required energy
release is only accomplished with an MC gap or a brief S0 module. In others, a dynamic drop
within a rhetorically active TR anticipates the piano dynamic level of S. Or, at times, a lyrical
cadential gesture liberates the accumulated energy, setting up the arrival of S. Thus, Schubert
occupies an important position in the history of the PAC MC, marking the transition between
two extreme poles: he comes after a historical period in which PAC MCs were only occasionally
deployed and before a period in which the PAC MC became an optional adornment appended to
an expanded de-energizing module.49
Here, I return to a question introduced at the outset of the present discussion: Should any
loss of energy within TR be interpreted as counter-generic when dealing with PAC MCs in the
romantic period? It seems clear that the most appropriate answer is no, it should not. The
possibility of eliding the end of TR with the onset of S as well as the increased popularity of the
PAC as an MC articulator in the nineteenth century led composers to explore new ways to
prepare such an affirmative cadential punctuation. In that way, displacing the de-energizing
process from the actual gap to the interior of TR itself was a natural—perhaps necessary—
procedure to avoid abrupt thematic and rhetorical juxtapositions. In addition, such “premature”
alterations to TR’s animated rhetoric seem to reflect a conflict among formal balance, tonal

49

The MC practice developed during the second half of the nineteenth century was still in direct dialogue
with that of the Classical and early Romantic periods; however, in some extreme instances, the role of the MC as a
formal articulator seems to be drastically weakened, being replaced by a de-energizing process that overcomes the
need for a final cadential punctuation or gap. As noted by Hepokoski and Darcy, “in confronting a work from the
mid-1800s one should be less surprised to encounter a blocked (or even suppressed) MC, followed (or replaced) by a
broadly expansive de-energizing transition with reduced dynamics or sounded in diminuendo, non normative by
earlier, eighteenth-century standards” (Elements, 48). In such situations, the MC may be interpreted as an
unnecessary embellishment attached to a de-energizing area. Instances are found in Chopin’s Piano Sonata No. 2
(1839), op. 35/i (mm. 25–41), Brahms’s String Sextet in Bb (1860), op. 18/i (mm. 42–61), Bruckner’s Symphony
No. 8/i (1890) (mm. 23–51), and Tchaikovsky’s Symphony No. 6 (1893), op. 74/i (mm. 69–85).
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organization, and lyricism—a romantic characteristic in which the latter element tends to take
prominence. Despite the new set of expectations introduced by the continued use of the PAC
MC, some extremes strategies of energy loss may still strike the listener as deformational, as in
the Grand Duo or the “Death and the Maiden” Quartet.50

Non Sequitur MCs
The role of the medial caesura is to separate the first and second parts of an exposition,
preparing the S-theme tonally and rhetorically. Accordingly, any non sequitur tonal shift
involving the MC preparation and the onset of S will be surprising, perhaps even impressing the
listener as deformational. As discussed above, however, the frequent appearance of the non
sequitur MC within Schubert’s oeuvre—especially during his mature period—defined it as an
available option within his palette of favored compositional strategies; it was incorporated into
listeners’ webs of expectation as a possibility (it became a default level). Interestingly, the
procedure’s new default status does not attenuate its surprising effect, since it is difficult—
perhaps impossible—to predict the type of tonal alienation between the MC and the S-theme—
secondaryW/C, secondaryC/W, or double. Moreover, non sequitur MCs involve a great number of
variables, including type of modulation, tonal relation between keys, and degree of preparation,
all of which preclude any prediction beyond the fact that the procedure might eventually happen.
In the following discussion, I first explore the expressive effects of non sequitur MCs
based on their degree of tonal alienation, and then demonstrate how the awareness of elements
involved in the procedure might diminish its surprising effect but not its dramatic role within the
work’s narrative.

50

An analysis of the “Death and the Maiden” Quartet’s P–TR complex is provided in chapter 2, 152–3.
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Non Sequitur MCs and Tonal Expectations
Schubert’s penchant for non sequitur MCs has been widely noted in the literature. The
subject has been featured in several studies; however, few have dealt with the expressive effect
or meaning of such a procedure. An introductory investigation can be found in James Webster’s
article, “Schubert’s Sonata Form.” According to him,
Schubert also finds unorthodox means of preparing his unorthodox keys. Often he does
not establish keys, but juxtaposes them by a brief, frequently abrupt modulation through a
common tone or pivot chord. Or he prepares some key other than the one in which the
second group actually begins. Or he makes a complex progression through several remote
keys, the eventual goal remaining uncertain until the last moment. … Schubert’s
preference for indirect third-relations established by common-tone progression may
manifest itself even when a distinct transition section leads to the second group in the
dominant. Instead of establishing V/V, both the Bb Piano Trio and the G-Major Quartet
both modulate to V/iii, with the leading-tone as the root, only to drop directly into the
dominant.51
While Webster describes some modulatory procedures frequently adopted by Schubert, he does
not explore the role of these unorthodox strategies.
In a study devoted to Schubert’s transitions, Susan Wollenberg investigates some of the
perceptual effects caused by both secondary alienation subtypes, which she categorizes as
“magical transitions.” As she notes,
In the first [magical transition], the music departs from its original tonic to prepare a new
key fitting ‘Classical’ expectations; at the ‘magical moment’ the key simply slips
elsewhere, so that the new tonal area is not only more remote than might be classically
expected, but also has been reached by a surprising route. This build-up to one key, then
slipping to another, could be termed ‘false transition’. … The reverse case is exemplified
by the first movement of the String Quartet in G major … Here the preparation is
apparently for a non-classical choice of key (the median minor or major), but the second
main theme enters classically in the dominant. … If the first type discussed above

51

Webster, “Schubert’s Sonata Forms,” Pt.1, 23.
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represents a ‘false transition’, then this type presents a double deception: the ‘right’ key is
in fact reached, but via the preparation for a more remote choice.52
Wollenberg interprets my secondaryC/W alienation as a “false transition” while considering my
secondaryW/C alienation as a “double deception.” I would argue, however, that the arrival of the
expected key, after implying a remote choice, does not result in deception, but instead suggests
relief; furthermore, the sudden shift replaces the chance of being taken to a distant land with the
comfort of arriving at a familiar place. In addition, the term “false transition” does not seem to fit
secondaryC/W alienation, since the “false” harmonic move only takes place after TR’s structural
articulation by a normative cadential punctuation. In other words, the procedure does not involve
a “defective” transition but a post-MC reinterpretation of the proposed harmonic path, which
may cause deception, wonder, excitement, or relief.

SecondaryW/C Alienation
An example of secondaryW/C alienation is found in the Piano Sonata in C, D. 279, first
movement (example 1.14). Here, TR, structured as a dissolving consequent, secures a vi:HC (m.
22) followed by dominant lock, implying an imminent MC in A minor. Instead of confirming the
proposed caesura, however, the subsequent music moves sequentially to a PAC in the tonic key
(m. 32). The impression is that of C major reasserting control over the work’s tonal course in
order to avoid a tonally alienated S-theme. After briefly extending tonic harmony, TR
unexpectedly articulates a iii:HC followed by a dominant lock, which, this time, manages to
secure the MC (m. 41). However, the proposed key never arrives: the cadence is followed by an
active CF that moves to the dominant of G major (V), leading into an S-theme in that key (mm.

52

Wollenberg, “Schubert’s Transitions,” 16.
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45ff). The unexpected shift may be interpreted as a relief, since the drama and uncertainties
inserted by the iii:HC MC are directly suppressed by a much “safer” key, the dominant. The non
sequitur tonal shift is still likely to strike the listener as surprising because of the many variables
involved in each particular realization. This is an instance of the Romantic appropriation of the
non-normative as normal, a paradox defined by the persistent surprising effect of unorthodox
procedures (in Classical terms) incorporated as default levels by a composer, genre, or style.

Example 1.14. Schubert, Piano Sonata in C, D. 279/i
35"
35"
35"

iii:HC"((("Dominant(lock"
iii:HC"((("Dominant(lock"
iii:HC"((("Dominant(lock"
39"
39"
39"

CF" ""
CF
iii:HC"MC"
iii:HC"MC"
iii:HC"MC"

""
SS"

45"
45"
45"

I"I"I"

=>"Ac9ve"CF"
=>"Ac9ve"CF"
=>"Ac9ve"CF"
G:"V7"
G:"V7"
G:"V7"
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SecondaryC/W Alienation
The Allegro in a, D. 947 (“Lebensstürme”) features a non sequitur MC with secondaryC/W
alienation. Here, TR ends with a solid i:HC MC, prepared by an extensive dominant lock. The
normative cadential punctuation suggests a continuation along traditional lines; namely, S is
expected to follow in the mediant. However, the onset of the new theme is marked instead by a
^

chromatic common-tone modulation in which the third of the dominant chord is reinterpreted as 1
in Ab major (enharmonic VII). The sudden harmonic shift may impress the listener as surprising
or deformational but does not necessarily represent a deception, as proposed by Wollenberg. In
fact, the appearance of Ab at this point may be interpreted as a desperate attempt to escape the
minor-mode’s darkness and negativity, with the theme’s otherworldly character referring to a
Utopian or Arcadian place within the sonata’s trajectory. It is also important to note that the
“false” move does not take place within TR as suggested by the term “false transition,” but is
only deployed with the arrival of S.
Both examples illustrate the use of the non sequitur MC as a dramatic procedure. While
normative from a statistical perspective, the procedure’s deformational character inscribes extramusical connotations that extrapolate the passage’s traditional formal and rhetorical roles. When
dealing with such situations, analysts should speculate the probable causes and consequences
related to the procedure, avoiding generalizations regarding its expressive effect.

Double Alienation
Doubly alienated MCs feature a similar situation. An instance is found in the second
movement of the incomplete Piano Sonata in C, D. 613 (example 1.15). Here, a rhetorically
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active TR, dramatized by the “lights-out effect,” begins in measure 31 as a compound sentence.53
After cycling through some potential MC points, the module articulates an MC (m. 45) in the
distant key of the minor Neapolitan (bii:HC MC), which brings doubts as to the tonal unfolding
of the work. Through a common-tone modulation, S (mm. 47ff) manages to escape the gloomy
proposed key, beginning instead in E major (III). The major mediant does not solve the tonal
problem raised by the MC but introduces hope, acting as an obligatory step before reaching the
dominant to conclude the exposition.

Example 1.15. Schubert, Piano Sonata in C, D. 613/ii (incomplete)
38"
38"
38"

42"
42"
42"

CF""
CF
CF"
Common+tone"modula8on"
(Ab"="G#)"
bii:HC"+++"Dominant+lock"
bii:HC"+++"Dominant+lock"
bii:HC"+++"Dominant+lock"

47"
47"
47"

"
SSS""

bii:HC"MC"
bii:HC"MC"
bii:HC"MC"

Common+tone"modula8on"
Common+tone"modula8on"
(Ab"="G#)"
(Ab"="G#)"

III"
III"
III"

53

Hepokoski and Darcy interpret the major and minor modes as “binary signs of the positive and negative
(light and dark, or colloquially, ‘lights on’ and ‘lights out’).” The authors use the term “lights out” to refer to the
replacing of the major mode with its minor counterpart. See Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 25–6 and 307–10.
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It seems clear that all three non sequitur MC strategies will, in most cases, impress the
listener as deformational, despite their frequency in Schubert. However, this interpretation is
directly tied to the categorization favored so far in this study. An alternative would be to
organize the non sequitur strategies according to the relationship between the chord that
articulates the MC and the key that marks the onset of S. This categorization naturally prioritizes
the interval between roots, number of common tones involved in the shift, and tone that is
eventually reinterpreted in the new key. Moreover, it highlights Schubert’s penchant for third
relations.54

Focusing on the Modulatory Shift
Each work analyzed in this section feature one of the following cases of tonal alienation:
secondaryW/C, secondaryC/W, and double. However, in all three examples a third shift marks the
relation between the MC and the onset of S. Both piano sonatas feature a descending-third shift
in which the root of the chord articulating the MC is eventually reinterpreted as the third of the
new key. In D. 279, a B-major chord at the MC (iii:HC MC) is followed by the key of G major
(V) at the onset of S, and in D. 613, an Ab-major chord (bii:HC MC) is followed by the key of E
major (III). Conversely, the four-hand Allegro, D. 947, features an ascending-third shift in which

54

Neo-Riemannian theory has dealt extensively with the mechanics of triadic transformation. Much of the
work along these theoretical lines has focused on three operations that optimize pitch-class intersection between
triadic pairs: parallel (P), relative (R), and leading-tone exchange (L). Neo-Riemannian theory has not been adopted
here due to the simplicity of the transformations dealt with in this chapter.
Neo-Riemannian theory has been widely applied to Schubert’s music. See (selectively) Clark, Analyzing
Schubert; Clark, “On the Imagination of Tone in Schubert’s ‘Liedesend’ (D. 473), ‘Trost’ (D. 523), and ‘Gretchens
Bitte’ (D. 564)” in The Oxford Handbook of Neo-Riemannian Music Theories, ed. Edward Gollin and Alexander
Rehding (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011); Michael Andrew Sicilliano, “Neo-Riemannian
Transformations and the Harmonies of Franz Schubert” (PhD diss., University of Chicago, 2002); and David Kopp,
Chromatic Transformations in Nineteenth-Century Music (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 18–32.
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the third of the chord that marks the MC (i:HC MC) is reinterpreted as the root of the subsequent
key, Ab major (VII) (Example 1.16). Thus, understanding Schubert’s non sequitur MCs as
described above may diminish the deformational impact of such procedures. As shown in table
1.7, Schubert made use of five modulatory strategies (descending third, ascending third,
descending fifth, ascending fifth, and ascending second), with the descending-third shift being
the only one employed regularly.

Example 1.16. Tonal shift in non sequitur MCs
Descending)third-shi.Piano-Sonata-D.-279/i-
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S.




13
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25

S.





  









Descending Third
Root ⇒Third
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Root-(B)---------------=>---Third-(B)-

31
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Shift
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Root-(Ab)------------=>---Third-(G#)-
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MC ----I:HC MC à bIII

V:IAC MC à bIII





 


 

Third-(G#)----------=>---Root-(Ab)-







Works















Violin Sonata in A, D. 574/iv

Overture Die Zwillingsbruder, D. 647
String Quintet in C, D. 956/i

Piano Sonata (four hands) D. 617/i
Overture in the Italian Style, D. 590

III:HC MC à V

String Quartet in G n. 15, D. 887/i

V:PAC MC à iii

String Quartet in a n. 13, D. 804/iv

ii:HC MC à IV

Piano Sonata in a, D. 537/iii

iii:HC MC à V

Piano Sonata in C, D. 279/i
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Piano Trio in Bb, D. 898/i

Ascending Third
Third ⇒Root
Ascending Third
Fifth ⇒Third
Descending Fifth
Root ⇒Fifth
Ascending Fifth
Fifth ⇒Root
Ascending Second
No common tones

I:PAC MC à vi

Symphony No. 8/i

or

Piano Trio in Eb, D. 929/iv

i:PAC MC à VI

Piano Sonata in a, D. 784/iii

bII:HC MC à III

Piano Sonata in C, D. 613/ii

I:PAC MC à iii

Symphony No. 9/i

i:HC MC à VII

“Lebensstürme,” D. 947

vi:HC MC à V
I:PAC MC à IV

Overture Die Zauberharfe (Rosamunde),
D. 644
Piano Sonata in G, D. 894/iv

I:PAC MC à V

String Quintet in C, D. 956/iv

V:HC MC à bIII

Piano Sonata in C, D. 613/i

V:PAC MC à bVI

Piano Sonata (four-hands), D. 617/iii

Table 1.7. Schubert’s modulatory strategies

Descending-Third Shifts
Descending-third shifts may be diatonic or chromatic. The diatonic variety involves two
common tones: the root and the third of the chord that articulates the MC are reinterpreted as the
third and the fifth of the new key, respectively. An example is found in the finale of the String
Quartet in a, D. 804. Here, a V:PAC MC is followed by TM1 in Cs minor (iii), featuring a
common-tone modulation in which Gs, third of E major, becomes the fifth of the new key
(example 1.17c). Conversely, in chromatic-descending third shifts, both chords share only one
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common tone: the root of the chord that marks the MC is the same as the third of the new key (as
in the two piano sonatas examined above, examples 1.14 and 1.15).

Attenuating Strategies
Non sequitur MCs are often combined with three strategies that help transition from one
key to another, attenuating the surprising effect caused by the sudden and underprepared
appearance of the secondary key.
1) Chromatic modulations may be prepared—perhaps announced—by minor-mode
inflections within P or TR. An example is found in the String Quintet in C, first movement. In
this piece the major-minor interplay is introduced at the beginning with a forte common-tone
diminished seventh chord distorting the initially timid major-tonic. The quintet features an
instance of secondaryC/W alienation achieved through a chromatic descending-third shift. In this
example, the insistent minor-mode inflections add drama to the passage and foreshadow the
chromatic modulation to the flat mediant. Other instances of this strategy are found in the
Overture Die Zwillingsbruder, D. 647; the Violin Sonata D. 574/iv; and the Piano Sonata in Bb,
D, 617/i.
2) A short caesura-fill may be used to assist in the modulation: In most instances, the
linking passage comprises a single sustained pitch shared by both chords. For example, in the
Overture in the Italian Style, D. 590, the A-major chord that punctuates the MC (V:PAC MC)
and the F-major chord that marks the onset of S are connected by a briefly sustained A that
attenuates the effect of the chromatic modulation.
The single note CF may be varied in many ways (example 1.17). In the first movement of
the Quintet in C major a brief descending line accompanies the sustained pitch, G. Another
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variant is found in the Allegro in a, D. 947 (“Lebensstürme”), in which the sustained pitch, Gs,
follows a descending arpeggiation of an E-major minor-seventh chord. A more elaborate
variation of the single note CF is found in the finale of the String Quartet in a, D. 804. Here,
following a V:PAC MC, an extended CF elaborates the E-major harmony that marked the MC,
eventually settling on a Gs—the common sustained pitch. In some instances, a brief melodic
line, usually in stepwise motion, follows the stationary common tone. In the Violin Sonata, D.
574/iv, the sustained common tone (E) is directly followed by a short and chromatic ascending
line that leads into the key of C major (bIII). Other examples of this strategy are found in the
Piano Trio in Eb, D. 929/iv; in the four-hand Piano Sonata in Bb, D. 617/i; and in the
“Unfinished” Symphony/i.
Sometimes, a CF may introduce the new key’s own dominant. In the Piano Sonata in C,
D. 279/i, a iii:HC MC is followed by a D dominant-seventh chord that sets up the arrival of the
secondary key, G major (V). The common tone, B, is kept in the top voice of both the chord that
marks the MC and the one that begins S (see example 1.14). Dominant preparation within CF is
also featured in the four-hand Piano Sonata in Bb, D. 617/iii; the Overture Die Zauberharfe, D.
644; and the Piano Sonata in G, D. 894/iv.
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Example 1.17. CF strategies in non sequitur MCs (descending-third shifts)
a) String Quintet in C, D. 956/i (single-note CF accompanied by a chromatic descending line)
S#

57#
57#

CF#

S#

CF#

I:HC#MC#

I:HC#MC#

CF#
b)
follows arpeggiated chord)
78# Allegro in a, D. 947 (common-tone

CF#

78#

i:HC#MC#

i:HC#MC#

59#

c) String Quartet in a, D. 804/iv (extended CF delays the arrival of the common-tone)
59#

V:PAC#MC#

V:PAC#MC#

TM1#

67#

TM1#

67#

CF#

CF#
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d) Violin Sonata D. 574/iv (chromatic ascending line follows common-tone)
S%

28%

CF%

i:HC%MC%

3) When CF is not present, the modulation’s surprising effect may be attenuated by some
connection involving the MC and the onset of S (example 1.18). In the Piano Sonata in a, D.
537/iii, the common tone Fs is kept in the top voice of both the Fs-major chord that articulates
the MC and the D-major chord that marks the onset of S. A different strategy is employed in the
String Quartet in G, D. 887/i. Here, following an emphatic III:HC MC, S begins timidly
extending the dominant of D major (V). Despite its defined ultimate syntactical function, the Amajor minor-seventh chord that opens the S-theme delays the arrival of a stable tonic harmony
until measure 77, compensating for the absence of CF and, therefore, attenuating the impact of
the non sequitur shift.

Example 1.18. Non sequitur MCs with no CF
a) Piano Sonata in a, D. 537/iii (common-tone is kept in the soprano)
49"

Dominant1lock"

S"
59"

ii:HC"MC"
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Dominant1lock"

ii:HC"MC"

S"
59"

b) String Quartet in G, D. 887/i (dominant chord delays the arrival of a stable of stable tonic
harmony for 13 measures)
TM1"

59"

III:HC"111"Dominant1lock"

III:HC"MC"

It seems clear that conceiving the non sequitur MC in terms of its modulatory
idiosyncrasies may considerably diminish its surprising effect. In other words, mapping out the
procedure’s many variables may help listeners anticipate TR’s final harmonic shift. However,
this approach leads to a fragmented and limited apprehension of the non sequitur event; it does
not establish a connection between the modulatory moment and the web of tonal expectations
held by the experienced listener. In this context, a more thorough understanding of Schubert’s
non sequitur MCs may be achieved through a combination of both approaches explored in this
section, transformational and dialogical. Approaching the non sequitur MC based on its degree
of tonal alienation offers the listener the opportunity to interpret the procedure as an essential
part of a goal-directed narrative. It establishes a dialogue between realized and non-realized
harmonic paths, allowing the analyst to speculate about the procedure’s expressive content.
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Thus, as proposed at the onset of this discussion, the awareness of elements involved in a
non sequitur MC might decrease its local surprising effect but not its dramatic role within the
work’s plot. Understanding the procedure in terms of its modulatory shift does not alter its
potential for meaning; i.e., the expressive role played by the non sequitur MC within the sonata’s
trajectory remains active.
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CHAPTER 2

MC COMPLICATIONS: OVER-DETERMINATION AND THE NEW KEY’S PREMATURE
ARRIVAL WITHIN TR

Schubert’s Transitions
Many of Schubert’s transitions conform to the norms and conventions prevalent in the
late eighteenth century. As Susan Wollenberg has pointed out, “as early as 1813, in various
instrumental works, Schubert showed himself fully conversant with a range of ‘Classical’
transitional gestures.”1 The first movement of the First Symphony, D. 82, features one of
Schubert’s favorite TR-types, a dissolving consequent that, after restating the antecedent’s
presentation, dissolves into a sequence of energy-gaining modules, ultimately culminating in a
I:HC MC (m. 73). Another instance is found in the Fifth Symphony, D. 485, first movement.
Here, an independent TR, marked at its onset by a tutti affirmation and an animated rhythmic
texture, moves to a v:HC MC (m. 64), properly preparing the arrival of S. Both movements
illustrate Schubert’s traditional approach to transitions, revealing a Classical treatment of crucial
stylistic elements such as rhetoric, texture, form, and tonal structure.
However, throughout his career, Schubert incorporated several non-normative procedures
into his compositional style, expanding the boundaries defined by the Classical tradition. As
demonstrated in the previous chapter, he developed a preference for “wrong-key” and non
sequitur MCs, for example, increasing the possible ways to set up the entrance of the S-theme.

1

Wollenberg, Schubert’s Fingerprints, 61. An overview of Schubert’s classical transitions is offered in
Wollenberg, “Schubert’s Transitions,” 37–45.
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As expected, he also played with some of TR’s most fundamental characteristics, such as the
elevated rhetorical activity and the goal-oriented tonal trajectory. In this chapter, I study the
impact of non-traditional TRs on the function, perception, and meaning of the MC,
demonstrating how non-normative events that precede the MC influence the formal and
expressive understanding of its subsequent events.

Refining the Focus
Most studies devoted to Schubert’s transitions regard all tonal, rhetorical, and formal
deformations surrounding the MC as transitional complications. A glance at the literature reveals
that topics such as TR’s shortness or abruptness, TR’s reluctance to leave the tonic area, “wrongkey” and non sequitur MCs, and modulatory CFs are all indeed conceived as transitional in
function.2
Favoring a more rigorous approach, I interpret the MC-complex as comprising four
stages: 1) TR’s energy-gaining process, 2) the cadential articulation (and subsequent dominant
prolongation), 3) the MC gap itself (and CF), and 4) the appearance of an appropriate S-theme.
This approach distinguishes clearly among pre-cadential, cadential, and post-cadential
procedures, allowing me to focus exclusively on non-normative events taking place within TR,
and consequently affecting the MC. In addition, I organize the following discussion based on
TR’s tonal behavior, regarding rhetorical and formal anomalies as byproducts of the underlying
harmonic activity.

2

None of the authors cited here use the terms “medial caesura” and “caesura-fill” when referring to such
procedures. See Webster, “Schubert’s Sonata Form,” Pt. 1, 22–6; Wollenberg, “Schubert’s Transitions,” 16–61;
Wollenberg, Schubert’s Fingertips, 47–98; Hascher, Schubert, la forme sonate, 10; and Tovey, “Franz Schubert,”
118–27.
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In order to further refine the scope of study, I offer a preliminary examination of three
common Schubertian TR types: 1) TRs that struggle to leave the tonic area, 2) TRs that imply a
different key other than the actual secondary key, and 3) TRs that establish the new tonic
prematurely.

TRs That Struggle to Leave the Tonic Area
Schubert’s penchant for TRs that struggle to leave the tonic area is well documented in
the literature. As stated by Webster, “Schubert hates to leave the tonic in the classical manner
[…] indeed his first group may close with a full cadence in the tonic.”3 Wollenberg regards such
reluctance to leave the tonic area “not in the sense of an inability to launch into the necessary
processes of modulation, but rather as showing a poetic impulse, endowing the departure from
the tonic with emotional properties.”4 As noted by both authors, a tonally over-determined TR
may affect the MC in different ways: in extreme cases, the transition may end with a I:PAC,
failing to properly prepare the secondary key; in others, the persistence of the tonic may result in
a quick modulation to the secondary key, perhaps a “poetic” outcome of TR’s overdetermination.5
This category involves a deformational TR that influences the MC in some way and,
therefore, will be included in the following investigation.

3

Webster, “Schubert’s Sonata Form,” Pt. 1, 24.

4

Wollenberg, Schubert’s Fingerprints, 50.

5

Wollenberg defines this TR type as “those transitions where the key prepared is the one actually reached,
but the move takes place so rapidly (possibly after some built-in delay) as to create a sense of surprise” (Wollenberg,
“Schubert’s Transitions,” 16 and 21). For a more detailed discussion of this transitional strategy, see below, The
Liberating MC, 140–8.
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TRs That Imply a Different Key Other Than the Actual Secondary Key
Schubert implies a different key from the secondary one through two different strategies:
a) Non sequitur MCs: In this category, the secondary key contradicts the one proposed at
the MC, establishing a non sequitur tonal relationship.6 A classic example is found in the first
movement of the String Quintet in C, D. 956, where TR comes to a normative I:HC MC (m. 58),
implying an S-theme in the key of the dominant. Instead of confirming the proposed key, an
active caesura-fill (mm. 58–59) destabilizes the V chord articulated at the MC, moving into the
key of Eb major (bIII).
b) Declined MCs: Here, a proposed MC is retrospectively canceled by subsequent music,
requiring a new MC articulation. An instance is found in the first movement of the Piano Trio in
Bb, D. 898, in which a proposed vi:HC MC (m. 22) is retrospectively declined by the return of
the P-theme in the tonic (m. 26), requiring another attempt to secure the MC.
Both non sequitur and declined-MC strategies do not necessarily involve complications
in the course of TR, and, therefore, will not be included in the following discussion.7

TRs That Establish the New Tonic Prematurely
In this category, the secondary key is secured a few measures prior to articulating the
MC, weakening the final cadential punctuation. Instances are found in the first movements of the

6

Wollenberg suggests that the procedure of “build[ing]-up to one key, then slipping to another could be
termed ‘false transition’” (Wollenberg, “Schubert’s Transitions,” 16). Webster also alludes to such MC strategy.
According to him, “Schubert also finds unorthodox means of preparing his unorthodox keys […] he prepares some
key other than the one the second group actually begins” (Webster, “Schubert’s Sonata Form,” Pt.1, 23).
7

For a detailed examination of non sequitur MCs and declined MCs, see chapters 1 and 3, respectively.
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Fourth Symphony and the “Death and the Maiden” String Quartet.8 The procedure involves a
complication within TR that affects the MC and, therefore, will be included in the following
discussion.
Thus, reconsidering the categories proposed above, the study of TR complications that
directly influence the MC and its subsequent music will be organized in two large categories: the
first dealing with tonally over-determined TRs, and the second with the premature arrival of the
secondary key.

Tonally Over-Determined TRs
Why should one be concerned with transitions that overstate the tonic, or that
demonstrate a certain difficulty in leaving the tonic area?9 According to Caplin, “[the transition]
serves to destabilize the home key so that the subordinate key can emerge as a competing
tonality in the exposition.”10 By the same token, Hepokoski and Darcy include in their list of
common TR tactics increased harmonic activity, and “sequencial activity, accumulative
rhetorical energy, a drive toward a structural dominant, and perhaps a concern for modulation.”11
Thus, despite the non-necessity of modulation, transitions are expected to be harmonically
active. A transition that over-emphasizes the home key, or more precisely, its tonic, should be
conceived as “deformational” and, consequently, be subjected to interpretation. Hepokoski and
Darcy affirm that “[the appearance of one or more I:PACs within TR] suggests an interpretation
8

Both works cited in this paragraph are discussed in detail below. See “The Early Arrival of the Secondary
Key,” 150–3.
9

For an extended discussion of the role of the transition, see Caplin, Classical Form, 125–38, and
Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 93–116.
10

Caplin, Classical Form, 125.

11

Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 94.
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whereby TR is understood to begin with the decision to reaffirm or over-determine the tonic
key.”12 In such cases, the analyst must consider the formal and rhetorical reasons for, as well as
consequences of, TR’s penchant for the tonic area, a search for the “poetic impulse” and the
resultant “emotional properties” of such determination.13
The study of Schubert’s reluctance to leave the tonic area is divided here into four
categories that take into account the position, function, and strength of the I:PACs articulated in
the course of TR (Table 2.1). The first involves transitions that fail to leave the tonic, ending in a
I:PAC MC. In the second, a I:PAC is followed by a “defective” passage that can only be
retrospectively interpreted as TR after the articulation of the MC. The third category comprises
two TR-modules: TR1 comes to a I:PAC, directly followed by a rhetorically weak module (TR2)
that eventually manages to secure a clear MC. The fourth category does not necessarily involve
the articulation of a I:PAC. Instead tonic harmony is prolonged until the last possible moment,
and then followed by a quick modulation. Interestingly, as demonstrated below, each category
results in a specific MC type that incorporates a well-defined function and meaning.
Tonally Over-Determined TRs

MC Type

1

TR (I:PAC MC)

I:PAC MC

2

P (I:PAC) – unclear formal function (MC)!

Clarifying MC

3

TR1 (I:PAC) – TR2 (MC)

Doubly Corrective MC

4

TR[tonic prolongation + quick modulation] (MC)

Liberating MC

Table 2.1. Tonally over-determined TRs

12

Ibid., 114.

13

Wollenberg, Schubert’s Fingerprints, 50
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The I:PAC MC
Schubert’s use of a I:PAC to articulate the end of TR has been extensively discussed in
the literature. Webster has pointed out that in Symphonies Nos. 8 and 9 the shift from the
primary to the secondary key is accomplished by a common-tone modulation.14 In a more
detailed study, Suzannah Clark has provided a complete analysis of the I:PAC MC complication
in both symphonies, using her findings to justify what she terms “the repositioning of the fifthspace,” a structural relocation of the traditional tonic-dominant axis.15 Wollenberg has labeled
the TR areas of the two symphonies as “magical transitions,” or transitions that, after reaching a
I:PAC, release their poetic effect through a “quick transition pared down to essentials.”16 Indeed,
I:PAC MCs may introduce structural and rhetorical complications to the course of a work,
releasing a “poetic effect” that can be detected well past the MC articulation. As Wollenberg has
noted, “the poetic resonances of these transitional moments extend far beyond their immediate
impact.”17 For Hepokoski and Darcy, the I:PAC MC implicates “a ‘failed’ (or gesturally weak?
or obstinate?) TR that, still in the grip of the grounding tonal principle of the P-zone, dwells on
an unusually static tonic.”18 They then go on to say that “this emphasis, in turn, demands
analytical and hermeneutical interpretation.”19

14

Webster, “Schubert’s Sonata Form,” Pt.1, 23.

15

Clark interprets the tonic as a tonal point around which third-related keys may form a fifth-space. In a
sonata form work, opposing third-related secondary keys in the exposition and recapitulation (e.g., mediant and
submediant) would be one way to create a spatial relocation. For a detailed discussion of the procedure, see Clark,
Analyzing Schubert, 228–46.
16

See Wollenberg, Schubert’s Fingerprints, 62.

17

Ibid., 67.

18

Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 29.

19

Ibid.
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Searching for an accurate and complete understanding of this MC type, I examine five
additional formal characteristics that often accompany the I:PAC MC: 1) a complete or apparent
absence of TR; 2) an overemphasized MC articulation; 3) a “transitional” CF; 4) formal and
rhetorical complications in the course of S; and 5) a recapitulatory compensation.

The Complete or Apparent Absence of TR
The use of a I:PAC MC might create the impression that TR is altogether missing,
influencing the interpretation of the cadential articulation. In general terms, if the passage that
precedes the MC demonstrates an intensified rhythmic verve and some harmonic activity (i.e.,
typical TR-rhetoric), then the arrival at a I:PAC will produce an effect of “estrangement,” but a
subsequent S-theme will still be expected. Conversely, if the module preceding the MC does not
express any transitional rhetoric, the arrival at a I:PAC will be heard as articulating P’s closure,
implying the onset of TR. The immediate appearance of an S-theme would then be regarded as
highly deformational, inducing the listener to retrospectively reinterpret the just-heard cadential
articulation as a I:PAC MC.

Overemphasized MC Articulation
The apparent absence of TR and the non-normative I:PAC MC are often counterbalanced
by an overemphasized cadential articulation. The rhetorical gesture is expressed either by a
highly dramatized dominant chord or a sustained tonic chord that expands the MC area,
progressively dissipating the energy accumulated through the course of TR (or P ⇒ TR).
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“Transitional” CF
The I:PAC MC is often followed by an active caesura-fill that takes the burden of TR,
incorporating the hitherto missing transitional function. Many authors have misinterpreted the
procedure as an instance of Schubert’s penchant for abrupt transitions.20 Despite accomplishing
the final modulation, the active CF does not substitute for TR from a formal perspective; it fills
the MC gap, joining the end of TR to the onset of S.

Complications in the Secondary Zone
The inability to leave the tonic in the first part of the exposition often introduces formal,
rhetorical, and tonal complications to the course of S: the S-theme may appear in a nonnormative key, as if attempting to escape the tonic’s initial “oppression” at any cost; it may take
the form of a trimodular block, in which case TM2’s transitional activity and the newly
articulated MC incorporate a “corrective” function, allowing for the introduction of a normative
theme as TM3; or, the EEC may be delayed, often implying a formal collapse at the moment of
closure. These formal complications within S-space are quite common in Schubert’s late works
and, in some cases, might not be related to the I:PAC MC. The analyst must consider the
probable causes for each formal anomaly, judging whether it is pertinent to associate the
complications as arising from cause and effect.

20

See Wollenberg, Schubert’s Fingerprints, 56 and 62; “Schubert’s Transitions,” 22; and Webster,
“Schubert’s Sonata Form,” Pt. 1, 23.
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Recapitulatory Compensation
Normatively, part of the recapitulatory transition is recomposed in order to properly
prepare the arrival of S at the tonic level. The I:PAC MC would allow a much simpler procedure,
only requiring a verbatim restatement of P and TR. However, as Wollenberg has noted, “in
numerous cases where exact parallelism was a possibility, Schubert in fact modified the
transition in the recapitulation.”21 In works involving an expositional I:PAC MC, the
recapitulatory TR is often highly expanded, dramatizing the tonal importance of the new MC and
consequently projecting an “illusory sense of hope” into S. Indeed, the virtually nonexistent
expositional TR seems to be compensated by a rhetorically active passage that attempts to fix
“what went wrong” in the first time. In most cases, the new MC allows S to “breathe fresh air”
before being “imprisoned” again by the tonic. 22
Figure 2.1 summarizes the most common formal and rhetorical complications associated
with the I:PAC MC.

21
22

Wollenberg, “Schubert’s Transitions,” 50.

Schubert’s penchant for the subdominant recapitulation provides here an analogous instance. As
observed by Boyd Pomeroy, “although parallel sonata form could be (mis-) used as a mechanical formula (or in
Rosen’s words, a ‘lazy mannerism’) to minimize or eliminate the need for re-composition in the recapitulation,
Schubert’s wide-ranging experimentation with different possibilities seems to indicate a concern more with its
compositional challenges than with any potential as a labor-saving device.” See Pomeroy, “The Parallel Sonata
Form,” 20. See also Malcolm Boyd, “Schubert’s Short Cuts,” Music Review 29 (1968): 12–21.
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Figure 2.1. The I:PAC MC and its complications
Symphony No. 8 in b, D. 759/i
The beginning of the “Unfinished” Symphony (1822) is marked by a “gloomy” opening
motto (P0, mm. 1–8) that introduces highly pessimistic expectations as to the work’s expressive
narrative. P0 is followed by an agitated rhythmic stream (P1.0, mm. 9–12) that sets the stage for
the main theme (P1.1, mm. 13–20), a meditative melody that seems to impatiently reflect on its
fate. After prolonging the key of B minor, P1.1 prematurely moves to the mediant, coming to a
III:PAC in measure 20. The early appearance of the mediant might imply a desperate attempt to
escape the tonic key. However, III does not materialize as a new key; instead, it is almost
instantly overridden by a sudden shift to the home dominant and the subsequent return of the
main theme.
The following phrase begins as a normative consequent, but the increased harmonic
activity and dynamic level introduced from measure 26 onward propose a retrospective
reinterpretation of the passage as TR (mm. 22–38), one of the dissolving consequent type.
Despite its perceptible transitional character, however, TR fails to free itself from B minor,
ending in a fatalistic i:PAC MC (m. 38). At this point, one might wonder if the just-sounded
module was indeed P’s consequent phrase, which would then imply the onset of TR.
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Nevertheless, the subsequent active CF and the introduction of a new, self-contained theme
retrospectively confirm the MC status as well as the transitional function of the previous module.
Moreover, the overemphasized MC articulation, a typical feature of the I:PAC MC option,
suggests that this cadence occupies a privileged position in the structural and expressive
unfolding of the work (figure 2.2).
The MC is directly followed by a modulating CF, which incorporates a “pseudotransitional” function, leading into the key of G major (VI). As discussed above, despite
accomplishing TR’s modulatory task, CF should not itself be interpreted as TR.23
The S-theme (S1.1, mm. 44 ff, preceded by two measures of S1.0) emerges as a moment of
relief, as if the troubles of our mundane world had suddenly vanished. Richard Taruskin has
described it as “an island of repose, a fair and fleeting Augenblick magnified into what
philosophers call a ‘specious present’—a considerable duration that nevertheless represents
instantaneousness.”24 For David Damschroder, “the simple yet perfect melody that opens the G
major region is timeless, seemingly stemming from a distant past and extending through
eternity.”25 Similarly, Clark has noted its “non-teleological status.”26 I would add that the
theme’s naïve harmonic and melodic quality associated with its dance-like character suggest a
pastoral topic, implying connotations such as lost happiness, lost innocence, and the recollection
of childhood.27 In addition, the key of G major seems to contribute to this interpretation,

23

For a detailed examination of the Unfinished’s CF from a transformational viewpoint, see Clark,
Analyzing Schubert, 236–40.
24

Richard Taruskin, The Oxford History of Western Music: Music in the Nineteenth Century (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2010), 110.
25

Damschroder, Harmony in Schubert, 162.

26

Clark, Analyzing Schubert, 240.

27

For more on the pastoral topic, see Robert Hatten, Interpreting Musical Gestures, Topics and Tropes:
Mozart, Beethoven, and Schubert (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2004), 53–67; and for more on the S-
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implying a distant metaphorical place in the sonata’s trajectory. Thus, it could be argued that the
over-determination of the exposition’s first part conditions the expressive character of S, which
arises as a timeless recollection of a happy and innocent past, postponing the work’s unavoidable
fate.
S1.1 is structured as an “incomplete sentence” in which an 8-bar compound presentation is
followed by a highly compressed 2-bar cadential gesture, ending in a VI:PAC (m. 53). The
theme is restated in its entirety and seems to move towards the EEC. However, prior to securing
the expected PAC, a dramatic halt brings the theme to a formal collapse that motivates a return
of P’s tormented character. The contrapuntal texture and the sequential harmony of the new
module (S2, mm. 63–93) disturb S1’s peaceful atmosphere, perhaps suggesting a “tonal threat.”
But S2 manages to withstand the pressure, finally achieving the EEC in measure 93. Immediately
after the articulation of the VI:PAC, a shortened version of S1.1 is introduced as the head-theme
of a non-normative closing section, overriding any negative implications that could perhaps arise
from the return of a P-based motive.28
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Figure 2.2. Schubert, Symphony No. 8 in b, D. 759/i (exposition)

theme’s dance-like character, see Martin Chusid, Symphony in B minor (“Unfinished”), 80–2, and Taruskin, Music
in the Nineteenth Century, 110–2.
28

A fascinating reading of the S–C complex can be found in Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 183.
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In the recapitulation, the P-theme is restated in its entirety, but the concluding III:PAC is
evaded: V7 in D major is transformed into iiø65 in E minor, resulting eventually in a weak iv:PAC
followed by TR. As expected, TR is now expanded, as if compensating for its “handicapped”
condition in the exposition. After an initial evaded motion towards the submediant, it heads to
V/V, eventually articulating a rhetorically emphasized v:PAC MC. Had this occurred in the
exposition, the sounded MC would have been interpreted as a more normative choice; however,
its unorthodox appearance in the recapitulation raises questions as to the work’s harmonic
course. One could argue that it compensates for TR’s expositional harmonic over-determination,
allowing S to “breathe fresh air” before the unavoidable return of the tonic key. From a
transformational perspective, the recapitulatory MC could be explained as the most efficient
choice to set up the key of D major (III)—S’s starting key—mirroring its expositional
counterpart, the submediant.29 Regardless of our final interpretation, the new key does delay the
arrival of the home key, compensating for the over-determined expositional P and TR (figure
2.3).
The tonal and formal complications featured in the “Unfinished” seem to be derived from
the expressive interaction between the minor and major modes as well as the character,
temperament, and function assigned to each of the chosen keys. Needless to say, the i:PAC MC
plays a pivotal role in the plot: it confirms the tonic’s initial hegemony, then becoming an
interpretative point of reference for the remainder of the work.

29

For Clark, the choice of third-related keys for both expositional and recapitulatory S-spaces implicates
the relocation of the traditional fifth-space defined by the distance between tonic and dominant. See Clark,
Analyzing Schubert, 228–46.
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Figure 2.3. Schubert, Symphony No. 8 in b, D. 759/i (recapitulation’s compensatory function)

Symphony No. 9 in C, D. 944/iv
In the “Great” C-major Symphony (1825–26), the Allegro, ma non troppo follows a slow
introduction that firmly establishes the key of C major—despite a brief harmonic detour to bVI (a
“purple patch”). The P-theme (mm. 78 ff) readily introduces a pompous military character,
alternating between dotted quarters and triplets. It is structured as a non-normative compound
sentence in which the presentation comprises not two but three statements of its basic idea. The
module comes to a I:PAC in measure 94, followed by a brief cadential appendage that seems to
confirm the tonic key (figure 2.4). However, the increased harmonic activity introduced in
measure 103 suggests instead a reinterpretation of the just-sounded passage as part of TR, one of
the “dissolving P-codetta” type.30 Despite its attempt to settle on the subdominant, the proposed
TR fails to leave the tonic, ending with a I:PAC (m. 122). The reassertion of the tonic raises
questions as to the module’s formal status: should it be conceived as an over-determined TR? Or
should it rather be interpreted as a second module within P? The subsequent music begins by

30

The term “dissolving P-codetta” was devised by Hepokoski and Darcy to explain transitions that initially
impress the listener as a codetta to P, but eventually dissolve into real transitional activity. See Elements, 102–5.
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restating what was initially heard as P’s cadential appendage; however, instead of dissolving into
transitional activity, it extends the tonic chord in an affirmative rhetorical gesture, suggesting the
articulation of a I:PAC MC (mm. 130–132).
Returning to the questions presented above, I argue that, since measures 122–132 do not
introduce any harmonic activity, merely extending tonic harmony, the beginning of TR must be
moved back to measure 94. In this context, the increased harmonic activity as well as the motion
to the subdominant could perhaps be interpreted as a failed attempt to escape the tonic’s
“oppression.” Accordingly, measures 122–132 end up functioning as TR2, a transitional
appendage that confirms the sounded I:PAC, finally securing the MC, emphasized by an
affirmative “tonic lock.”31
The MC is followed by a short active CF that leads the listener into the non-normative
key of E minor (iii).
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Figure 2.4. Schubert, Symphony No. 9 in C, D. 944/i (first part of the exposition)

31

The term “tonic lock” here draws a direct parallel between the conventional dominant prolongation that
often accompanies half-cadential MCs (dominant lock) and the tonic prolongation that may follow the I:PAC MC.
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S-space promptly projects TR’s over-determination, being overwritten by a trimodularblock structure (see figure 2.5): TM1 (mm. 134–150) proves unable to achieve the EEC,
eventually dissolving into TM2 (mm. 150–174), an area of renewed transitional activity that
compensates for the “failed” TR. After briefly implying a potential return of the tonic (mm. 156–
158), TM2 finally leads into the key of G major (V), securing a V:PAC MC (m. 174) and
triggering TM3 (mm. 174–240). The newly articulated MC incorporates a “corrective” function,
counterbalancing the restrictive I:PAC MC that punctuated the end of the exposition’s first part.
In addition, as a common procedure in Schubert’s late three-key trimodular blocks, TM3 is
constructed as a varied restatement of TM1. As Graham Hunt has noted, “this invokes the
rhetoric of ‘correcting’ the key of a theme, particularly when the second key is deformational and
the third key is normative.”32 This interpretation reinforces our reading of the V:PAC MC as a
“corrective” device and indirectly confirms the impact of the authoritative-sounding I:PAC MC
on the second part of the exposition.
Prior to achieving the EEC, TM3 takes a harmonic detour that delays closure and slowly
reinstates the exposition’s initial military character. The Eb-major episode (mm. 190–228)
ultimately functions as a neighbor to the structural dominant, prolonging bVI, eventually
transformed into a Ger65 . The increased use of brass scoring as well as the reappearance of
“cavalry” rhythms in the trumpets from measure 228 on emphasizes the arrival of the structural
dominant, which seems to festively “proclaim” the final expositional “victory” over the tonally
“defective” beginning.

32

Hunt, “The Three-Key Trimodular Block,” 93. For more on trimodular blocks in Schubert’s late works,
see ibid., 92–102.
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Figure 2.5. Schubert, Symphony No. 9 in C, D. 944/i (second part of the exposition)
In the recapitulation, P is restated completely, coming to a I:PAC in measure 372. As in
the exposition, TR (mm. 372–436) begins as a cadential appendage, dissolving into transitional
activity; however, the descending-fifths sequence that led us to the subdominant in the exposition
continues past its previous point of arrival, moving instead to the major mediant (mm. 392 ff).
After being prolonged for 13 measures, the E-major harmony gives way to a contrapuntal
ascending-seconds sequence that eventually takes us to iio in c minor (m. 416). The pre-dominant
^

^

^

function is then extended by a filled-in bass arpeggiation (2 – 4 – b6 ) that leads ultimately into a
i:HC (m. 424). An extensive dominant lock confirms the just-sounded cadence and sustains the
accumulated energy until the arrival of the MC, finally bringing the expected crux point (m.
436). Thus, it can be argued that the prolonged pre-crux alterations featured in the recapitulation
both clarify TR’s transitional function and compensate for its tonal over-determination in the
exposition. In addition, the normative cadential articulation and the presence of an affirmative
dominant lock accord the recapitulatory MC a definite “corrective” function (figure 2.6).33

33

Later nineteenth-century composers also made much use of tonal over-determination, often introducing
formal and expressive complications to the work’s narrative. An example is found in Tchaikovsky’s Symphony No.
4 (1877-78), op. 36/i, in which a massive tripartite P–TR complex fails to move away from the tonic, ending
eventually with a fatalistic “tonic lock” (mm. 100–3). A highly expanded active CF (mm. 104–16) ultimately
releases the accumulated energy and takes the burden of TR, accomplishing the modulation to the secondary zone.
Additionally, the movement includes other tonal and formal complications that could be interpreted as consequences
of TR’s over-determination. For example, both S1 and S2 are placed in non-normative keys, Ab minor (iii) and B
major (a tritone away from the initial tonic) respectively.
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Figure 2.6. Schubert, Symphony No. 9 in C, D. 944/i (recapitulation’s compensatory and
corrective function)
String Quintet in C, D. 956/iv
Our third example, the finale of the C-major Quintet, D. 956, was completed in 1828,
only two months before Schubert’s death. As a whole, this is an expanded Type 1 sonata with a
P-based discursive coda.34
The movement begins with an agitated, fandango-like P-theme that unfolds over a
dominant pedal, initially suggesting the key of C minor through modally inflected neighbor
motions (b64 - 53 ). After a sudden shift to bVII in measure 13, the now fragmented theme rises
chromatically to C major (I). The tonic chord brings harmonic stability and, more importantly,
introduces the hitherto withheld major mode, transforming the initial gesture into a more elegant
one.35 After briefly tonicizing the submediant, the tonally solid P-theme articulates a I:IAC in

34

Also known as sonata form without development, the Type 1 sonata comprises only two structural
rotations: expositional and recapitulatory. In the expanded Type 1, the recapitulatory P–TR complex is expanded,
sometimes giving the impression of an implanted “development” section. For more on Type 1 sonatas, see
Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 343–52.
35

The impression at this point is that a much nobler character replaces the haughtiness and disdain evoked
by the Spanish fandango. For a thorough discussion of the topical implications expressed by the fandango and other
dances, see Jonathan D. Bellman, “Ongherese, Fandango, and Polonaise: National Dance as Classical-Era Topic,”
Journal of Musicological Research 31 (2012): 70–96.
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measure 38. Perhaps in attempt to secure a stronger cadence, the cadential gesture is repeated;
however, the theme comes to another IAC (m. 42), confirmed by insistent reiterations of the
tonic chord.
The cadence seems to mark the end of P, implying an imminent TR; nevertheless, the
emergence instead of a song-like theme contradicts the proposed expectations, requiring a
retrospective reinterpretation of the just-sounded cadential punctuation as a I:IAC MC. This
reading is confirmed by the rhetorically emphasized cadential gesture that follows the IAC
(which closely resembles the extended “tonic lock” that marks the I:PAC MC of the “Great”
Symphony, see examples 2.1a and 2.1b). Interpreting this cadence as an MC would imply the
existence of a transitional area; however, the absence of any transitional activity contradicts this
premise, giving the impression that TR has been completely overridden by P. In a way, it could
be argued that the excessive stability provided by P’s tonal over-determination compensates for
its unstable start.36
In contrast to the two previous examples, the arrival of the new key, G major (V), is not
prepared by CF. In the quintet, the C-major chord that closes the first part of the exposition
directly pivots as IV after the appearance of Fs in measure 46, allowing the new key to emerge.

36

Hepokoski and Darcy offer a brief discussion of situations in which P ends with a I:PAC or I:IAC (MC?)
and S follows directly. According to them, “the situation occurs infrequently and is mostly confined to brief or
small-scale movements” (which is not the case in the quintet). They relate the procedure to the rare fourth-level
default I:PAC MC and advise that such occurrences “should not be invoked casually in any analysis” (Elements,
116).
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Example 2.1a. Schubert, Symphony No. 9 in C, D. 944/i (I:PAC MC)
124$

CF$

“Standing$on$the$tonic”$

I:PAC$$
MC$

Example 2.1b. Schubert, String Quintet in C, D. 956/iv (I:IAC MC)
35%

45%

S%

“Standing%on%the%tonic”%

I:IAC%%
MC%
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The S-zone (mm. 46 ff) comprises two complete statements of a highly expanded—
perhaps deformational—compound sentence followed by a cadential phrase (m. 107) that finally
introduces a sense of closure. The first attempt to attain the EEC (mm. 107–110) results in a
deceptive cadence, followed by a highly dramatized second attempt that is also evaded at the
moment of resolution (m. 114). This is then followed by an abbreviated final attempt that once
again fails to secure the EEC, dissolving into closing material (mm. 127 ff) and allowing for the
return of the minor mode.37 This is an expressive gesture that demands interpretation. For
Hepokoski and Darcy, “S exists to drive to a secured PAC. Were that PAC/EEC left
unaccomplished—as a fully intended expressive strategy on the part of the composer—the
exposition would be an illustration of frustration, nonattainment, or failure.”38 Accordingly, it
can be argued that the C-major Quintet features an extreme case of formal compensation in
which, in contrast to the two previous examples, the EEC is not only delayed but altogether
missing (see figure 2.7), resulting in a “failed exposition.”
Part%1%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Part%2%

1%

19%
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Figure 2.7. Schubert, String Quintet in C, D. 956/iv (exposition)

Despite its marked closing-rhetoric, the module introduced in measure 127 is better conceived as an Sc
theme; i.e., an apparent C-module in the absence of an EEC. According to Hepokoski and Darcy, the label Sc
“suggests the presence of a theme literally in precadential, S-space that in other respects sounds as though it is more
characteristically a closing theme.” (Elements, 191). For more on Sc themes, see ibid., 190–1.
37

38

Ibid., 177. For more on the concept of failed expositions, see ibid., 177–8.
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The recapitulation begins with a verbatim restatement of P, this time ending in a I:PAC
(m. 212). Prior to securing the MC, the initial melodic idea is reintroduced, triggering an
extensive elaboration of the P–TR complex that takes the form of an implanted “development”
section (Type 1exp sonata). The expanded module seems to move towards a I:PAC MC in
measure 267, as in an attempt to reaffirm the expositional over-determination—a non-normative
procedure even by Schubert’s standards. However, the cadential gesture is interrupted by the
premature appearance of the S-theme, resulting in an evaded MC articulation. Despite the
absence of the final tonic chord, the long gap that separates the dominant chord from the
pronounced entrance of the S-theme accomplishes the MC’s function, setting the stage for the
recapitulation’s second part.
As seen above, Symphonies Nos. 8 and 9 feature recapitulatory MCs that compensate for
their expositional counterparts. In the quintet, however, the lengthy interpolation seems to
incorporate a “corrective” function, inserting the missing transitional/developmental rhetoric that
would perhaps have “liberated” the exposition’s first part from the tonic’s “domination.” But its
late appearance does not allow for broad tonal excursions, instead returning quickly to the tonic.
As if fearing the recurrence of an over-determined MC, the S-theme interrupts the expected
cadential motion, avoiding what could have sounded excessively conclusive at this point in the
movement (figure 2.8).
In conclusion, it seems clear that the I:PAC MC option has far-reaching consequences for
the form: it arises as the final punctuation of an “obstinate,” tonally static, and rhetorically
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“defective” TR, influencing the structure and character of S, and resulting in a dramatically
charged recapitulatory compensation. 39

Exposi.on"
I:PAC"MC"

P"

Correc.ve""
Func.on"

Recapitula.on"
P"

"

E"Provides"the"ini.ally"absent"
transi.onal"rhetoric"

Developmental"
Interpola.on"
(mm."214"–"266)"

I:Evaded"
Cadence"MC!"

(m."266)"
E"Proposed"I:PAC"is"
denied"by"the"SE
theme"

Figure 2.8. Schubert, String Quintet in C, D. 956/iv (recapitulation’s corrective function)

The Clarifying MC
This category features a much more localized procedure. While the examination of the
I:PAC MC depended upon the broad apprehension of structural and expressive events across the
entire movement, the study of this deformation focuses exclusively on the processual
,

understanding of the TR S formal complex.40 Here, TR’s function is only retrospectively

Other examples of the I:PAC MC in Schubert are found in the Piano Trio in Eb, D. 929/iv (mm. 69–73);
and in the Piano Sonatas in a, D. 784/iii (m. 45), and in G, D. 894/iv (m. 53).
39

40

For studies that examine Schubert’s formal complications from a phenomenological perpective, see
selectively: Schmalfeldt, In the Process of Becoming, 113–58; Mike Cheng-Yu Lee, “A Response to Schmalfeldt’s
‘Form as a Process of Becoming’: Once More on the Performance and Analysis of Schubert’s Sonata in A minor,
op. 42,” Music Theory Online 16 no. 2 [June 2010],
http://www.mtosmt.org/issues/mto.10.16.2/mto.10.16.2.lee.html, (accessed May 25, 2014); Nathan Martin and
Steven Moortele, “Formal Functions and Retrospective Reinterpretation in the First Movement of Schubert’s String
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clarified by the articulation of the MC as well as the subsequent appearance of a convincing Scandidate. In other words, P ends with a I:PAC and is then followed by a module that does not
manifest any transitional rhetoric but that eventually manages to secure the MC, retrospectively
elucidating the passage’s transitional role. In some instances, this formal transformation will only
become apparent after the arrival of S.

Caesura-Fill ⇒ TR: Piano Sonata in B, D. 575/iv
In the Piano Sonata in B major, D. 575/iv, P is structured as a small ternary, in which a
periodic exposition (A, mm. 3–12) is followed by a compact contrasting middle (B, mm. 13–28)
that prolongs the tonic through an arpeggiation to the flat mediant (D major). Following a short
retransition, A is restated in its entirety, coming to a I:PAC in measure 38 (example 2.2). The
cadence is then confirmed by two varied reiterations of its final cadential gesture, marking the
end of P. At this point, the listener would expect the onset of TR; however, an ornamented, CFlike descending scale takes control of the passage, brusquely articulating a premature V:HC MC
(m. 50), confirmed by the subsequent piano and dolce S-theme.
Even after the MC articulation, the character of the brief module introduced in measures
46–50 is not clear: should it be conceived as TR? Or should one take into account its CF-like
character, perhaps describing it as an initially perceived CF that retrospectively becomes TR
after the articulation of the MC? The second reading would seem to better represent the listening
process. However, given that CF is expected to fill in the space between the MC and the onset of

Quintet,” Music Analysis 33 (2014): 130–155; and Gabriel Venegas, “Formal Reinterpretation in Schubert’s Works
for Piano Solo,” (MM thesis, University of Arizona, 2013).
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S, the interpretation of measures 47–50 as CF would imply a previously secured MC, in this case
a I:PAC MC (m. 36–46).
As shown above, Schubert’s I:PAC MCs often follow a “defective,” rhetorically weak
TR that, in extreme cases, might not feature any transitional activity—as in the C-major Quintet.
In addition, the I:PAC MC is always rhetorically emphasized, as is the case in the B-major Piano
Sonata. I therefore propose a third reading that attempts to explain the complex listening process
featured in this passage: 1) a I:PAC marks the end of P, raising expectations as to the onset of
TR. However, 2) the appearance of the CF-like material retrospectively alters the perception of
the sounded cadence, then reinterpreted as a deformational I:PAC MC. Ultimately, 3) CF
articulates a new cadence that replaces the first MC candidate for a more normative choice, a
V:HC MC.41

P-Codetta ⇒ TR: Piano Sonata in Eb, D. 568/iv
In the Eb-major Piano Sonata, D. 568/iv, P is structured as a small ternary with a periodic
exposition (A, mm. 1–4) and a sentential contrasting middle (B, mm. 5–14).42 B comes to a I:HC
in measure 11 followed by a short dominant lock that leads into a clear interruption in measure
14 (see example 2.3a). After a full restatement of the initial hybrid theme (compound basic idea
+ consequent), A’ articulates a I:PAC (m. 18), which is directly confirmed by a P-codetta
module. The passage is structured as an abbreviated period, articulated by a I:IAC in measure 20

41

Another instance of the defining-MC is found in the Piano Sonata in a, D. 784/i. Here, what is
retrospectively reinterpreted as TR is initially heard as a preparatory module (TR0) that would eventually lead into
real transitional activity (mm. 47–61).
42

A similar interpretation of D. 568/iv (first part of the exposition) is offered in Venegas, “Formal
Reinterpretation in Schubert’s Works for Piano Solo,” 49–50.
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and a I:PAC in measure 22. A short chromatic link extends what seemed to have just ended,
leading to reiterations of the two cadential gestures, this time in the dominant. Despite the
absence of any transitional rhetoric as well as the abruptness of the modulation, the two cadences
in the dominant suggest a premature, underprepared articulation of the MC, which in turn impels
the listener to reinterpret measures 19–24 as TR, one of the “dissolving P-codetta” type.
Nevertheless, the increased rhythmic activity and the collapse to Bb minor (v) in measure 25
seem to overturn the proposed MC, marking the onset of the real TR. Once again contradicting
our expectations, the new section does not dissolve into transitional activity. In fact, its tight-knit
initial organization and tonal stability propose instead S rhetoric.

Example 2.2. Schubert, Piano Sonata in B, D. 575/iv (mm. 23–58)
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Thus, the V:PAC MC (m. 24) ultimately defines the transitional status of what was
initially heard as P-codetta. This conclusion is only possible after realizing that the Bb-minor
module is indeed the S-theme and not TR. Interestingly, this complex situation is clarified in the
recapitulation (example 2.3b) where the cadential appendage dissolves into real transitional
activity, coming to a rhetorically emphasized i:HC MC (m. 160).

Example 2.3a. Schubert, Piano Sonata in Eb, D. 568/iv (mm. 11–28)
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Example 2.3b. Schubert, Piano Sonata in Eb, D. 568/iv, recapitulation (mm. 146–166)
TR&
“Dissolving&P0code4a”&
146&

I:PAC&
150&

Diﬀerent&from&exposi;on&
154&

Dissolves&into&real&transi;onal&ac;vity&

CF&
CF&

158&
158&

i:HC&
i:HC&

162&
162&

000Dominant&lock00&
000Dominant&lock00&

S&
S&

i:HC&&
i:HC&&
MC&
MC&
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The Doubly Corrective MC
In this category, a convincing TR fails to move away from the tonic, articulating a I:PAC.
The cadence, which might initially impress the listener as the MC, triggers a rhetorically
“deficient” module (TR2) that eventually attains the real MC. The final punctuation combines
elements of both categories examined so far in this chapter, incorporating a doubly corrective
role: it clarifies the transitional function of its preceding passage and compensates for TR’s
initial over-determination.

String Quartet No. 15 in G, D. 887/i
The first movement of the G-major String Quartet, D. 887, begins with an introduction
that instantly reveals the major-minor opposition that defines the harmonic content of the work.43
Following the dramatic introduction, P arises as a relief: a meditative, otherworldly melody
supported by the modally corrupted descending tetrachord (G–F–Eb–D), elaborated by a
chromatic 5–6 sequence.44 The theme is organized as a slightly expanded sentence and comprises
two varied statements of the same melodic and harmonic structure, ending with a I:PAC in
measure 33.
TR begins in measure 34 as a dissolving restatement, introducing the typical increased
rhythmic activity and melodic fragmentation (example 2.4). After reworking the first three steps

Measures 1–15 may alternatively be read as P1 or P1.0, integrated to the Primary Zone. Although the
module’s declamatory rhetoric suggests an introductory character, its return at the beginning of the recapitulation as
well as its harmonic and thematic content implies instead that the module belongs to the sonata proper. See
Dahlhaus, “Sonata Form in Schubert: The First Movement of the G-major String Quartet, op. 161 (D. 887)” in
Schubert: Critical and Analytical Studies, ed. Walter Frisch (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1996), 1–12.
43

44

A detailed harmonic analysis of the G-major Quartet from a Schenkerian viewpoint is offered in David
Beach, “Modal Mixture and Schubert’s Harmonic Practice,” Journal of Music Theory 42 (1998): 87–99.
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of P’s descending tetrachord, TR comes to a V65 /V, perhaps suggesting the imminent articulation
of a i:HC MC. However, the chromatically altered chord proves unable to secure the dominant,
collapsing into its diatonic counterpart, and leading eventually into a rhetorically stressed I:PAC.
At this point, one might argue that this example closely resembles the I:PAC MC option seen in
the “Unfinished,” in which TR, a “defective” dissolving consequent, articulates a I:PAC MC,
marked by a highly emphasized dominant chord. However, the cadence is followed here by a
quiet sequential passage that articulates a III:HC (m. 59) followed by dominant lock and MC
punctuation (m. 63).
By comparing both TR-modules, one may notice that the short and quiet TR2 is only able
to succeed thanks to the great emphasis accorded the MC. Interestingly, had it maintained the
same two-bar sequential model, moving directly into the Secondary Zone (an expanded TMB
structure), TR2 would have sounded as a caesura-fill, linking the I:PAC MC to the second part of
the exposition (see reconstruction in example 2.5). Thus, as pointed out above, the affirmative
rhetoric projected by the extended MC area incorporates a doubly corrective role, defining the
transitional function of its preceding passage, and compensating for TR’s initial overdetermination.
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Example 2.4. Schubert, String Quartet No. 15 in G, D. 887/i (mm. 30–67)
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Example 2.5. Schubert, String Quartet No. 15 in G, D. 887/i (reconstruction of mm. 51–66)

51&

CF&

I:PAC&
MC&
58&

S&

String Quartet No. 13 in a, D. 804/iv
In the A-minor String Quartet, D. 804/iv, P is structured as a small binary followed by a
codetta that seems to simply confirm the key of A major. At the moment of resolution, however,
the expected I:PAC is evaded by a sudden harmonic and melodic halt, impeding the final
affirmation of an already over-determined P (example 2.6). Following the gap, the use of
melodic fragmentation, fugato style, and the “lights-out” effect indicates that TR is underway.
Nevertheless, despite its conspicuous TR-rhetoric, the module fails to articulate a normative MC;
i.e., after a brief modulation to bIII, it is pulled back to the home key, coming to a forte I:PAC in
measure 54. The cadence is elided with the return of the P-codetta module, which retrospectively
defines the structure of this elaborated cadential appendage as a small ternary (A B A’). A’
eventually dissolves into transitional activity, attaining a V:PAC MC in measure 67 followed by
an extended CF and a “defective,” but convincing S-theme.
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It seems clear that this MC also exhibits a doubly corrective function: 1) it compensates
for the over-determined I:PAC that ended what initially seemed to be TR, and 2) defines the
transitional function of the module as a dissolving reprise of a tripartite P-codetta.
In addition, one could argue that the MC’s corrective role is confirmed by a highly
expanded “MC area”: an initial V:PAC is followed by several cadential reiterations that confirm
the MC articulation and dissipate the energy accumulated in the course of TR. The de-energizing
process ends with an elaborated CF that sets apart the first and second parts of the exposition,
preparing the arrival of S.

Example 2.6. Schubert, String Quartet No. 13 in a, D. 804/iv (mm. 30–74)
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The Liberating MC
In this category, TR begins as a tonally over-determined module and ends with a quick
and abrupt modulation to the secondary key. The brusque harmonic motion is often paired down
to essentials, barely preparing the articulation of the MC that, despite its sudden arrival, manages
to “liberate” the exposition from the tonic’s “oppression.” Interestingly, perhaps for its rhetorical
strength, the Liberating MC is always secured by an authentic cadence, in most cases a PAC.
In contrast to the other categories discussed above, TR’s over-determination is not
defined here by the articulation of one or more I:PACs within its course; instead, tonic harmony
is extended by localized contrapuntal motions or failed cadential attempts that hinder the typical
increased harmonic activity. In early works, a clear, rhetorically active TR extends the home key
until the arrival of the MC. Conversely, in late works, TR expresses no transitional rhetoric;
indeed, it often comprises a slightly intensified reprise of P, prolonging the tonic through mere
repetition. The absence of any transitional activity within TR often introduces formal and
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expressive complications to the course of the exposition, affecting the MC and consequently the
organization of the S-theme.
The combination of an extended emphasis on the tonic and a final brief modulation has
led many commentators to characterize the transitions featured in this category as short and
abrupt.45 Contrary to this view, I interpret them as comprising a long and two-staged single
module that begins by overstating the tonic and ends with a quick and underprepared
modulation. Previous confusion has been caused by the lack of a clear definition of what
constitutes the onset of TR. Current research on musical form has favored a cadence-oriented
approach in which cadences act as formal articulators, determining the boundaries of themes and
formal zones.46 Accordingly, when discussing the issue of pin-pointing TR’s onset, Hepokoski
and Darcy
Discourage the practice of conferring TR-status in the middle of an ongoing phrase, even
though the texture and musical process begin to alter at that moment. […] Once we
perceive the appearance of clear TR-activity (mid-phrase), we return to the opening of the
phrase, however thematically contoured it might be, and assign the TR-label to that
spot.47
Using this criterion, the transitions featured in this category should not be conceived as short and
abrupt but, as pointed out above, tonally “inactive” modules that eventually manage to secure the
MC.

45

See Webster, “Schubert’s Sonata Form,” Pt.1, 22–6; Wollenberg, “Schubert’s Transitions,” 16–61;
Wollenberg, Schubert’s Fingerprints, 47–98; Hascher, Schubert, la forme sonate, 10; and Tovey, “Franz Schubert,”
118–27.
46

See Caplin, “The Classical Cadence,” 56; and Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 12 and 13.

47

Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 95.
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String Quartet No. 5 in Bb, D. 68/ii
The earliest clear example of the Liberating MC is found in the String Quartet in Bb, D.
68, second movement (1813). Here, following P (a small ternary structure), an independent TR
(mm. 50–107) exhibits the expected increased rhythmic and harmonic activity (example 2.7).
Despite its Classical rhetoric, TR seems to struggle to free itself from the tonic in a series of
proposed but evaded I:PACs (see mm. 78 and 90). Finally, following an unexpected motion to
bVI (m. 97), a delicate ascending 5–6 sequence destabilizes the home key, leading into a
Liberating V:PAC MC. The cadence releases the exposition from the tonic’s domination and
allows the S-theme to unfold in a proper manner.

String Quartet No. 8 in Bb, D. 112/i
Another example of the Liberating MC is found in the String Quartet No. 8, D. 112
(1814), first movement, also in Bb major (example 2.8). Here, P ends in an unequivocal Bb major
and is followed by a short, recitative-like passage, a sort of TR0 that modulates to the key of G
minor (vi), triggering real transitional activity (TR1). Perhaps in an attempt to escape from the
minor mode, TR returns to the home key in measure 73, articulating a PAC—attenuated by
thematic elision and a continuous rhythmic motion. The theme, initially presented in G minor, is
now restated over a solid Bb tonic pedal that seems to confirm the tonic’s rhetorical relevance
over vi. The reappearance of the dominant of G minor in measure 93 raises questions as to the
transition’s tonal and expressive trajectory; however, a sudden sequential shift to F major finally
leads into a Liberating V:PAC MC (m. 103), freeing the exposition not only from the tonic, but
also from the “pessimistic” minor submediant.
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Example 2.7. Schubert, String Quartet No. 5 in Bb, D. 68/ii (mm. 50–107)
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String Quartet No. 9 in g, D. 173/i
Another early instance of the Liberating MC is found in the String Quartet in g, D. 173
(1815) (example 2.9). In this example, TR, a dissolving consequent, prolongs the tonic for 18 of
its 21 measures. After failing to secure a proposed I:PAC in measure 43, the final cadential
gesture is repeated in Bb major, allowing for the articulation of a III:PAC MC (m. 45) that
liberates the exposition from the tonic. S begins in Bb major, harmonically and thematically
stable, but soon dissolves into renewed transitional activity, moving eventually into the key of D
minor (v). One might interpret S’s “troubled” condition as a result of the MC’s lack of
preparation, as if the underprepared key of Bb major could not stand the pressure, collapsing into
the “doggedly negative” key of D minor.48

48

Susan Wollenberg also explores TR’s expressive effects in Schubert’s G-minor quartet, D. 112. For her,
“the influence of the transition here reaches back beyond the accomplishment of the move to the new key, and
forward into the second theme itself. Built into this extended perspective are such properties as a reluctance to leave
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Example 2.8. Schubert, String Quartet No. 8 in Bb, D. 112/i (mm. 1–103)
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Example 2.9. Schubert, String Quartet No. 9 in g, D. 173/i (mm. 1–50)
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the tonic; prevision of the new key that lies ahead; and nostalgia for the tonic following the departure from it, all of
which correspond to some of the nuances of poetry.” (Schubert’s Fingerprints, 47– 52).
For more on the expressive meaning of the minor dominant as a secondary key in minor-mode sonata form
works, see Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 314–17.
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String Quartet No. 12 in c, D. 703
Schubert returns to the Liberating MC in 1920 with his String Quartet in C minor, D. 703
(Quartettsatz).49 Here, the impact of the MC extends beyond the more localized effect seen in the
previous examples; warranting a more complete analysis of the exposition.50
P comes to a PAC in measure 13, eliding with the onset of TR (m. 13–27) as a dissolving
restatement. Generic TR-activity never materializes, however, and the section projects little if
any sense of transitional function. 51 In this case, one could speak of a transition that is formally
present but rhetorically absent. Because of its continued tonic prolongation, TR might
alternatively be regarded as an expansion of P-space. Nevertheless, it does fulfill its vital role of
leading us into S-space through a concise modulation: bII6 in C minor (mm. 23–24) pivots as IV6
in Ab major, setting up a Liberating VI:PAC MC (m. 27).
The major mode’s effect is one of relief, as if suddenly released by the MC from the highly
oppressive minor mode. However, the lack of preparation by generic transition activity render the
new theme unstable and fragile, susceptible to a collapse at any moment. At this point, one could
perhaps argue that, instead of opening S-space, the key of Ab major extends a “failed” TR, giving
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For alternative approaches to Schubert’s Quartettsatz, see (selectively) Hunt, “The Three-Key
Trimodular Block,” 91–2; Wollenberg, Schubert’s Fingerprints, 52–7; Fieldman, “Schubert’s Quartettsatz and
Sonata Form’s New Way,” Journal of Musicological Research 21 (2002): 99–146; Su Yin Mak, “Et in Arcadia Ego:
The Elegiac Structure of Schubert’s Quartettsatz in C minor (D.703),” in The Unknown Schubert, ed. Barbara M.
Reul and Lorraine Byrne Bodley (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2008), 145–53; and Pomeroy, “The Major Dominant,” 59–
103.
For other late works that feature the Liberating MC, see the Piano Sonata in Bb, D. 960/I (mm. 1–48) and
the Piano Sonata in G/i, D. 894 (mm. 1–24). In both works, the first part of the exposition is structured as a small
ternary with dissolving reprise (A B A’⇒TR), resulting in an extended prolongation of the tonic.
50

51

Hepokoski and Darcy offer a handful of examples in which TR-rhetoric is lacking. See Hepokoski and
Darcy, Elements, 114–6.
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it a second opportunity to succeed. This reading would nullify the MC status of the VI:PAC,
perhaps a reasonable interpretation in view of its temporal and tonal complications. On the other
hand, the lyrical “S-ness” of the theme introduced in measure 27 retrospectively confirms the
proposed MC. As shown below, our interpretation of the Ab major section will also depend on our
apprehension of its role in the larger context, a trimodular block.
TM1 (mm. 27–61) is structured as a large period whose consequent phrase (mm. 39–61)
restates the whole antecedent, expanding its cadential appendage in order to end with a PAC. The
expected cadence is evaded in measure 54 by the return of the cadential appendage. This cadential
delay perhaps expresses a “fear” of the imminent return of the minor mode, as if the composer was
enjoying his moment of joy and did not want it to end. But the major mode cannot withstand the
pressure and finally collapses to minor (vi:PAC, m. 61).
The minor mode brings with it a return to a dark, stormy character, and belatedly supplies
the hitherto missing TR-rhetoric. The following P-based section (TM2, mm. 61–93) destabilizes
the key of Ab major, leading through a series of sequences to a half cadence back in the tonic C
minor (m. 77), which readily suggests a new MC effect. One could perhaps argue that, as in an
attempt to compensate for the “defective” VI:PAC MC, the new MC effect belatedly realizes the
cadential option rejected at the end of TR, i:HC MC. However, the cadential articulation is
followed by active caesura-fill, which, after briefly confirming the cadential arrival, takes control
of the passage, overriding the proposed MC. The caesura-fill has the effect of correcting the
harmonic course of the exposition towards the more normative key of G minor. However, subtle
chromatic alterations transform the expected minor-dominant key to its parallel major, an
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unorthodox secondary key for a minor-mode sonata.

52

The arrival of the major dominant is

strongly articulated by a V:PAC MC, finally releasing the major mode from its “defeatist”
counterpart. TM3 (mm. 93–125)–structured as a compound sentence–achieves the EEC in measure
125, a V:PAC that finally brings S-space to an end.
The Quartettsatz features the deployment of two Liberating MCs that are directly tied to
two prominent expressive elements: the minor mode’s negative implications and TR’s rhetorical
inactivity. The first MC attempts to liberate the exposition from the minor tonic; however, due to
its lack of preparation as well as its tonal choice, the task is only partially accomplished. It manages
to suppress the tonic key, but fails to suppress the dominance of the minor mode, which returns in
TM2. In turn, the second MC incorporates a “corrective” role, finally releasing the exposition from
the minor mode. This interpretation is not only supported by the fact that the latter MC introduces
a more normative cadential option, but also by the rhetorical emphasis that prepares and marks its
articulation: First, unlike the earlier “defective” transition, the new one (TM2) is characterized by
generic energy-gaining processes; secondly, despite its elision with the onset of TM3, the V:PAC
MC is preceded by modulating caesura-fill that expands the MC area, better preparing the final
cadential articulation. A summary of the whole process is offered in figure 2.9.
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The use of the major dominant as a key in a minor-mode sonata has lately been the focus of some
discussion. According to Boyd Pomeroy, “in the nineteenth century, the major mode as a key area emerged as
another option, albeit a highly unorthodox (even deformational) one.” (“The Major Dominant,” 60). Hepokoski and
Darcy interpret the key of the major dominant as “a delusion, a denial, a false major – pathetically seeking to
overturn the negative implications of the initial tonic.” (Elements, 315). In Quartettsatz the key of G major emerges
as a temporary illusion, constantly under threat from incursions of the minor mode.
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Partially liberating

VI: PAC MC

TR (m. 13-27)
No transitional
activity!

Corrective function

TM1 (m. 27-61)
Ab major (VI)

TM2 (m. 61-77)
Minor mode!
TR-activity

MC Area
(m. 77-93)

TM3

(m. 93-125)
G major (V)

TR-activity is delayed

Compensatory
function?

i:HC MC? --- No! Active CF ---> V:PAC MC

Figure 2.9. Schubert, String Quartet No. 12 in c, D. 703 (Quartettsatz) (exposition)

The Early Arrival of the Secondary Key
In opposition to the tonally over-determined transitions studied thus far, this category
includes TRs that feature a premature arrival of the secondary key. Commonly, following a
pivot-chord modulation, the secondary key’s tonic chord is briefly touched upon prior to the
articulation of the MC, in most cases an HC in the new key. A typical example is found in
Beethoven’s Sonata in f, op. 2 No. 1 (example 2.10), in which TR, a dissolving consequent,
moves to Ab major (III) through a contrapuntal third-progression in parallel tenths. The arrival of
the new tonic chord, although subtle, marks the onset of a short cadential phrase that culminates
in a III:HC MC.
Conversely, in this category, the secondary key arises prematurely as a stable, firmly
established harmonic area in the midst of TR. This is not a non-normative procedure per se in
minor mode sonata movements. As noted by Hepokoski and Darcy, “in minor-mode expositions
the move to the key of the major mediant frequently occurs rather early, almost in a premature or
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precipitous manner.”53 However, when combined with other unorthodox transitional aspects, it
may obscure or complicate the perception of the MC.
Example 2.10. Beethoven, Piano Sonata in f, op. 2 No.1/i (TR)
m.

9

15

-

20

TR

^

3

f: v
Ab: iii

I

^

2

V
III:HC MC

An early instance of this procedure is found in the first movement of Mozart’s Piano
Sonata in c, K. 457. Here, after the restatement of P’s initial basic idea, TR abruptly modulates to
Eb major (III). The arrival of the new key is articulated by a weak V7 – I motion (MC?) and
marked by the introduction of a piano lyrical theme, a seemingly unmistakable S-candidate. At
this point, the listener might wonder whether the new module indeed qualifies as S, despite its
lack of preparation and sudden appearance. This is a valid question and can only be answered
retrospectively when the new theme articulates a doubly corrective III:HC MC in measure 34,
compensating for—or declining—the initially proposed V7 – I motion as an IAC MC, and
defining the function of its preceding passage as an independent and episodic TR.54 Another

53

Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 111.

54

A similar account of this passage is offered in ibid., 112.
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Classical example of the Secondary Key’s early arrival is found in Haydn’s Symphony No. 83
(“La Poule”).

The Early Arrival and TR’s Continuous Rhythmic Activity
In Schubert, the early arrival of the new key takes various forms. One often finds the
procedure associated with an uninterrupted rhythmic activity that trespasses on S-zone,
obscuring the articulation of the MC.55

Symphony No. 4 in c, D. 417/i (“Tragic”)
In the first movement of his Fourth Symphony, D. 417, TR begins as an independent
transition, classically marked by an imposing tutti affirmation (mm. 39 ff) (example 2.11). After
prolonging the tonic chord for a few measures (mm. 39–52), TR unexpectedly moves to the key
of Ab major (VI) through a melodically sequential progression, securing a rather weak VI:PAC
in m. 59—de-emphasized by thematic elision. In Schubert, such punctuation within TR could
perhaps suggest the articulation of an MC; after all, the cadence is followed by a new texture and
a sudden drop to piano, which may be compensating for its “defective” cadential rhetoric.
However, the absence of a convincing theme nullifies its proposed S-status, instead continuing
TR-space.
The new module merely confirms the key of Ab major, and, without any transitional
traits, comes to another VI:PAC in measure 67. Although the sounded cadence is eventually
retrospectively interpreted as the MC, the complications presented at the outset of the proposed

55

In a recently published article Mark Richards demonstrates how the sum of non-normative elements may
progressively increase the level of obscurity of an MC. See Richards, “Beethoven and the Erosion of the Medial
Caesura,” 166–95.
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S-theme do not allow for its instant recognition as such: First, the early arrival and stability of the
new key give rise to a zone of transitional inactivity that foreshadows the reaffirmation of Ab
major, weakening the impact of the MC. Secondly, the continuous eighth-note rhythmic texture,
the absence of a clear gap, and the persistence of the same dynamic level (piano), obscure the
cadential moment, simply suggesting another weak punctuation within TR. Third, the energy and
momentum retained throughout S delay what would be the otherwise instant reinterpretation of
the cadence as an MC, which is only retrospectively confirmed by the theme’s formal clarity and
harmonic stability.56

Example 2.11. Schubert, Symphony No. 4 in c, D. 417/i (TR)57
39 - 47 - 51
39 – m.
47 – 51

m.

^

5

^ ^

^

35

4

^

4

59
63

59

5

Ab : iii

Ab : iii

I

c: I

c: I

67

S

S

^

^

I

-67

3

TR

TR

63
–

V

I

VI
VI:PAC
MC?

V

^

4

^^

35

^

24

^^

31

^

2

^

1

I

VI
VI:PAC
VI:PAC MC!VI:PAC MC!
No!
Early arrival?
MC?
No! Early arrival?
Or just another Or just another
punctuation?

punctuation?

56

A complex instance of the early arrival/continuous texture procedure can be found in the Impromptu in f,
D. 935 No. 1 (see ch. 3, 193–6).
57

An alternative reading of this example as an uninterrupted Dorian octave-line is found in Pomeroy, “The
Parallel Sonata Form,” 35–9.
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The Early Arrival and the “New Theme”
The early arrival procedure might coincide with the appearance of a new theme, creating
the impression that an underprepared S is prematurely emerging within TR. In the Classical
period, the entrance of the new theme is often clear, as seen in Mozart’s Piano Sonata in c, K.
457. Conversely, in the nineteenth century, TR seems to dissolve into “non-transitional”
material, as if slowly abandoning its agitated rhetoric in favor of an S-like theme. At this point,
the listener might wonder whether S has forcibly invaded TR-space, suppressing the MC point.
The passage’s function is eventually explained by a strongly articulated Clarifying MC, which
retrospectively determines the section’s ultimate transitional role.

String Quartet No. 14 in d, D. 810/i (“Death and the Maiden”)
In the String Quartet No. 14,first movement, TR begins in measure 41 as a dissolving
reprise, reflecting P’s “tormented” nature (example 2.12a).58 After attaining the dominant in
measure 47, the module’s agitated character is progressively replaced by a more calm
atmosphere and positive attitude. The dominant chord (m. 47) marks the onset of a premature
modulation to F major (III), ultimately functioning as a contrapuntal expansion of III6,
supporting the passing tone G (example 2.12b). The counter-generic energy loss that
accompanies the underprepared modulation might impress the listener as an abbreviated instance
of the romantic de-energizing TR, which, in this case, yields to a tonally stable new theme in
measure 52, a clear S-candidate even in the absence of an MC.59 The newly proposed function is
58

Other instances of the early-arrival/new-theme procedure are found in the Piano Sonata in c, D. 958/i
(mm. 21–38), and in the String Quartet No. 8 in Bb, D. 112/iv (mm. 51–87).
59

For a detailed discussion of de-energizing TRs, see Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 44, 47, and 48. For
more on Schubert’s treatment of PAC MCs and the de-energizing process within TR, see chapter 2, the Gentle PAC
MC.
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reinforced by the theme’s light and playful character, which seems to allude to a pastoral topic,
implying the recollection of a lost and innocent past that allows a moment of relief.60
After unfolding as a normative S-theme for a few measures, the new module comes to a
dramatic halt on a B diminished-seventh chord, raising questions as to its real formal status. The
gesture breaks the thematic continuity and triggers the motion towards the MC, secured in
measure 61 as a III:PAC MC. Despite being attenuated by registral displacement and thematic
elision, the cadence succeeds in defining the preceding passage’s transitional role, denying other
interpretations suggested by the early-arrival/new-theme procedure (such as conceiving the new
theme as a premature S-theme). Ultimately, the new module may perhaps be interpreted as an
“identity crisis” in the course TR, as if it were prematurely attempting to “escape” from a
“tormented reality.”

The Early Arrival: A Temporary Variant
As noted above, the early arrival of a stable tonal area within TR might signal the
upcoming secondary key. In some instances, however, this initial suggestion is thwarted by an
unexpected harmonic detour or a corrective MC that cancels the new key’s anticipatory
function.61

60
61

See Hatten, Interpreting Musical Gestures, 53–67.

The momentary variant of the early arrival, alongside “wrong-key” and declined MCs, has been largely
associated with the alleged lack of harmonic focus of Schubert’s transitions.
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Example 2.12a. Schubert, String Quartet No. 14 in d, D. 810/i (TR)
m.

41
^

47

52

54

56

Premature S-theme? No MC!

5

^

3

TR

58

61
^

^

2

1

de-energizing TR?

d: III6
F: I6

- 53

V I

Early arrival!

I

III:PAC MC!

III!

I!

Example 2.12b. The premature modulation to III
m.

41

45

47

49

52!

TR

de-energizing…

d:

Piano Sonata in D, D. 850/i (“Gasteiner”)
In the Piano Sonata in D, first movement, TR begins as an energetic P-based module,
evolving through an ascending parallel-sixths progression that hints at the elaboration of tonic
harmony through a complete octave progression (example 2.13). Surprisingly, instead of
resolving to I6 in measure 21, the Cs diminished-seventh chord (viio7) acts as a neighbor—an
applied CTo7—to the following 64 harmony, which turns out to function as an inverted Bb-major
chord (bVI). The unexpected harmonic motion shortens the octave by a half-step, preventing the
return of the tonic chord. In addition, it allows the emergence of a new, stable tonal area that
might produce the impression of a premature arrival of the secondary key. However, after being
prolonged for a few measures, the new key dissolves into renewed transitional activity,
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eventually culminating in a corrective I:HC MC (m. 38). The MC is further emphasized by a
long dominant lock and a crafted CF, as if compensating for TR’s temporary “tonal alienation.”
Thus, thanks to the corrective role played by the MC, the Bb-major “purple patch” does not
anticipate the arrival of the secondary key, but turns out to function as a neighbor to V. 62
In conclusion, it seems clear that the examined TR complications have a direct impact on
the MC, affecting its function, perception, and meaning. This works in three different ways:
1) Perhaps compensating for TR’s non-normative behavior, the MC may arise as a
response to a deformation, incorporating three distinct functions: corrective, clarifying, or
liberating.
Example 2.13. Schubert, Piano Sonata in D, D. 850/i (TR)
m.

16

21

32 – 38

40

^

^

3

2

TR

S

m.

39 - 47 - 51
^

5

^

4

59

63

-

67

S

^

3
6

TR
6

^

Early arrival? No!

5

^

4

^

3

^

2

^

1

I:HC MC
D: I

Ab : iii

I
c: I

V

I

V

VI
VI:PAC
MC?

VI:PAC MC!

No! Early arrival?
Or just another
2) The MC may be obscured by a combination
of tonal, textural,
formal, and rhetorical
punctuation?

elements, often resulting in a complex process of formal reinterpretation. The difficulty in
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Other instances of the momentary variant can be found in the Symphony No. 9, D. 944/i (subdominant
prolongation), as discussed above, and in the incomplete Piano Sonata in fs, D. 571/i (in which the mediant arises as
a stable tonal area at the beginning of TR but is eventually denied by a VI:PAC MC). See also my discussion of the
Piano Trio in Bb/i, D. 898 (ch. 3, 197–204).
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identifying the MC may, in turn, blur the perceived boundaries and functions of its adjacent
formal zones.
3) The MC may be regarded as accepting or rejecting TR’s expressive choices, releasing
“poetic” properties with broad formal and rhetorical consequences.
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CHAPTER 3
MEDIAL CAESURA DECLINED AND THE EXPOSITIONAL TONAL TRAJECTORY

Medial Caesura Declined
A medial caesura may be conceived as a tonal and rhetorical proposition, a suggested
plan of action involving a convincing S-candidate—often characterized by a new texture and a
low dynamic level—and a key other than the tonic. As noted by Hepokoski and Darcy, “the
change of texture and/or dynamics functions as a standard gesture that accepts and ratifies the
preceding caesura as the MC.”1 Failure to launch any of the typical S-opening types at this
moment, however, may indicate that the proposed MC is being retrospectively declined, as if the
subsequent music were unable, or perhaps refused, to move past the MC effectively. This
situation often results in the reopening of pre-MC space, suggesting a return to either P or TR
and an eventual articulation of a new, rhetorically stronger MC. In the Classical period, the
standard strategy was to restore TR-activity in order to attain the next temporally available
cadential option (e.g., declined I:HC MC/accepted V:HC MC, or declined V:HC MC/accepted
V:PAC MC). For Hepokoski and Darcy, “the expressive purpose of the medial caesura declined
is normally to show the compositional decision to spring into a proportionally larger frame—the
decision to manufacture a grander, perhaps monumentalized exposition (and hence movement as
a whole).”2 Indeed, declining a proposed MC may suggest the need for a stronger, more solidly
articulated caesura, set up by a more characteristic energy-gain module, to the end of a more
imposing, highly dramatized exposition.

1

Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 36.

2

Hepokoski and Darcy, “The Medial Caesura,” 138.
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Declining a Proposed MC
Hepokoski and Darcy offer a detailed study of four situations that may result in a
declined MC.3 In the first, the proposed MC is canceled by the return of the P-theme in the tonic,
suggesting a restart. Frequently, the new P-module soon dissolves into transitional rhetoric,
eventually articulating a new MC. In most instances, the overall effect is that of a “grand
antecedent” (P), punctuated by an overemphasized I:HC, being followed by a “grand dissolving
consequent” (TR), a module that manages to secure the real MC—usually a V:HC MC. A clear
example of this procedure is found in the first movement of Mozart’s Symphony No. 40 in g, K.
550.4
The second situation involves the return of the tonic key, following a proposed I:HC MC,
but with the introduction of new thematic material. An example occurs in the finale of
Beethoven’s Second Symphony.5
In the third situation, a sudden motion into a distant and non-normative key declines the
proposed MC. The music that follows the proposed gesture may incorporate a variety of
characters: lyrical or non-lyrical, calm or agitated, soft or loud, slow or fast. Regardless of its
initial character, the new module often proceeds to reinvigorate TR-activity, thus retrospectively
clarifying its non-S status and creating the need for a stronger MC. For Hepokoski and Darcy,
the sudden tonal detour “might suggest a willful, forte assertion of personality or eccentricity; a
dogged determination not to succumb to a weak caesura; or, conversely, a momentary failure of

3

See Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 45–6; and “The Medial Caesura,” 138–45.

4

See Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 45.

5

See ibid., 45–6.
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nerve and tragic slippage onto the wrong key or into a zone of shadowy escape.”6 Regardless of
the analyst’s final interpretation, there is no question that the non sequitur shift plays an
important role within the work’s tonal and rhetorical trajectory. An example is found in the first
movement of Beethoven’s String Quartet in c, op. 18 No. 4.7
In the fourth situation, the module that follows the proposed MC begins in the expected
key but fails to express convincing S-rhetoric. In most instances, the music refuses to drop to
piano, instantly restoring TR-activity. Since S-themes may incorporate a wide range of
characters, including the normative forte and bustling types, the analyst should be cautious,
considering the possibility of interpreting the new module as a forte S or even an S-deformation.8
When dealing with ambiguous situations, Hepokoski and Darcy advise “[considering] such
things as the persistence or nonpersistence of TR-motives after the supposed MC.”9 The first
movement of Mozart’s Symphony No. 20 in D, K. 133, provides an example of the procedure.10

Declined MCs and the Trimodular Block
MC-declined situations may occasionally be in dialogue with trimodular block strategies.
In other words, the first proposed MC might be followed by a convincing S-candidate in a nonnormative key, which, incapable of securing the EEC, eventually dissolves into TR-activity,
leading into a rhetorically stronger MC and a new S-like theme. Here, one might argue that the
restored transitional rhetoric within what seemed to be S-space retrospectively cancels the
6

Ibid., 46.

7

See ibid.

8

For a comprehensive list of S-theme types within allegro movements, see ibid., 131–42.

9

Ibid., 46.

10

See ibid., 47.
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proposed MC, reopening the exposition’s first part as in a declined-MC situation. This
interpretation, however, overlooks the conspicuous “S-ness” expressed by the theme following
the first MC, an essential part of the work’s narrative. An alternative would be to conceive the
post-MC1 area as a trimodular block; i.e., an independent multimodular zone featuring three
distinct formal units: an S-like theme (TM1), often troubled in some way; an area of renewed
TR-activity (TM2) that will lead into a new MC (MC2); and a second S-like theme that will
eventually attain the EEC (TM3). The analyst should not downplay the ambiguity of such cases,
exploring instead the tension between both readings. In addition, one should be aware that
trimodular blocks might occasionally be conceived as highly dramatized instances of declinedMC situations, an interpretation that would reconcile both conflicting views. An example is
found in the first movement of Beethoven’s Piano Sonata in C, op. 2 No. 3.11

Declined MCs in the Continuous Exposition
Declined MCs are dramatic gestures within continuous expositions. The procedure’s
highlighting of the exposition’s inability to launch, or rejection of entering S-space, establishes a
close connection between the two expositional types, two-part and continuous. The impression is
that of a formal refusal to construct the first-level default two-part exposition. Hepokoski and
Darcy identify two continuous-exposition situations in which proposed MCs—or mild MC
effects—may be involved: 1) the TR ⇒ FS module may imply an imminent MC by extending
the structural dominant, but collapse back into fortspinnung activity; or 2) it may actually secure
an apparent MC, perhaps even followed by CF, but then refuse to enter S-space, eventually

11

148–9.

For a detailed discussion of Beethoven’s op. 2 No. 3/i, see Hepokoski and Darcy, “The Medial Caesura,”
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reinvigorating TR-rhetoric. These are instances of what Hepokoski and Darcy call the bait-andswitch tactic: the music “baits” the listener into anticipating an MC, implying a two-part
exposition, then veers away from the imminent caesura and switches to a continuous
exposition.12

Two Different Approaches to Declined MCs
The limited tonal schemes cultivated within Classical sonata expositions restricted the
MC practice of the period to a maximum of three standard cadential options, each carrying
specific tonal, temporal, and rhetorical characteristics. Conversely, the more wide-ranging
harmonic practice of the Romantic period allowed more distant keys as stable harmonic areas
within sonata expositions. As demonstrated in chapter 1, Schubert often colored his expositions
with excursions into non-traditional keys before reaching a Classically expected one, a practice
that also contributed to the increased number of MC articulators featured in his oeuvre. Indeed,
“wrong-key” MCs and non sequitur tonal preparations of S were incorporated into his set of
favored procedures as stylistic traits.
The new harmonic possibilities of the Romantic era naturally amplified the role of
declined MCs within sonata movements. Declining a “wrong-key” MC not only implied the need
for a stronger candidate but also a formal refusal of the proposed key, a conscious decision to
strive for a more normative option—perhaps relief at not going down the “wrong” harmonic
path. It could be argued that in the Romantic period declined MCs contributed to a richer tonal
experience, establishing a dialogue between realized and non-realized harmonic regions.

12

See Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 53–60; and “The Medial Caesura,” 133–8.
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Schubert’s Approach to Declined MCs
Schubert’s inclusive MC practice affected his treatment of declined MCs, which
combines the Classical emphasis on rhetoric with the poetic license introduced by the broader
and more colorful tonal narratives of the Romantic period. His penchant for “wrong-key” and
non sequitur MCs greatly increased the available combinations for declined/real MC pairs,
establishing a direct dialogue between the normative and the non-normative. Frequently,
declined MCs in non-traditional keys are followed by Classical MCs and vice versa, both
strategies expressing different effects and resulting in different formal outcomes. Moreover,
Schubert occasionally associates the MC-declined strategy with trimodular blocks and
continuous expositions, assigning the procedure a structural role.
In the following discussion, I investigate Schubert’s handling of declined MCs,
demonstrating how the strategy’s formal and expressive outcomes may be directly associated
with a given MC pair. The study is divided into two parts: In the first, I examine the expressive
effects of four different declined/real MC pairs, organized as follows: 1) a declined Classical MC
is followed by another Classical MC; 2) a declined MC in a non-normative key is followed by a
Classical MC; 3) a declined Classical MC is followed by an MC in a non-normative key; and 4)
a declined MC in a non-normative key is followed by an MC in the same key or in another nonnormative key. In the second part, I explore the broader formal implications of declined MCs in
connection with trimodular blocks.
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Formal and Expressive Implications of Four Declined/Real MC Pairs
The Classical/Classical Pair
This Declined-MC pair corresponds to the first-level default strategy in the Classical
period. In short, in this category, a declined MC matching Classical expectations is eventually
followed by the next temporally available option, often a rhetorically stronger cadential gesture
that manages to secure the MC. Schubert frequently handles this strategy differently from his
Classical predecessors. For instance, from time to time, he chooses not to follow the traditional
MC deployment sequence, repeating instead the previous cadential attempt. In other words,
while in the Classical period a canceled I:HC MC would likely be followed by a V:HC MC, in
Schubert one can expect the recurrence of the first cadential option.

Insisting on the Same Cadential Option: String Quartet No. 6 in D, D. 74/iv
An instance of this strategy is found in the finale of the String Quartet No. 6 in D, D. 74
(example 3.1).13 Here, the P-theme, featuring initially a thin contrapuntal texture and a low
dynamic level, culminates in a festive tutti fortissimo (m. 10) that seems to merely confirm the
tonic key. The new module—perhaps first identified as a codetta to P—quickly articulates a
tonicized I:HC in measure 19, followed by dominant lock and a proposed MC, suggesting
instead a transitional function. The subsequent music declines the proposition, reintroducing the
P-theme in the tonic (Hepokoski and Darcy’s situation 1). Following an exact restatement of the
presentation phrase, the theme’s continuation is slightly modified, leading again into the tutti

13

Many have commented on the similarities between the outer movements of Schubert’s D. 74 and
Mozart’s “Paris” Symphony, K. 297. See Black, Schubert’s Apprenticeship in Sonata Form, 147–55; and Rosen,
Sonata Forms, 357–60.
The finale of D. 74 is structured as a Type 1 sonata with dominant recapitulation.
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module, this time implying a I:HC from its onset (m. 34), followed by dominant lock and a
potential MC in measure 38. The sudden appearance of the dominant at this point may impress
the listener as a desperate attempt to move into S-space, as if fearing another recurrence of P.
The proposed MC is instantly evaded, being now followed by conspicuous TR-activity, which,
after restating the initial tutti module, manages to finally secure the MC in measure 54—once
again, a I:HC MC, this time marked by a clear MC gap and followed by a convincing S-theme.
Despite insisting on the same cadential option three consecutive times, Schubert approaches it
differently each time, as if trying to find a way to properly open S-space. The third attempt is
indeed the most emphatic, as would be expected based on Classical practice: while the first two
may sound abrupt and weak, perhaps not even being heard as proposed MCs, the final one
constitutes a much stronger gesture, being solidly set up by real TR-activity.
Declined MCs may turn the apprehension of the form as a whole into a difficult task. In
D. 74, P ultimately takes the form of an interrupted small ternary with a dissolving reprise. In
other words, with the return of the initial theme in the tonic in measure 25 (A’), the transitional
tutti module (mm. 10–23) is retrospectively conceived as a contrasting middle. However, A’ is
not repeated in its entirety; the module is slightly modified towards its end and leads into a
proposed MC, implicating its reinterpretation as a dissolving reprise (A’ ⇒ TR1.1). The
subsequent module finally introduces real transitional activity, being then interpreted as TR1.2.
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Example 3.1. Schubert, String Quartet No. 6 in D, D. 74/iv
16

16

24

24

A’ ⇒ TR1.1
A’ ⇒ TR1.1

I:HC --- Dominant lock

I:HC MC?

I:HC --- Dominant lock

I:HC MC?

No, P-theme!

TR1.2
TR1.2

No, P-theme!
32

32

40

I:HC --- Dominant lock

I:HC MC?

No, evaded!

I:HC --- Dominant lock

I:HC MC?

No, evaded!

Tu# module again!

Real TR-acHvity
48

MC gap

I:HC MC

S
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Real#TR+acHvity#
48#

MC#gap#

S#

I:HC#MC#

Active Caesura-Fill in Declined-MC Situations: Overture in D, D, 556
In some instances of the Classical/Classical pair, the first proposed MC is declined by
active caesura-fill, being shortly followed by the real MC, a situation that may occasionally
^

^

resemble the 5 –1 expanded caesura-fill with apparent cadential arrival.14 Here, the analyst
should always consider such things as the character of CF and the rhetorical impact of the final
punctuation before selecting one interpretation.
In the Overture in D, D. 556 (example 3.2), the P-theme is constructed as a normative
sentence that, after a few reiterations of its final cadence, is interrupted by TR-rhetoric,
characterized by a tutti affirmation and the surprising arrival of an E-major minor-seventh
harmony (V65 /V). Normative transitional activity persists until measure 54, when the music
comes to a halt, suggesting a I:HC MC, followed by an ambiguous CF. At this point, the
repeated As in the first violin, the continuous piano dynamic, and the light texture suggest that
we are within CF space, waiting for the arrival of an S-theme. Conversely, the character of the
material introduced in measure 56, its sentential structure, and the return of the tonic imply an

14

For an extended discussion of Schubert’s treatment of the de-energizing active CF in connection with
^

^

PAC MCs, see chapter 1, 86–9. For more on the 5–1 linear fill, see Hepokoski and Darcy, “The Medial Caesura,”
129–35.
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instant cancellation of the MC gesture, suggesting instead a return to pre-MC space. The role of
the passage is retrospectively clarified in measure 64, where the restored harmonic motion and
the continued absence of TR-rhetoric define it as a de-energizing active CF: a module that does
not belong to neither TR nor S, but manages to take control of the music, leading eventually into
a V:PAC MC (m. 72).
D. 556 features an MC-declined situation that follows in part the increasing rhetorical
scale favored in Classical works. One could argue that, despite the clear TR-activity that
precedes the first proposed MC, its sudden articulation reveals a “flawed” condition that must be
“corrected” or compensated by a stronger gesture. Interestingly, Schubert skips the Classical
first-level default, V:HC MC, moving directly to a V:PAC MC. This is a common strategy in
declined-MC situations that involve active CFs, since a V:HC MC would most likely require the
reinvigoration of TR-activity.

Example 3.2. Schubert, Overture in D, D. 556
54%

CF%

⇒%de5energizing%ac:ve%CF%

Tonic%key!%

I:HC%MC?%

168
S%
66%

V:PAC%MC%

A More Traditional Approach: String Quartet No. 4 in C, D. 46/iv
From time to time Schubert does follow the Classical MC deployment sequence, offering
a traditional treatment of the declined-MC situation. An instance is found in the finale of the
String Quartet No. 4 in C, D. 46, a Type 4 sonata (example 3.3). Here, P is structured as a
rounded binary and directly followed by a dependent TR that descends from tonic to dominant,
quickly articulating a I:HC, accompanied by a brief dominant lock and a proposed MC
punctuation (m. 30).15 The premature MC gesture seems unable to dissipate the accumulated
energy and is followed by a new bustling module–perhaps initially suggesting a self-confident
forte S. The theme soon dissolves into TR-activity, resulting in a clear V:HC MC, a wholemeasure caesura, and a convincing S-theme, characterized by a new texture and a low dynamic

15

The use of the descending tetrachord as TR’s harmonic support alludes to the dark atmosphere that
prevails in the work’s first-movement introduction. The descending line is first used as the subject of the
movement’s fugal introduction and then permeates the whole work. The first movement’s TR is also constructed
upon the lament bass.
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level. Schubert’s Classical handling of the declined-MC situation here seems self-explanatory:
being incapable of opening S-space, the weak I:HC MC is eventually followed by a much
stronger gesture, properly prepared and clearly articulated.

Example 3.3. Schubert, String Quartet No. 4 in C, D. 46/iv
TR
TR

19
19

30

Forte S?

No, TR rhetoric

30

Forte S?

No, TR rhetoric

I:HC MC?
38I:HC MC?
38

V:HC MC
V:HC MC

S
S

I:HC --- Dominant lock
I:HC --- Dominant lock
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The Classical/Classical Pair and the Continuous Exposition: String Quartet No. 4 in C, D. 46/i
The rhetorical correspondence between structural cadences is further dramatized in
continuous expositions. The procedure establishes a close connection between the declined
gesture and its accepted counterpart, the EEC. This cadential interaction incorporates structural
significance, bringing to the fore the exposition’s inability or refusal to manufacture S-space.
The first movement of D. 46 (example 3.4a) begins with an elegiac slow introduction in
^

^

fugato style, featuring the “mournful” chromatic descent from 1 to 5 as subject. The “somber”
character is enhanced by the initial tonal ambiguity, which begins to settle in measure 13 with
the arrival of the major mode marked by a PAC. Following the cadence, the music extends Cmajor harmony by minor-inflected neighbor motions, setting up the onset of the sonata proper.
The P-theme begins in measure 20, instantly expressing a “tormented” character that
seems to reflect the darkness manifested at the beginning of the work. The module prolongs C
major through neighbor motion without conveying real harmonic activity—as if imprisoned by
the constant minor-mode interventions. P culminates in a fortissimo b64 - 53 gesture (mm. 33–36)
that, despite its non-cadential status, articulates the theme’s ending point, triggering the hitherto
missing transitional activity. Based on the introductory fugal subject, TR descends chromatically
from tonic to dominant, culminating in a I:HC MC (m. 42). At first, the subsequent music seems
to accept the proposed gesture, being characterized by a much lighter texture, a piano dynamic,
and an S-candidate in the highly unorthodox key of F (IV). However, F major is soon
reinterpreted as IV in the key of C major, leading eventually into a PAC in the tonic (m. 48). The
return of the tonic key at this moment implicates the retrospective cancellation of the MC
gesture, reopening pre-MC space. The new module introduces a playful melody and is firmly
anchored in C, creating the impression of a conscious return of the tonic key—as if it had
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encountered an opportunity to exist freely, without being threatened by the minor mode. TRactivity is restored in measure 55, leading into a V:IAC in measure 64 (example 3.4b).
Considering its location within the exposition, the cadence might initially suggest the articulation
of a new MC; however, the non-thematic character and the absence of harmonic activity
expressed by the subsequent music result in reinterpreting the just-heard V:IAC as the EEC in a
continuous exposition.16
This is an extreme example of the bait-and-switch tactic. Schubert not only implies the
articulation of an MC, but actually enters S-space and then decides to return to the tonic,
transforming a suggested—although briefly—two-part exposition into a continuous one. The
declined MC stands as an expressive gesture, making the decision to remain in C major
explicit.17

Example 3.4a. Schubert, String Quartet No. 4 in C, D. 46/i (mm. 33–49)
⇒ TR

33

S?

39

16

For Black, the absence of a subordinate theme results from Schubert’s preoccupation with rigid motivic
control. See Black, Schubert’s Apprenticeship in Sonata Form, 131–9.
17

A related instance is found in the first movement of the Piano Sonata in A, D. 664. Here, the
reinvigoration of TR-activity and the unexpected appearance of A minor (i) after a solidly articulated V:PAC MC
(m. 33) retrospectively cancels the proposed gesture, resulting eventually in a continuous exposition.
The dramatic
IV
I:HC MC
rejection of the V:PAC MC may be conceived as a reaction to the premature introduction of an S-like theme in V
(mm.
45 25 ff), preceding the actual articulation of the MC.
Two-part exposi;on ⇒ con;nuous exposi;on
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S?
S?

39
39

I:HC MC
I:HC MC
45
45

IV
IV

Two-part exposi;on ⇒ con;nuous exposi;on
Two-part exposi;on ⇒ con;nuous exposi;on

I:PAC reopens pre-MC space
I:PAC reopens pre-MC space

Example 3.4b. Schubert, String Quartet No. 4 in C, D. 46/i (mm. 62–67)
62&

C&

V:IAC&MC?&No!&
EEC&

Declined MC and the “One-Key Exposition”: Overture in D, D. 12
From 1811 through 1812, Schubert wrote four works in a pseudo-sonata form involving
an “exposition” that never leaves the tonic: the Overtures D. 4, D. 12, and D. 26, and the first
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movement of the String Quartet No. 7 in D, D. 94.18 All these works conserve aspects of both
two-part and continuous expositions, but fail to establish a secondary key, which brings into
question their formal status. J. A. Westrup has claimed that D. 94 “is so diffuse that it is no
longer possible to discern any form.”19 On the other hand, according to Brian Black, “that
Schubert was at least attempting some type of sonata form is evident from the superficial layout
of the structure [of D. 94/i].”20 It could also be argued that such tonally over-determined
expositions give the impression of a double bait-and-switch effect involving three interpretive
stages: two-part exposition ⇒ continuous exposition ⇒ one-key exposition (or “is this an
exposition at all?”).21
All four works include numerous proposed I:HC MCs that are eventually cancelled by
the return of the tonic key. Some MC gestures are followed by clear S-candidates that fail to
materialize simply because of their tonal quality. Others are declined by the reinvigoration of
TR-activity.
In the Overture in D, D. 12, TR (mm. 61–76), structured as a dissolving grand
consequent, comes to a sudden stop on a V7 chord in measure 76, suggesting a weak I:HC MC
(example 3.5a). The gesture is instantly cancelled by the following music, which is firmly

18

D. 94 (1814) was actually the eighth quartet composed by Schubert, but was published as No. 7 in the
Gesamtausgabe because D. 87 (November 1813), his seventh written quartet, was originally misdated and
consequently published as No. 10. See Miriam K. Whaples, “On Structural Integration in Schubert’s Instrumental
Works,” Acta Musicologica 40 (1968): 192–3.
19

Westrup, Jack A., Schubert Chamber Music (Washington: University of Washington Press, 1969), 89.

20

See Black, Schubert’s Apprenticeship in Sonata Form, 95.

21

These “pseudo-expositions” that never leave the tonic are also found in some of Chopin’s early works. In
both the Piano Trio in g, op. 8/i (1829), and the Piano Sonata No. 1 in c, op. 4/i (1828), the “exposition” remains in
the tonic all the way through, despite some brief modulations at the surface level. In the Piano Concerto No. 1, op.
11/i (1830), both orchestral and solo expositions stay firmly grounded in the tonic, changing from minor to major
mode.
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anchored in D major. TR-activity is restored in measure 93—triggered by a fortissimo tutti
affirmation—and leads into a new proposed I:HC MC (example 3.5b), this time accompanied by
dominant lock, hammer-blows, and caesura gap (mm. 104–107). The MC’s rhetorical effort
results in an unambiguous S-candidate but fails to establish a secondary key, implicating its
retrospective cancellation. The new theme comprises two sentential antecedents followed by the
reinvigoration of TR-rhetoric, which leads into another attempt to open S-space: a I:HC MC
(example 3.5c) and CF (m. 141). The active caesura-fill seems to cast doubt on the MC’s
capability to manufacture an S-theme in a proper key, and repeats the final cadential gesture,
articulating another I:HC MC (m. 153). Once again, the MC’s rhetorical insistence manages to
produce a new theme, but proves unable to initiate a key other than the tonic. Derived from the
Overture’s introduction, the new theme’s lyrical melody is eventually interrupted by a new
module that slowly accumulates energy in a gradual crescendo (mm. 171 ff). The module turns
out to function as RT; i.e., it culminates in a I:HC in measure 189, followed by a largely
expanded caesura-fill, setting up the onset of the recapitulation (mm. 205 ff) and confirming the
exposition’s inability to establish a secondary key.
Thus, in D. 12, each proposed MC incorporates new elements that increase their
rhetorical strength and consequently their prominence within the work’s narrative, a Classical
approach to the MC-declined situation that also sheds light upon the exposition’s failed tonal
trajectory. For obvious reasons, Schubert does not follow the Classical MC deployment sequence
but insistently reiterates the tonally weaker I:HC MC, as in the finale of D. 74.
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Example 3.5a. Schubert, Overture in D, D. 12 (mm. 75–82)
!!!!75!

I:HC!MC!

Declined,!tonic!key!!

Example 3.5b. Schubert, Overture in D, D. 12 (mm. 100–116)
!!100!

I:HC!888!Dominant8lock!

I:HC!MC!

176
!!108!

Clear!S8candidate,!but!in!the!tonic!

Proposed!MC!is!declined!

Example 3.5c. Schubert, Overture in D, D. 12 (mm. 133–155)
!!133!

CF!

I:HC!MC!

177
!!145!

Clear!S8candidate,!
!but!in!the!tonic!

CadenGal!reiteraGon!

I:HC!MC!

Proposed!MC!is!declined!

The “Wrong-Key”/Classical Pair
In this category, one would expect a declined MC in an unorthodox key to be followed
eventually by a Classical MC. However, Schubert rarely employs this MC pair in such a
traditional manner. In most instances, the procedure is used in connection with trimodular
blocks, defining the relationship between MC1 and MC2.22 In other situations, the declined
gesture is not paralleled by another MC but instead followed directly by the EEC, as in a
continuous exposition. Another apparent difference is that the rhetorical emphasis that
traditionally marks the accepted cadential gesture is often nonexistent in this category, being
highlighted instead by its Classical tonal quality.

22

The discussion of the “wrong-key”/classical pair in connection with TMBs is postponed until the second
part of this chapter. See Declined MCs and the Trimodular Block.
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The expressive effect of this MC pair may vary widely. The proposed “wrong-key” MC
may suggest the following: a desperate attempt to escape the tonic area; a resistance to following
the traditional harmonic path; a conscious decision to manufacture a grander exposition; the
search for a more colorful tonal trajectory; or a sudden tonal collapse, perhaps caused by an
already infiltrated key. Its retrospective cancellation and eventual replacement, however, may
imply a tonal correction, the fear of visiting a distant harmonic region, the avoidance of a
collapse, a sudden change of mind, or a decision to strive towards a “safer” goal. The analyst
should always consider the tonal, rhetorical, and formal elements that precede and follow the
proposed MC in order to understand the procedure’s role within the work’s narrative.

A Traditional Approach: Piano Sonata in C, D. 840/iv
The incomplete finale of the “Reliquie” Sonata in C, D. 840, offers an instance of the
“wrong-key”/Classical pair handled in a quite traditional fashion—as pointed out above, rare in
Schubert. Here, the initial modular arrangement suggests a compact P-theme structured as an
uninterrupted small ternary form (mm. 1–31) with a brief contrasting middle that prolongs the
initial tonic through a descending-third arpeggiation. The theme’s final cadence is not reiterated
as in its first appearance but followed instead by a sudden modulation to the dominant, which
implies the onset of an “underdetermined” TR. After retracing the contrasting middle’s tonal
trajectory at the dominant level, the new module dissolves into real TR-activity, initiating a
descending-second sequence that eventually leads into a firmly articulated iii:HC MC (m. 74)
and caesura-fill (example 3.6a).
Perhaps motivated by the tonal detours to both tonic and dominant’s major submediants,
the proposed MC seems to invite the subsequent music onto a longer excursion into the key of E
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minor. However, CF eventually takes control of the music, abruptly transforming the greatly
extended B-major harmony into a V7 in the original key. The procedure results in the
retrospective declining of the proposed MC gesture, setting up instead the return of the main
theme.

Example 3.6a. Schubert, Piano Sonata in C, D. 840/iv (“Reliquie”) (mm. 65–90)
CF!

!!65!

!!76!

Caden1al!reitera1on!!
(P8based)!

iii:HC!MC!

!!82!

⇒ RT!!
Proposed!MC!is!evaded!!

The return of the P-theme marks the module’s third statement, implying an interrupted
structure based on three varied rotations of the same thematic idea: A (I) - A’ (V) || A’’ (I).
Ultimately, A’’ becomes the transition: it incorporates TR-rhetoric, articulating a V:HC MC
confirmed by an MC gap and a cogent S-theme in the dominant. The final MC concludes the
process of tonal and formal correction that follows its declined equivalent; a process initiated by
the return of the P-theme in the tonic, further developed by its eventual transformation into TR,
and finally confirmed by a Classical V:HC MC (example 3.6b).
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Example 3.6b. Schubert, Piano Sonata in C, D. 840/iv (“Reliquie”) (mm. 91–123)
!!91!

!!98!

A’’!⇒!TR!

Process!of!tonal!correc5on!
TR2ac5vity!

!!106!

S!

!!114!

V:HC!MC!

Declined MC/Accepted EEC: Symphony No. 3 in D, D. 200/iv
Another instance of the “wrong-key”/classical pair is found in the finale of Third
Symphony (example 3.7). Here, a highly deformational IV:PAC MC (m. 83) marks the onset of
a bustling S-theme in G major (IV), characterized by much motivic repetition and a strong
forward momentum. After briefly prolonging the new key through neighbor motion (I–ii42 –V65 –
I), the S-theme seems to doubt the validity of G major as a secondary key, initiating an
ascending-second sequence (mm. 95 ff) that culminates in a ii:HC (m. 107) followed by
dominant lock and a proposed MC punctuation (m. 115). The articulation of a “wrong-key” MC
within a secondary area already set in a non-traditional key is a dramatic gesture: it exposes the
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theme’s inability to establish the key of the dominant and implies the possibility of a trimodular
block structure that may perhaps manage to “correct” the exposition’s “tonal alienation.”
Fortunately, the proposed MC gesture is instantly declined by a juggernaut CF that takes
responsibility for the work’s tonal trajectory, firmly leading into a V:PAC EEC (m. 129), an
emphatic cadential gesture marked by a tutti crescendo. The cadence denies the MC’s
threatening tonal and formal propositions, bringing the “troubled” S to an end. Interestingly, the
closing theme comprises an S-based module that jubilantly “celebrates” the surprising arrival of
the dominant, a task that had seemed so distant, perhaps even unattainable for this thematic
material.
The “wrong-key”/classical pair is deployed at two different hierarchical levels in this
example. At the lower level one finds the traditional declined/accepted pattern defined not by
two MCs, but by the proposed ii:HC MC and the EEC. The structural level, on the other hand,
consists of two successful cadential gestures of differing formal, tonal, and rhetorical quality and
relevance. It comprises the accepted, but problematic IV:PAC MC, and the EEC, suggesting that
the MC’s “inadequate” tonal condition is eventually rectified by a structural PAC in the
dominant that closes the S-theme. This two-level set-up is often found in expositions that
combine declined-MC situations with trimodular blocks, as demonstrated below.
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Example 3.7. Schubert, Symphony No. 3 in D, D. 200/iv
90

ii42

V65

Ascending-second
sequence

I

100

ii:HC --- Dominant lock

183
!!110!

CF!

Juggernaut!type!

ii:HC!MC!

!!!

!!122!

C!

V:PAC!
EEC!

S9based!
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Another Instance of the “One-Key Exposition”: String Quartet No. 2 in C, D. 32/i
In the String Quartet No. 2 in C, D. 32, P comprises a forte unison module structured as a
sentence with an expanded continuation. The theme attempts to articulate a I:PAC in measure 19
but is interrupted by the return of the opening unison motive that, despite the absence of a
cadence, marks the onset of TR—a rhetorically “defective” module that manages to destabilize
the tonic key. The sequential motion beginning at TR’s onset ceases on a G-minor harmony
extended for eight complete measures with a rarefied texture and pp dynamic, as if the music
were unsure about how to proceed harmonically. The G-minor chord moves unexpectedly to the
dominant of F, resulting in a premature and underprepared IV:HC MC (example 3.8a).
The following music introduces a lively S-candidate in F major that seems to confirm the
proposed MC gesture. However, after two statements of its compound basic idea, the theme is
interrupted by Fortspinnung activity, developing the cadential ascending four-note motive
derived from the work’s initial unison gesture—perhaps expressing P’s rejection of the new Fmajor theme. The turbulent passage eventually leads into an emphatic I:PAC (m. 62)
accompanied by the return of the initial motive, implicating the retrospective cancellation of the
IV:HC MC and, consequently, the reopening of pre-MC space. In addition, it validates the
proposed interpretation of the previous energetic passage as a refusal of the non-traditional and
untimely key of F major.
The subsequent music confirms the key of C major, leading into one more I:PAC (m. 72)
followed by a piano and dolce new theme (example 3.8b). At this point, one might wonder if the
exposition will ever leave the tonic. Indeed, a listener familiar with Schubert’s early experiments
with sonata form might even conceive the just-heard cadential articulation as the EEC of a “onekey continuous exposition,” a reasonable interpretation vis-à-vis the new theme’s inherent
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closing character and its late appearance within such an active exposition. The theme ends with a
PAC in the tonic and is followed by the return of the opening motive, implying initially a
contracted variant of P. Here, the proposed one-key form seems to be consummated: the tonicanchored C-candidate and the P-based module seem to confirm the exposition’s failed tonal
trajectory, avoiding the establishment of a secondary key—perhaps as a prolonged reaction to the
underprepared appearance of F major. However, instead of reaffirming the tonic key, the P-based
module introduces harmonic activity and brings back the conflicting treatment of the ascending
four-note motive that represented “doubt” within TR and denial within the proposed S (example
3.8c). This tonal and rhetorical instability culminate eventually in a belated V:PAC followed by a
zone of tonal affirmation, raising structural questions: Is this the real EEC? The exposition
seemed to have abandoned its tonal task long ago, why would it change its mind now?
For Brian Black, “both the timing and the nature of the move to G major cast doubt on
this tonality’s role as a true subordinate theme. The delay of the modulation until the very end of
the exposition and the abrupt way it is accomplished make it appear as an afterthought.”23 In
addition, the modulatory passage releases its energy prematurely through a continuous dynamic
and textural decrescendo, resulting in a weak cadential punctuation that does not allow it to
incorporate any structural role. Had the late FS rhetoric persisted until the cadential punctuation,
the V:PAC would probably be heard as the real EEC, invalidating any previous candidates. Thus,
the first movement of D. 32 features a “one-key continuous exposition” with a tardy and nonstructural modulation to the dominant. As Brian Black has noted, the formal strategy suggests a
more elaborate version of Schubert’s practice in some quartet movements up to this point in his
career: while in D. 18 and D. 94, the one-key exposition ended with a half cadence in the tonic,

23

Black, Schubert’s Apprenticeship in Sonata Form, 107.
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in D. 32 “the music has proceeded one step further and ended in the dominant.”24 Accordingly,
the proposed IV:HC MC constitutes the only realistic attempt to establish a secondary key, the
exposition’s only opportunity to accomplish its tonal task. The MC’s retrospective declining
exposes its tonal weakness and, for the first time, reveals a difficulty in leaving the tonic area
that would persist until it was too late. The MC is paralleled by the firmly articulated I:PAC
EEC, which is, in turn, unofficially “corrected” by a late modulation to the dominant.

Example 3.8a. Schubert, String Quartet No. 2 in C, D. 32/i
S?&
S&

c.b.i.&
c.b.i.&

&&34&
&&34&

IV:HC&MC&
IV:HC&MC&
c.b.i.&
c.b.i.&
&&44&
&&44&

24

Fortspinnung+
Fortspinnung+

Ibid., 107–8.
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Example 3.8b. Schubert, String Quartet No. 2 in C, D. 32/i
&&62& P8based&

I:PAC&

&&72&

C&

I:PAC&
EEC?&

Return&of&the&tonic&declines&
the&proposed&IV:HC&MC!&
P8based&

As&in&a&one8key&con;nuous&
exposi;on&

Example 3.8c. Schubert, String Quartet No. 2 in C, D. 32/i
&&81&

I:PAC&
&&92&

Harmonic&instability&

Conﬁrms&the&EEC&in&m.&72&
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&&103&

Zone&of&tonal&aﬃrma;on&

V:PAC&
Is&this&the&EEC?&No,&it&is&too&late.&

The Classical/“Wrong-Key” Pair
In this category, a proposed MC in a Classical key is declined, being eventually replaced
by an MC in a non-traditional key. In most instances, the denial of the Classical MC is associated
with its underprepared and premature articulation, as a consequence of a “flawed” TR module.
The refused gesture is often followed by real TR-activity, culminating in a rhetorically marked
“wrong-key” MC, retrospectively confirmed by the introduction of a convincing S-candidate.
This strategy may imply the exposition’s inability to take the “correct” harmonic path, collapsing
into unknown territory, or conversely, a conscious decision to explore distant harmonic regions.
Regardless of the analyst’s final interpretation, the procedure invariably plays an important role
within the sonata’s narrative: it highlights the prominence granted the non-traditional key over its
normative counterpart and directly affects the work’s formal and tonal structure.
The non-traditional key is eventually replaced by a more normative option that concludes
the exposition, securing the EEC. The arrival of the expected key and its subsequent tonal
affirmation constitute important events within the sonata’s trajectory and must be examined in
relation to the declined/accepted MC pair. The EEC may be interpreted as (formally) parallel to
the accepted “wrong-key” MC, as if “correcting” the work’s tonal trajectory. In this context, it
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could be argued that the Classical/“wrong-key” pair comprises not two but three stages: a denied
MC in a traditional key, an accepted MC in a non-traditional key, and the EEC in a traditional
key. These cadences are perceived at two different levels: a lower, more localized level involving
the declined/accepted MC pair, and a higher level comprised of both accepted cadential gestures,
resulting in a structural “wrong-key”/Classical relationship. The two gestures define the work’s
tonal trajectory and embody a structural function (figure 3.1).
Conﬁrms'the'new'key,'
suppressing'the'non.
norma@ve'op@on'
introduced'by'the'MC'

Wrong.Key''
MC'
Accepted((

Tonal'trajectory'must'
be'corrected'
Post.MC'space'may'take'
the'form'of'a'
mul@modular.S'or'a'TMB'

EEC'

Classical(key(

Highlights'the'prominence'granted'the'
non.norma@ve'key'over'its'Classical'
counterpart'

Classical''
MC'
Declined((

Wrong.Key''
MC'
Accepted((

Figure 3.1. Declined-MC Strategy: The Classical/“Wrong-Key” Pair

Tonal “Correction” and the Multimodular-S: Violin Sonata in A, D. 574/i
The Violin Sonata in A, D. 574, begins with a piano and cantabile P-theme that sets a
calm, almost meditative atmosphere (example 3.9). The module comes to a I:PAC in measure 20
and is followed by a repeated triplet figure that suggests a de-energizing P-codetta. Contradicting
expectations, the music abruptly articulates a V:PAC in measure 24—reiterated four measures
later (m. 28)—which implicates the reinterpretation of the passage as a rhetorically “defective”
TR that prematurely attempts to secure the MC. Incapable of moving yet into S-space, the
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subsequent music collapses into the minor mode and introduces the hitherto missing TR-rhetoric,
retrospectively denying the untimely and underprepared MC.
The new module is structured as a sentence with two thematically identical presentations,
the first in E minor and the second in G major (the ascending-third transposition is accompanied
by a sudden drop to pianissimo, perhaps implying that the proposed major mode might
eventually enable the return of P’s serene state). Despite a brief “energy bump” at the beginning
of its continuation phrase, TR remains piano until the end, articulating another MC candidate in
measure 40, this time punctuated by a gentle bVII:PAC—but seriously attenuated by the absence
of root-position bass at the moment of resolution. The cadence elides with the onset of a
harmonically stable new theme (S1) that ratifies the proposed MC gesture. Accepting such a
tonally and rhetorically “deficient” MC evinces the precipitate quality of the declined V:PAC
MC and exposes the music’s difficulty in establishing the key of the dominant.
After prolonging G major for five measures, S1.1 reinvigorates TR-activity, eventually
articulating an attenuated II:PAC. The following music (S1.2) begins as a transposed restatement
of the first S-theme but soon dissolves into a series of Fortspinnung modules that ultimately lead
into a V:PAC. The cadence triggers a new theme (S2) characterized by bustling ascending
arpeggios that seem to “celebrate” the arrival of the dominant. S2 secures the EEC in measure 67,
finally accomplishing the exposition’s tonal task.
Thus, the arrival of the dominant and its subsequent affirmation with the EEC “correct”
the tonally “defective” bVII:PAC MC, consolidating the MC’s pivotal role within the work’s
narrative: the MC (m. 40) looks backward, highlighting the exposition’s temporary inability to
move into E major and, at the same time, looks forward, triggering an obstinate search for the
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dominant—which, in this case, involves two statements of the same thematic material at
different tonal levels as well as the reinvigoration of TR-activity.25

Example 3.9. Schubert, Violin Sonata in A, D. 574/i
P"code'a)⇒)TR1)
))14)

I:PAC)
))21)

V:PAC)MC?)

Premature)and)underprepared)

TR2)
))27)

Presenta>on)

No,)TR"ac>vity!)

e:)))V7)

V:PAC)MC?)
))32)

Presenta>on)(transposed))

De"energizing)

25

G:))V7)

Related instances are found in the Piano Sonata in C, D. 840/i (see ch. 1, “The De-energizing Active
CF,” 86–8) and in the String Quartet No. 5 in Bb, D. 68/i (see below, “Declined MCs and the Trimodular Block,”
212–4).
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54

57

S2

Finally introduces the dominant key

V:PAC

))61)

))64)

C)

V:PAC)
EEC)

Tonal “Correction” and the Modulating CF: Impromptu in f, D. 935 No. 1
Another instance of the Classical/“wrong-key” pair is found in the Impromptu in f, D.
935 No. 1. The movement begins with an introductory module (mm. 1–13), characterized by a
quasi ad libitum, declamatory style, as if setting the stage for the sonata process to follow. It ends
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in measure 13 with a i:PAC, followed by a continuous sixteenth-note texture and a new theme
(mm. 13–21).
The steady rhythmic activity and the harmonic stability projected by the new module
seem to confirm the introductory function expressed by the initial passage, leading one to
interpret measure 13 as the onset of P. However, after reaffirming the key of F minor, the music
veers away from the tonic, eventually articulating a PAC in III (m. 21), which, at this point,
surprises the listener as an MC-candidate (example 3.10a). The premature arrival of Ab major
consequently requires the retrospective reinterpretation of the just-heard P-theme and
introductory modules as TR and P, respectively. In other words, the unexpected articulation of a
proposed III:PAC MC results in two interthematic transformations in which Introduction ⇒ Ptheme and P-theme ⇒ TR.26
By refusing to move into S-space, however, the following music declines the proposed
MC, maintaining TR-rhetoric in a more eloquent restatement of the previous passage (mm. 21–
30). The module comes to another III:PAC in measure 30, a clear MC-candidate that seems to
finally bring the exposition’s first part to an end (example 3.10b). However, the music denies the
proposed gesture once again, moving forward with an even more eloquent TR variant. The new
passage (mm. 30 ff) descends in thirds from Ab (I) to Db (IV) and then ascends to F in stepwise
motion, culminating in a fortissimo iv:HC (m. 39), yet another potential MC candidate, properly
reinforced by a dominant lock. Despite its decidedly non-traditional key, the rhetorical gesture
expressed by the cadence is much stronger than those of the previously proposed MCs. It

26

For a comprehensive study of the role of formal reinterpretation in Schubert’s works for solo piano, see
Gabriel Venegas, “Schubert’s Experiments with Processual Form,” in Musiktheorie und Ästhetik – 13.
Jahreskongress der Gesellschaft für Musiktheorie (Hildesheim: Olms, forthcoming).
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suggests a desperate attempt to open S-space, even if that requires a drastic tonal detour.
Interestingly, midway through the MC’s dominant lock, the music undergoes a “moment of
crisis,” prematurely releasing energy in a sudden dynamic drop from ff to p—as if questioning its
ability to secure the MC. The rhetorical collapse weakens but does not suppress the MC, which is
articulated in measure 42, followed by CF. As if “afraid” of visiting the subdominant area at this
point within the exposition, CF treats the root, F, as an upper neighbor to the dominant of Ab
major, quickly recovering the mediant key, this time accompanied by a piano and cantabile TRbased S-theme (mm. 45–66) (example 3.10c).27 S comes to the EEC in measure 66, bringing the
exposition to an end (and having utterly suppressed the key of Bb minor, proposed at the MC).
Thus, in D. 935 No. 1, the “wrong-key” MC manages to open S-space but (fortunately!)
fails to establish the implied key. In other words, the rhetorical gesture is accepted but the tonal
proposition is instantly denied in favor of a more traditional option. Despite its tonal declining,
one should not underestimate the structural role played by the “wrong-key” MC, which manages
to accomplish what its Ab-major predecessors had been attempting for some time, allowing the
S-theme to finally spring free. In addition, the apparent III:IAC in measure 45 should not be
conceived as the real MC, but instead as a secondary cadential arrival resulting from the non
sequitur exit taken by CF (i.e., an unexpected harmonic shift that fortuitously provides tonal
relief, instantly overriding the uncertainties implied by the iv:HC MC).28

27

The many formal anomalies exhibited in this piece allow for more than one plausible interpretation.
Gabriel Venegas, for instance, conceives the V–I motion into Ab (mm. 44–45) as the EEC of a continuous exposition
(ibid.).
28

A similar MC situation is found in the Piano Sonata in C, D. 279/i, in which a iii:HC MC (m. 41) is
followed by an active CF that, contradicting the cadence’s tonal proposition, introduces the dominant of G major
(V), leading into an S-theme in V (mm. 45 ff). For a detailed analysis of D. 279’s non sequitur MC, see chapter 1,
93–4.
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Example 3.10a. Schubert, Impromptu in f, D. 935 No. 1 (mm. 20–25)
!!20!

TR2!

20

III:PAC!MC?!
TR2

No,!TR2rhetoric!persists!!

III:PAC MC?

No, TR-rhetoric persists!

!!23!

23

TR3!

29!

Example 3.10b. Schubert, Impromptu in f, D. 935 No. 1 (mm. 29–31)
TR
III:PAC!MC?!

No,!TR2rhetoric!persists!!

III:PAC MC?

No, TR-rhetoric s<ll persists!

3

29

Example 3.10c. Schubert, Impromptu in f, D. 935 No. 1 (mm. 36–49)

36

iv:HC --- Dominant lock
40

CF

Ab: V7
45

S

I

iv:HC MC
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The “Wrong-Key”/“Wrong-Key” Pair
In this category, both the declined and accepted MCs imply an S-theme in a nontraditional key. The strategy exposes TR’s inability or reluctance to establish a Classically
expected key, failing even to consider it as a plausible tonal destination. The expressive outcome
portrays pessimism, an accentuated lack of hope that persists until the eventual arrival of a more
orthodox key. This new key may directly follow the accepted MC through a non sequitur shift
or, conversely, may only be attained well into S-space, perhaps resulting in a TMB structure.
Regardless of the way it is introduced, the classically oriented harmonic area manages in most
cases to secure the EEC, suppressing the exposition’s former harmonic paths. As in the
Classical/“wrong-key” pair, the result is a three-stage process perceived at two levels: a lower
level involving the declined/accepted MC pair, and a structural level formed by the accepted
“wrong-key” MC and the EEC.

The Double “Wrong-Key” MC Pair and the Failed Exposition: Piano Trio in Bb, D. 898/i
An instance of the procedure is found in the first movement of the Piano Trio in Bb, D.
898.29 The work begins with a sentential P-theme that establishes the tonic key, ending with a
I:PAC in measure 12. The cadence triggers a playful and innocent module that turns out to
function as TR—despite initially projecting a P-like character marked by a light and staccato
triplet rhythm. Following a sequential descent from Bb (I) to Eb (IV), the passage starts a
rhetorical crescendo that leads into an abrupt MC gesture (Example 3.11a). In fact, as if in a
sudden change of mind, Eb major is reinterpreted as a neighbor to D major (V in g), culminating

29

For a related instance, see the exposition of the Piano Sonata in C, D. 279/i, (ch. 1, 93–4).
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in a vi:HC accompanied by an imposing dominant lock and MC punctuation (m. 22). The MC is
followed by an active CF that, contradicting the implied harmonic path, introduces the dominant
of Bb major, setting up the return of P in the tonic and, therefore, retrospectively declining the
proposed MC. The impression is that of P taking control of the music, as if trying to avoid a
tonal collapse. In addition, it reveals the MC’s premature and fragile condition, a direct
consequence of its inadequate preparation.
Following a complete restatement of its presentation phrase, P—perhaps in response to
TR’s failure to set up a normative key—modulates to the dominant, coming to a V:PAC in
measure 37 (example 3.11b). Such an affirmative arrival of the dominant raises questions
regarding the cadence’s real status: Is this the MC? Or an early arrival of the secondary key? The
subsequent music comprises a piano TR-based module that seems to simply confirm the justheard cadence. The role of the passage is only made clear in measure 41 when, instead of
introducing an S-theme, the music becomes rhythmically and harmonically active, as if
determined to finally achieve the MC. This triggers an ascending-fifths sequence that ultimately
leads into a iii:HC, dominant lock, and MC punctuation, a slightly varied transposition of the
first MC attempt (example 3.11c). The proposed iii:HC MC is once again followed by a
chromatic ascending line (CF) that this time comes to rest on an unaccompanied A, leading into
a clear S-candidate. Instead of confirming D minor (iii), the S-theme (S1) introduces the key of F
major (V), reinterpreting the common tone A as the third of the new key.30

30

Both declined and accepted MCs feature a non sequitur shift characterized by a descending major-third
motion: in the declined vi:HC MC, a D-major chord is followed by the key of Bb major, and, in the accepted iii:HC
MC, an A-major chord is followed by the key of F major. In each case, an active CF softens the harmonic
juxtaposition: in the first, an intervening dominant sets up the arrival of Bb, and in the latter a sustained common
tone connects A and F. For more on Schubert’s non sequitur MCs, see ch. 1, 91–105.
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Before continuing, a few points must be considered: First, it should be noted that the
proposed iii:HC MC (m. 55) manages to properly open S-space, despite its non sequitur follow
up; i.e., the MC is rhetorically accepted but tonally denied. Secondly, despite the rhetorical
similarity between the MC gestures themselves, the accepted iii:HC MC is properly prepared by
real TR-activity, while its declined counterpart is not. Third, it seems clear that the V:PAC in
measure 37 never materializes as an MC but instead signals the premature arrival of the
secondary key; one that is denied by TR but abruptly recovered at the onset of S.31
S1 (mm. 59 ff) comprises two statements of a parallel interrupted period firmly rooted in
F. It comes to a V:PAC in measure 77, triggering a second S-theme (S2) that introduces harmonic
instability and even tries to function as TM2; i.e., following a brief modulation to Ab major, the
music moves chromatically to the dominant of F minor, implying an imminent v:HC MC
(example 3.11d). This expressive gesture suggests a potential “correction” of the previous
“wrong-key” MCs, perhaps a requirement for the eventual attainment of the EEC. However, the
MC attempt is declined by the return of S2-based motives, which also fail to articulate the EEC.
In other words, at the moment of resolution, the concluding tonic chord is substituted by a
whole-measure rest followed by a quiet S-based closing theme that seems to regret the
exposition’s inability to secure its final cadence.
Thus, it could be argued that the double “wrong-key” MC pair incorporates a structural
function in the first movement of D. 898/i: it motivates a v:HC MC attempt within S-space and
could be interpreted as the final cause of the exposition’s ultimate failure. The strong presence of
the dominant key throughout the exposition softens the negative connotations often associated
with this MC pair, which are brought to the fore only later, with the EEC’s declining. Moreover,
31

For more on the early arrival of the secondary key in Schubert’s sonata forms, see ch. 2, 148–56.
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the absence of such a structural punctuation does not allow the three-step cadential process
(declined MC–accepted MC–EEC) to be completed.32

Example 3.11a. Schubert, Piano Trio in Bb, D. 898/i (mm. 13–30)
13

vi

IV

ii6
g: iv6

Ger65

!!18!

vi:HC!+++!Dominant+lock!
!!22!

CF!

vi:HC!MC!

32

Bb:!!!V7!

An interesting example of the double “wrong-key” MC pair is found in Schumann’s Symphony No. 3 in
Eb, op. 97/i (1850) where the “heroic” Eb-major opening theme seems to be constantly “threatened” by the key of G
minor (iii); an intricate instance of tonal pairing that defines the exposition’s harmonic scheme. In this example, the
first attempt to establish the minor mediant as the secondary key comes in measure 43, marked by a proposed
iii:PAC MC and CF (mm. 43–46). The eventual return of P in the tonic (m. 57) declines the MC gesture, implying a
“fresh start.” However, once again, TR attempts to move to G minor, securing a iii:HC MC (m. 91), confirmed by a
clear S-candidate in the proposed key. In contrast to the cases studied in this chapter, in Schumann’s Third
Symphony, the “wrong-key”/“wrong-key” pair features two attempts to modulate to the same (non-normative) key.
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P! 3.11b. Schubert, Piano Trio in B , D. 898/i (mm. 31–44)
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!!49!

Example 3.11c. Schubert, Piano Trio in Bb, D. 898/i (mm. 45–61)
45
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Example 3.11d. Schubert, Piano Trio in Bb, D. 898/i (mm. 90–101)
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v:HC!+++!Dominant+lock!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!v:HC!MC!coming?!

C!

!!97!

F:!!!!IV!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!V64!!!!!!!!!!!!+!7!!! EEC!is!evaded!!

A Coloristic Strategy: String Quartet No. 13 in a, D. 804/i
The double “wrong-key” pair strategy is often employed within recapitulations as a way
to expand—perhaps color—the sonata’s tonal narrative. An instance is found in the String
Quartet in a, D. 804, first movement (example 3.12). Here, the recapitulation begins in measure
173 with a shortened version of P that ends in measure 192, punctuated by a fortissimo i:PAC.
The gesture triggers TR1 (mm. 192–204), a module that in the exposition had merely confirmed
the tonic, now modulating to E minor. As in the exposition, TR2 (mm. 204 ff) descends
sequentially from i to V, ending in a proposed v:HC MC (m. 211). While this would be a
Classical MC choice within expositional space, it becomes a threat to the work’s tonal trajectory
in the recapitulation. The music reacts instantly by reinvigorating TR-activity, initiating another
i–V stepwise descent that this time produces a svi:HC MC (m. 219). After reiterating the justheard cadence, the following active CF transforms the dominant of Fs minor into an A-major
^

^

chord (through a 5 – 6 motion), leading to the long-delayed arrival of the home dominant. Thanks
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to CF’s corrective role, S is able to spring forth freely in the tonic major, articulating the ESC in
measure 268.33
Thus, in D. 804/i, the double “wrong-key” MC pair seems to “threaten” but ultimately
not alter the work’s tonal trajectory. In contrast to the previous example, the strategy neither
incorporates a structural function nor affects the formal unfolding of the work. Instead, the two
implied keys assume a purely coloristic role, contributing to a more ambitious and dramatic
TR.34

Example 3.12. Schubert, String Quartet No. 13 in a, D. 804/i
##210#
##210#

CF#
CF#

v:HC#MC?#
v:HC#MC?#

Reinvigora1on#of#TR4ac1vity!#
Reinvigora1on#of#TR4ac1vity!#

##214#
##214#

33

Contradicting the “illusory hope” introduced by the key of A major, the following P-based coda brings
back the minor mode.
As in both the declined and accepted MCs of the Piano Trio in Bb, the quartet movement also features a
non sequitur MC comprising a descending-third shift with intervening dominant (V of A).
34
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ii6#########################V7#
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Declined MCs and the Trimodular Block
Trimodular Block
Trimodular block (TMB) is the term used by Hepokoski and Darcy to describe a post-MC
area comprising three distinct formal units: TM1, a proposed secondary theme that fails to
achieve the EEC; TM2, an energetic module that resumes TR-activity, leading into a second MC
(MC2); and TM3, a new secondary theme that manages to secure the EEC.35 Sonata Theory
identifies differing TMB types in the Classical era. In the simplest type, TM1 unfolds in the

35

See Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 170–7.
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expected key with “acceptable” S-rhetoric, initiating S-space.36 In more complex cases, the
module that follows the first proposed MC does not express conspicuous S-rhetoric, hence
resembling more a declined-MC situation. In other words, TM1 seems to retrospectively deny the
just-sounded MC gesture, implicating the reinvigoration of TR-activity, the articulation of a new
MC, and the introduction of a more appropriate S-candidate. Hepokoski and Darcy advise that
“in general, to label such an event as MC declined rather than TM1 is to make the assessment
that most listeners, in any event, would not—or should not—attribute any significant degree of
‘S-ness’ to that module. To label it TM1 at least admits that possibility.” In this situation, the
expected “S-ness” only arrives with TM3, which seems to “correct” and/or compensate for TM1’s
“troubled” condition.

Schubert’s Trimodular Blocks
Schubert’s innovative treatment of TMB structures has attracted a fair amount of critical
and analytical commentary.37 The composer often links the procedure to a three-key expositional
layout in which TM1 and TM3 are assigned different keys, something rarely found in preSchubertian works.38 In most instances, TM1 features a non-traditional key, delaying the arrival
of the expected key to TM3. As noted by Graham Hunt, “Schubert articulates the second key
more emphatically than in any previous three-key expositions through formal, thematic, and/or

36

Hepokoski and Darcy advise that, despite its acceptable S-rhetoric, TM1 might also strike the listener as
weak or troubled in some way. See Elements, 171–2.
37

See (selectively) Webster, “Schubert’s Sonata Form,” Pt.1,18 – 35; Hunt, “The Three-Key Trimodular
Block,” 65–119; and Deborah Kessler, “Motive and Motivation in Schubert’s Three-Key Expositions,” in Structure
and Meaning in Tonal Music, ed. L. Poundie Burstein and David Gagné (Hillsdale, NY: Pendragon Press, 2006),
259–76.
For a detailed study of 18th-century precedents for Schubert’s three-key trimodular blocks, see Hunt,
“The Three-Key Trimodular Block,” 69–80.
38
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cadential reinforcement.”39 Indeed, in most instances, TM1 does not project a “flawed” condition,
but instead comprises a tonally and formally stable theme with indisputable S-rhetoric, often
concluding with a PAC. TM3, on the other hand, the “real” S-theme in the Classical TMB,
becomes more closing-like in character. Thus, as Hunt has observed, in Schubert, “the second
key is emphasized through thematic design, whereas the third key is emphasized through its
structural tonal role.”40 Schubert’s TMB model conforms to what Boyd Pomeroy has labeled the
late-resolving exposition (or recapitulation). According to him, “late resolution (LR) defers
arrival in the exposition’s tonal destination beyond its normative thematic association with Srhetoric to a later stage of the formal process and (typically) closing thematic rhetoric.”41
In the Classical period, the two MCs involved in a TMB structure are usually different.
Regarding their tonal quality, they tend to follow Hepokoski and Darcy’s MC deployment
sequence (I:HC – V:HC – V:PAC), the most common pattern being I:HC (MC1) followed by
V:HC (MC2). Rhetorically, the second MC is generally more emphatic than the first, but there
are times where the first is articulated more strongly than the latter. Hepokoski and Darcy advise
that “whatever its [MC2’s] rhetorical strength—or lack thereof—its function is to restart S or to
prepare for a more ‘successful’ S-theme.”42 Consistent with his idiosyncratic handling of the
TMB’s tonal and thematic aspects, Schubert seemed to prefer an unorthodox MC arrangement
characterized by a PAC in a non-traditional key (MC1) and an HC in the correct key (MC2).43
This was not a rigid scheme by any means and obviously admitted other MC types, such as the
39

Ibid., 81.

40

Ibid., 86.

41

Pomeroy, “The Parallel Sonata Form,” 21.

42

Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 172.

43

See Pomeroy, “The Parallel Sonata Form,” 22.
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non sequitur HC preparation and the correct-key PAC, usually employed as first and second
MCs, respectively.
As noted above, trimodular blocks may closely resemble MC-declined situations,
especially when TM1 projects some “defective” attribute. However, it could be argued that all
TMB structures can—and perhaps should—be conceived as grander, more dramatized
adaptations of the declined-MC strategy, an extreme variant of the bait-and-switch tactic in
which the already-confirmed MC1 is “questioned” by TM2, before being eventually replaced by a
more normative MC option. This tonal and rhetorical interaction does not implicate the
retrospective cancellation of MC1, but, as in most declined-MC situations, exposes the cadence’s
weaknesses, highlighting the need for a stronger MC candidate. In other words, both proposed
MCs are accepted, but only the latter manages to manufacture a theme (TM3) that will ultimately
secure the EEC.

The “Wrong-Key”/Classical Pair: Piano Sonata in Bb, D. 960/i
In Schubert, most TMB expositions feature the “wrong-key”/Classical MC pair. An
instance is found in the Piano Sonata in Bb, D. 960, first movement. Here, TR arises in measure
36 as a dissolving reprise of P.44 It restores the peaceful character of the initial theme, adding
textural and dynamic alterations that are not strong enough to either provide the expected
transitional rhetoric or destabilize the controlling tonic key. As if attempting to escape the tonic
area, the module evades the theme’s final PAC, collapsing into a common-tone diminishedseventh chord (later reinterpreted as viio7 of Fs minor) that unexpectedly leads into a bvi:PAC

44

A’ ⇒ TR).

As a whole, pre-MC space is organized here as a small ternary structure with dissolving reprise (i.e., A B
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MC (m. 48).45 Despite its sudden appearance and underprepared condition, the cadence manages
to bring the “deficient” TR module to an end, opening up the exposition’s second part (example
3.13a).

Example 3.13a. Schubert, Piano Sonata in Bb, D. 960/i (mm. 42–49)
''42'

Bb:''V'

TM1'

''46'

6
'
'''''''''''''1''''''''''''''
5

''''''''''''V7'

CTo7'
f#:''viio'7'

bvi:HC'MC1'

The subsequent music confirms the just-heard MC gesture, but does not convince as a
TM2'

''58'

proper S-candidate, at least not one that is capable of accomplishing its tonal task. In fact, the
tonally unstable module does not seem to move towards the EEC but instead modulates to A
major (VII), as if searching for a “safer place” to exist.
However, the following passage
'
VII:PAC'

Reinvigora>on'of'TR1ac>vity

introduces the hitherto-missing TR-rhetoric (TM2), eventually coming to a V:PAC MC
(examples 2.13b and c).46

The non-normative key of Fs minor (enharmonic bvi) is foreshadowed by the modulation to Gb major
(bVI) within the primary zone. For references to this procedure in the literature, see (selectively) Hunt, “The ThreeKey Trimodular Block,” 95, and Rosen, Sonata Forms, 246 ff.
45

The diminished-seventh chord used within TR as a pivot (CTo7 ⇒ viio7 of Fs minor) is reintroduced in m.
72 and, this time, treated as viio7/V in the key of F major. In other words, Schubert returns to the same harmonic
entity that led the music into a long tonal detour, but now treats it in a more traditional manner, managing to finally
46
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6
'
'''''''''''''1''''''''''''''
5

''''''''''''V7'

bvi:HC'MC1'

Example 3.13b. Schubert, Piano Sonata in Bb, D. 960/i (mm. 58–60)
TM2'

''58'

VII:PAC'

Reinvigora>on'of'TR1ac>vity'

Example 3.13c. Schubert, Piano Sonata in Bb, D. 960/i (mm. 76–83)

''76'

1'7'

F:'''''V64'
''80'

TM3'

Closing'rhetoric'

V:PAC'MC2'
Dominant'key!'

''97'

The cadence triggers TM3, a closing-like
module that projects a light and happy
C'

ambience, as if celebrating the belated arrival of the dominant key. The theme achieves the EEC
in measure 99, confirming the prominent role played by the dominant in the exposition’s tonal
trajectory (example 3.13d).

V:PAC''
EEC'

direct the exposition towards the dominant key. The impression is that the music returned to the same point where it
previously took a “wrong turn,” this time proceeding in the right direction.

''80'

TM

Closing'rhetoric'
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V:PAC'MC2'

Dominant'key!
Example
3.13d. Schubert, Piano Sonata in Bb, D. 960/i (mm. 97–101)
'

''97'

C'

V:PAC''
EEC'

D. 960/i is a classic example of the Schubertian trimodular block. As suggested by
Graham Hunt, TM1 is indeed emphasized through thematic design, projecting a lyrical character
in an unorthodox key, whereas TM3 is emphasized through its tonal role; i.e., despite its closing
rhetoric, it manages to introduce the key of the dominant and attain the EEC. The two MCs also
follow the composer’s traditional model: the first a “wrong-key” PAC and the second a V:PAC.
Rhetorically, while MC1 is untimely and underprepared, MC2 constitutes a firmly articulated
cadential gesture, properly set up by TM2. In this context, it seems reasonable to conceive the
TMB structure of D. 960/i as a more highly developed variant of a declined-MC situation in
which two accepted MC gestures interact at a higher level, expressing different functions. The
first proves capable of concluding the exposition’s first part but, perhaps because of its fragile
tonal and rhetorical quality, fails to provide structural closure. The second, a much stronger
gesture, “corrects” the work’s tonal trajectory, allowing the eventual articulation of the EEC.

The Classical/“Wrong-Key” Pair: String Quintet No. 5 in Bb, D. 68/i
Despite his penchant for the “wrong-key”/Classical TMB model during his late period,
Schubert experimented with a variety of tonal and cadential combinations for TMB structures
throughout his career. The first movement of the String Quartet No. 5 in Bb, D. 68, features a
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premature I:HC MC1 (m. 18) and an unsettled TM1 (mm. 20 ff) in the key of the dominant
(example 3.14a) that ends with a V:PAC (m. 29), triggering real TR-activity (TM2). After several
attempts to secure the second MC, TM2 comes to a vi:HC in measure 45, emphasized by a
gigantic 15-measure dominant lock and MC punctuation (example 2.14b). The subsequent theme
(TM3, mm. 62 ff) accepts the gesture but soon modulates to the dominant, eventually articulating
a V:PAC EEC (m. 93).
It could be argued that, in this early example, Schubert favors the Classical/“wrong-key”
MC arrangement, which implicates recuperating the dominant key within TM3 and finally
confirming it with the EEC. In other words, the harmonic detour caused by MC2 requires TM3 to
“take responsibility” for the exposition’s tonal path, “correcting” its trajectory. As in declinedMC strategies featuring the Classical/“wrong-key” pair, the EEC comprises the final and most
decisive stage of a three-step process, denying the tonal “alienation” proposed by the second MC
and confirming TM3’s “correcting” strategy.

Example 3.14a. Schubert, String Quartet No. 5 in Bb, D. 68/i (mm. 16–22)
CF$

$$16$

I:HC$MC1$

$$42$

TM1$
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I:HC$MC1$

Example 3.14b. Schubert, String Quartet No. 5 in Bb, D. 68/i (mm. 42–59)
$$42$

$$48$

vi:HC$,,,$Dominant,lock$

$$48$

CF$
CF$

$$54$
$$54$

vi:HC$MC2$
vi:HC$MC2$

The “Benda Model”: String Quartet No. 14 in d, D. 810/i
Another TMB configuration explored by Schubert was the (i–III–v) “Benda model,”
which is found in a slightly varied fashion in the first movement of his String Quartet No. 14 in
d, D. 810.47 Here, an attenuated III:PAC MC1 (m. 61) marks the onset of a folk-like theme
(TM1), firmly rooted in F major (III). The module comes to a PAC in measure 83 and is directly
followed by the reinvigoration of TR-activity, which leads eventually into a v:HC MC2 (m. 97).

47

For more on Benda’s treatment of the i–III–v TMB model and Schubert’s appropriation of it, see Hunt,
“The Three-Key Trimodular Block,” 79–102.
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TM3 (mm. 102 ff) enters in the key of A major (V), injecting an “illusory hope” that is ultimately
overridden by the arrival of the minor mode with a v:PAC EEC.

Example 3.15a. Schubert, String Quartet No. 14 in d, D. 810/i (mm. 60–65)
$$60$

TM1$

Folk/like$theme$

$$60$

TM1$

Folk/like$theme$

III:PAC$MC1$
$$

$$97$

CF$
Example 3.15b.
Schubert, String Quartet No. 14 in d, D. 810/i (mm. 97–104)
III:PAC$MC1$
$$

$$97$

v:HC$MC2$
$$101$

CF$

TM3$

v:HC$MC2$
$$101$

TM3$
Major$mode$

Major$mode$

Once again, the treatment of both MCs may be conceived as a highly dramatized version
of a declined-MC strategy: the first MC manages to escape the pessimistic minor mode, leading
into the major median. Despite its clear “S-ness,” TM1 fails to achieve the EEC, leading instead
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into the reinvigoration of TR-rhetoric and an eventual MC in the fatalistic minor dominant key.
TM3 tries to escape the proposed key, first by introducing the major dominant, then by briefly
restoring the major mediant; however, it fails to withstand the pressure of the minor mode,
ultimately collapsing into it.

Combined Strategies: Piano Trio in Eb, D. 929/i
From time to time Schubert constructs expositions that combine the TMB
structure with Declined MCs. The result is a complex web of structural cadences comprising
three distinct levels of interaction: declined/accepted MCs, accepted/accepted MCs, and accepted
MCs/EEC.
The first movement of the Piano Trio in Eb, D. 929, begins with an elegant P-theme that
clearly establishes the home key, ending with a I:PAC in measure 12. Following a sudden turn
towards the dominant, TR springs forth over dominant harmony, coming eventually to a firmly
articulated I:HC MC (mm. 34–35), reiterated five measures later. Implying a third cadential
reiteration, the subsequent music begins to repeat the emphatic rhetorical gesture that marked the
second cadence; however, this time, it changes its mind mid-way, collapsing into a fatalistic
bvi:PAC MC (m. 48)—accepted by the proceeding music (TM1). The overall impression is that,
after two attempts to secure a Classical MC, the music undergoes an “identity crisis,” veering
away from the more traditional proposed path (example 3.16a).
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Example 3.16a. Schubert, Piano Trio in Eb, D. 929/i (mm. 32–50)
CadenBal$gesture$is$reiterated$
CadenBal$gesture$is$reiterated$

$$32$
$$32$

I:HC$MC1?$
I:HC$MC1?$
CadenBal$reiteraBon$again?$
CadenBal$reiteraBon$again?$

$$40$
$$40$

I:HC$MC1?$
I:HC$MC1?$

$$46$

TM1$

No!$$

bvi:PAC$MC1$

b:$V7$$

$$74$

TM1 (mm. 48 ff) arises as a melancholic theme that seems to regret its inability to
introduce the dominant key. It comprises four varied statements of a modulating hybrid structure
(compound basic idea + consequent), each placed in a different key. As a whole, the module
descends by majorEb$major!
thirds (B minor–G major–Eb major), strangely landing on the tonic, whose
$

belated appearance might be explained as a compensation for TR’s “tonal underdetermination”—and perhaps the only way to achieve the structural dominant. TM1 finally
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articulates a V:PAC in measure 84 followed by codettas that reiterate the just-sounded cadence
(example 3.16b).
At this point, the gesture may impress the listener as a premature EEC, suggesting that
TM1 was ultimately able to accomplish the exposition’s tonal task, despite its unsettled
condition. However, the proposed EEC is overtaken by a sudden reinvigoration of TR-activity
(⇒ TM2), which, after implying a iii:HC MC, restores its trajectory towards the dominant,
1$
$
leading No!$
into
a drastically attenuated (perhaps even evaded!)
(m. 99). The impaired
TMV:PAC

$$46$

gesture cannot function as the EEC but manages to set up the arrival of a new theme. In other
words, the cadence in measure 99 should be interpreted as a fragile V:PAC MC that triggers TM3
and finally introduces the dominant key.

$
b:$V7$3.16b.
Example
Schubert, Piano Trio in Eb, D. 929/i (mm.bvi:PAC$MC
74–105)
1$

$$74$

Eb$major!$

$$82$

CodeNas$

V:PAC$

$$89$

Is$this$the$EEC?$

⇒$TM2$

V:PAC$
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Is$this$the$EEC?$

⇒$TM2$

$$89$

No!$iii:HC$$$$///$MC$approaching?$$

TM3.1

96

Registral displacement

Dynamic drop

No!

V:PAC MC2
Cadence is dras5cally a8enuated

106
$$96$

3.1$
TM3 comprises two
modules: an agitated sentential structure that fails to achieve
TMdistinct

the EEC (TM3.1) and a closing-like
theme—exhibiting clear post-EEC rhetoric—that finally
Register$displacement
$

brings the TMB structure to an end (TM3.2). TM3.2 secures a V:PAC EEC in measure 138,
followed by a discursive closing section that builds up from pianissimo to a festive forte
Dynamic$drop$

(examples 3.16c and d).
No!$

Bb: IV

- 53

V64

Example 3.16c. Schubert,V:PAC$MC
Piano Trio in Eb, D. 929/i (mm. 106–120)
2$

Cadence$is$drasBcally$aNenuated$

$$106$

Bb:$$$IV$$$$$$$$$$$V6$$$$$$
4

/$53$
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TM3.2$

$$116$

Register$displacement$and$dynamic$drop$

$$116$

TM3.2$

Register$displacement$and$dynamic$drop$

Cadence$is$evaded!$
De/energizing$zone$

$$132$

Example
3.16d. Schubert, Piano Trio in Eb, D. 929/i (mm. 132–152)
Cadence$is$evaded!
$

De/energizing$zone$

$$132$

$$138$

V:IAC$

V:IAC$

V:IAC$

V:IAC$

V:IAC$

V:IAC$

C$

V:PAC$$
EEC$

As indicated at the outset of this discussion, in the first movement of the Eb Piano Trio,
realized and unrealized structural cadences interact at three different levels (figure 3.2):
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1) At the lowest level one finds two declined-MC situations that contribute to the work’s
tonal narrative: the first involves two rejected I:HC MCs and an accepted bvi:PAC MC that
highlights TR’s inability to establish the dominant key. The second comprises a failed attempt to
secure a iii:HC MC and a weak V:PAC MC that, despite its “inadequate” condition, manages to
open TM3. The implied iii:HC MC arises as a reaction to the premature EEC effect of measure
84, demonstrating that the exposition was not yet ready to articulate such a structural
punctuation, and transforming S-space into a trimodular block. The subsequent V:PAC MC
ratifies the formal and expressive proposed adjustments, and, more importantly, brings the music
back to a “safer” tonal path.
2) The intermediate level comprises both accepted MCs that define the TMB structure, a
bvi:PAC MC and a V:PAC MC. Following two proposed MCs, the tonally unorthodox MC1
accomplishes its formal role, opening the exposition’s second part through a strong rhetorical
gesture. On the other hand, the attenuated MC2 stands out for its tonal quality: it manages to
restore the dominant key and sets up a theme that eventually brings the exposition to an end.
3) The most fundamental level is expressed by the relation between both accepted MCs
and the EEC, a structural interaction that elucidates the complementary function of both V:PACs
against the tonally “alienated” bvi:PAC MC.
In conclusion, Schubert expanded the declined-MC practice of the Classical period,
increasing the procedure’s tonal and expressive role within sonata movements. His colorful
harmonic practice as well as his eclectic treatment of the MC allowed him to organize the
procedure in four different declined/accepted pairs, each producing its own distinctive effect on
the work’s formal narrative. Lastly, in Schubert, the declined-MC strategy exceeds its inherent
rhetorical (and coloristic) function, frequently incorporating structural significance: the
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procedure introduces formal and tonal complications that must be subsequently “corrected” or
compensated.

Classical

1)

2)

I:HC MC
Declined

Wrong-Key
bvi:PAC

MC1

bvi:PAC

MC1

Wrong-Key

3)

bvi:PAC

Wrong-Key

Wrong-Key

Classical

iii:HC MC

V:PAC
MC2

Declined

V:PAC
MC2
Classical

V:PAC

V:PAC
EEC

Classical

Figure 3.2. Cadential interaction in the Piano Trio in Eb, D. 929/i

Closing Remarks
Broader Contributions
The primary goal of this dissertation has been to demonstrate how complications derived
from Schubert’s unorthodox MC practice inform his pieces structurally and rhetorically. This
premise has indeed shaped most of the analytical work done here, but it does not account for
some of the broader—perhaps most significant—outcomes of this research.
A frequently voiced concern in the analytical literature on Schubert relates to the
persistent use of theoretical frameworks that do not accurately capture his non-normative formal
and harmonic practices. As noted by Suzannah Clark, “much scholarly critique of the twentieth
and twentieth-first centuries has been occupied with overturning the strict definitions of what
constitutes discipline, order, obedience, and learning. As many argue, the impression that
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Schubert’s music lacks these qualities is generated by looking at Schubert through the wrong—
invariably Beethovenian—lenses.”48 Indeed, in the introduction to a collection of critical and
analytical essays on Schubert published in 1986, Walter Frisch argues that “perhaps, one reason
Schubert’s works have remained critically impoverished is that although they form part of the
mainstream of the Viennese Classical/Romantic tradition, their ‘concrete values’ are not easily
elucidated by the methods developed for other composers.”49 Accordingly, it could be argued
that the Classically oriented approach favored by Hepokoski and Darcy—adopted here as the
central theoretical foundation—must be refined to better accommodate Schubert’s idiosyncratic
treatment of the MC. Hepokoski and Darcy themselves encourage other authors to further
develop the concepts and ideas introduced in Sonata Theory: “at any point, the method outlined
here can be expanded or modified through criticism, correction, or nuance. Indeed, we invite
this. The proposed construct is intended only as a beginning, as a work-in-progress—not as a
fixed set of finalized dicta.”50
As demonstrated in this dissertation, Schubert expanded the boundaries defined by the
Classical tradition: he incorporated wrong-key and non sequitur MCs into his constellation of
favored procedures, increasing the available choices for setting up the secondary zone; he treated
the V:PAC MC as a first-level default along with the more traditional HC MC options, perhaps
contributing to the increasing preference for the de-energizing transition later in the nineteenth
century; he broadened the available cadential arrangements within MC pairs in declined-MC
situations, exploring the expressive potential of the normative/non-normative dual opposition;
48

Clark, Analyzing Schubert, 268.

49

Frisch, introduction to Schubert: Critical and Analytical Studies, ed. Walter Frisch (Lincoln: University
of Nebraska Press, 1986), x. See additionally Dahlhaus, “Sonata Form in Schubert,” 1–12.
50

Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements, 9.
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and he developed a preference for three-key trimodular blocks that visited a Classically nonnormative key before reaching a more traditional one, a practice that seems related to his
treatment of declined MCs. It seems clear that Schubert’s stylistic preferences radically expand
many of the default procedures posited by Sonata Theory, thus inviting for refinements of the
theory. In this regard, I hope that the refinements proposed in this dissertation contribute to a
more accurate understanding of Schubert’s MC practice, one that takes into account his favored
compositional strategies, allowing for an appreciation of his music through authentically
“Schubertian lenses.”
On the other hand, Sonata Theory has provided the tools to review, organize, and clarify
some of the relevant issues found in the literature on Schubert’s MCs. As argued in the previous
chapters, past studies have favored a more flexible approach to Schubert’s transitions and MCs,
allowing an eclectic range of parameters into their concepts of categorization, which have, at
times, led into inaccurate conclusions. Aiming at a more rigorous categorical organization, I have
examined Schubert’s MCs from three distinct perspectives; i.e., before, during, and after the MC.
In chapter 1, I examined the MC’s point of articulation, demonstrating how it relates—tonally
and rhetorically—to its surroundings. Chapter 2 focused on tonal complications that take place
within TR and ultimately affect the perception of the MC. Finally, chapter 3 explored the
retrospective effects of post-MC material on the MC articulation.

The Impact of Schubert’s MCs on Tonal and Formal Trajectories
As demonstrated in this dissertation, Schubert’s unorthodox treatment of the MC affects
the formal and expressive unfolding of his sonata-form movements in many ways. In general
terms, I have argued that the MC incorporates two structural roles beyond its most fundamental
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function as a formal articulator: 1) clarification of the function of a formally ambiguous passage,
and 2) introduction of tonal and formal complications into the work’s trajectory.
The first role is associated with the non-normative behavior of P or TR, and, as seen in
chapter 2, is usually connected to cases of tonal over-determination or the early arrival of the
secondary key. In other words, the MC seems to look backwards, correcting, clarifying, or
proposing an explanation for a formal or tonal complication.
The second role involves a non-traditional MC articulation—often a I:PAC MC, a
“wrong-key” MC, or a non sequitur MC—that affects the unfolding of the work, ultimately
invoking some kind of “correction” or compensation. In this process, the MC seems to project
itself forward, often creating complex situations that may involve declined MCs, continuous
expositions, trimodular blocks, or recapitulatory compensations.
Needless to say, the formal and rhetorical anomalies associated with both structural roles
add drama to the work’s trajectory and, consequently, define the MC’s expressive purpose.

Future Projects
A major concern of this dissertation was to reconceive Schubert’s MC practice based on
its similarities to and departures from the Classical tradition, a task that was facilitated by the
highly schematic treatment of the MC during the late-eighteenth century. However, one may also
ask how Schubert’s practice relates to those of later Romantic composers. In the nineteenth
century, the MC was treated in many different ways, ranging from clear cut Classical MC
punctuations to highly deformational instances of de-energizing TRs that merge into S without
articulating a real MC. Schubert’s eclectic treatment of the MC added variety to the more
uniform MC practice of the Classical period, introducing new strategies that were incorporated
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and modified throughout the Romantic period. The diverse MC practices of the nineteenth
century and their relationships to Schubert’s personal treatment of the MC constitute extremely
fertile topics that cannot be explored in depth here, and merit studies of their own.
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